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ABSTRACT
Analyses of Nonlinearity Measures in High-Amplitude Sound Propagation
Michael Boone Muhlestein
Department of Physics and Astronomy, BYU
Master of Science
Military aircraft generate high-amplitude noise which can cause injury to attending personnel.
Efforts to mitigate the effects of this noise require a detailed understanding of the propagation of
the noise, which was shown previously to be nonlinear. This thesis presents an analysis of highamplitude noise propagation, emphasizing measures used to quantify the importance of
considering nonlinearity.
Two measures of the importance of nonlinearity are compared. These measures are the wave
steepening factor and a skewness estimate. The wave steepening factor is a measure of how
much nonlinear waveform steepening has occurred in a waveform. The skewness estimate is the
skewness of the first time-derivatives of the pressure amplitudes, and can be considered a
measure of the shock content in a waveform. These two measures are analyzed analytically in
terms of the Earnshaw, Fubini, Fay, and Khokhlov solutions to the Burgers equation. In
addition, an analysis of how discrete sampling affects the estimation of these quantities is also
presented. It is determined that the wave steepening factor is robust with respect to low
sampling rates, but the skewness of the first time-derivatives of the pressure amplitudes is not
robust, and requires very large sampling rates to be adequately estimated.
Using numerical and experimental techniques, the two nonlinearity measures are applied to more
complicated waveforms, such as Gaussian noise and noise with jet noise-like statistics. It is
found that the evolution of the two nonlinearity measures discussed above for noise signals is
distinctive in various ways. In particular, the skewness of the first time derivative of the pressure
amplitudes suggest that noise waveforms experience nonlinear phenomena faster than initially
sinusoidal signals, while the wave steepening factor suggests that they occur at approximately
the same rate. The measures are then applied to full-scale military aircraft. By comparing these
nonlinearity metrics with the results of the analytical, numerical, and experimental results found
in this thesis, it is determined that nonlinearity is likely to be significant in the near field of a
military aircraft at military and afterburner engine conditions.
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1.1 Background

1

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
High-amplitude jet noise propagation has been of interest since the early 1950’s, [1] and
the effects of nonlinearity in the propagation of such noise have been studied since the early
1970’s. [2] Recently, an interest in high-amplitude noise propagation has been renewed because
of a concern of the impact of such noise on the environment. In particular, the issues associated
with hearing loss of technicians working near military aircraft have resulted in funding for noise
propagation research. The majority of studies of jet noise propagation have assumed the
propagation of the noise is linear (e. g. Wall et al. [3]). However, due to the high-amplitude
nature of some jet noise, the validity of the linear approximation is questionable. Since it is
difficult to quantify the impact of nonlinear terms in propagation models, or the importance of
nonlinearity, in certain scenarios – such as near-field jet noise propagation, due to the large
amount of energy at high frequencies and the complicated nature of an extended, directional
source – various measures of the importance of nonlinearity in arbitrary waveforms have been
proposed. This thesis presents the results of the effort to understand the interpretation of
nonlinear measures for high-amplitude noise propagation with applications to jet noise.
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1.2 Physical Phenomena
In order to help facilitate an understanding of high-amplitude sound propagation, a brief,
qualitative introduction to the physical phenomena associated with nonlinear propagation is
presented in this section. A more detailed explanation of these phenomena can be found in Ref.
[4] and as part of Chapter 2.
Certain physical phenomena associated with one-dimensional wave propagation are only
predicted by propagation models that include second-order corrections or higher. The
phenomenon most pertinent to this thesis which requires second-order corrections to model is
waveform steepening due to amplitude-dependent processes. The two physical processes which
drive the steepening of waveforms are convection and thermal variations. [4] The net effect of
these two processes causes the wave speed of a waveform to be amplitude dependent; higher
amplitudes will propagate faster than lower amplitudes, leading to shorter pressure rise times in a
waveform, hence the name waveform steepening. This deformation of waveforms is manifested
in the corresponding spectra by the interactions of acoustic energy with various frequencies. For
example, given a sound wave consisting of two different frequencies with significant acoustic
energy, nonlinear propagation will transfer energy from these two frequencies to the sum and
difference of the two frequencies. [5] Further propagation will cause additional transfer. In
short, from a frequency-domain perspective, second-order corrections to propagation models
cause all frequencies to interact with all other frequencies.
If a waveform distorts sufficiently, portions of the waveform become nearly
discontinuous and are referred to as acoustic shocks. Because acoustic shocks have different
propagation behaviors than the rest of a waveform (discussed below), the propagation prior to
shock formation is called the pre-shock propagation regime. Any waveform that propagates
without linear losses will eventually form shocks, given a large enough propagation distance.
The distance at which a waveform propagating without linear losses will generate shocks is
called the shock formation distance. As might be expected, the shock formation distance is
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dependent upon the waveform and propagation geometry. In particular, the shock formation
distance is inversely proportional to the greatest time derivative of the waveform and the
characteristic frequency, and takes different forms for planar propagation and for cylindrical and
spherical spreading. [4] Thus, larger amplitudes and higher frequencies will decrease the shock
formation distance of a waveform, and geometric spreading will increase it. Since random noise
does not have a fixed greatest time derivative, the shock formation distance for different noise
waveforms will in general be different.
For propagation without linear losses, once a shock forms at the shock formation
distance, the shock will continue to grow stronger. After three shock formation distances, an
initially sinusoidal signal propagating without linear losses will approach a sawtooth wave-like
form. For this reason, the propagation of an initially sinusoidal signal without linear losses from
one to three shock formation distances is called the shock formation regime, and from three
shock formation distances on is called the sawtooth regime.
The propagation of shocks may be fully modeled using the Rankine-Hugoniot shock
relations, which are based on conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. [4] By making the
assumptions that the shocks in a waveform are weak, energy dissipation is concentrated at the
shocks, and shocks are true discontinuities (these assumptions are often valid for high-amplitude
noise propagation; see Ref. [4] for a discussion of these assumptions as they relate to acoustic
propagation), the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations may be approximated using what is called
weak shock theory. Using weak shock theory, it can be shown that shocks propagate at the
average of the sound speeds of the pressure just before and after the shock wave. This means
that shock waves can propagate at, above, or below the small-signal speed of sound. An
example of the amplitude-dependent sound speed is shown in Figure 1.1. The variable

is a

normalized pressure and is a normalized retarded time of arrival, which means signals
propagating at the small-signal sound speed will not change temporal location. The distance
from the source is denoted as , and

is a critical distance that will be discussed below. The
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The example of shock propagation shown in Figure 1.1 also demonstrates another
important phenomenon associated with shock propagation, called shock coalescence. [8] [9]
Shock coalescence occurs when one shock overtakes another shock. The two shocks merge and
propagate as a single shock in a manner distinct from either of the original shocks, thus losing
information about the original two shocks. In the example shown in Figure 1.1, the two positive
shocks coalesce at the critical distance

. Because of shock coalescence and extra attenuation at

a shock, it is difficult to obtain source characteristics from measurements far from a highamplitude noise source.
The success of linear models in most applications of acoustics suggests that nonlinear
processes, which, strictly speaking, are always present in acoustic wave propagation, may be
dominated by counteracting processes. The most obvious process that opposes nonlinear
processes is that of absorption. While nonlinear effects generate energy at sum and difference
frequencies as sound propagates, atmospheric absorption due to thermoviscous effects and
molecular relaxation will attenuate the sound energy, particularly at high frequencies resulting
from sum-frequency generation. If a nonlinear process transfers energy to the sum and
difference frequencies more slowly than linear absorptive processes attenuate the energy, then
linear processes dominate and that nonlinear process is not important.
Another way linear processes may decrease the importance of including nonlinear terms
in propagation models is geometric spreading. Geometric spreading causes the amplitude of a
signal to decrease, causing the nonlinear generation of energy at sum and difference frequencies
to slow. Spherical spreading causes a signal to decrease in amplitude inversely with distance and
cylindrical spreading causes the amplitude to decrease inversely with the square root of distance.
In general, the geometric spreading of a signal may be both frequency and propagation distance
dependent.
The importance of nonlinearity in the propagation of a signal relative to linear processes
may be quantified for an initially sinusoidal signal with the Gol’dberg number. [4] The
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Gol’dberg number Γ is defined as a characteristic absorption length divided by a characteristic
nonlinear distortion length, and may be interpreted as the relative importance of nonlinearity in
propagation relative to absorptive processes. For an initially sinusoidal wave, the characteristic
absorption length is the inverse of the absorption coefficient at the frequency of the initial
sinusoid and the characteristic nonlinear distortion length is the shock formation distance of the
initial sinusoid. Since the shock formation distance of an initial sinusoid is well known for
planar, cylindrical, and spherical waves, the Gol’dberg number accounts for both the absorptive
and geometrical effects. A small absorption length and large shock formation distance will yield
a Gol’dberg number much less than one, which indicates that absorptive processes dominate the
propagation, and nonlinear processes may be ignored. On the other hand, a large absorption
length and small shock formation distance will yield a Gol’dberg number much greater than one,
and indicates that nonlinearity will be very important in the propagation. In the large Gol’dberg
number limit, the propagation of a signal may be well approximated by neglecting linear
absorption over a short distance relative to the absorption length. The Gol’dberg number will be
used extensively throughout this thesis.
It should be noted that the Gol’dberg number was defined in light of nonlinear
propagation with thermoviscous losses. Therefore, Gol’dberg number values obtained using
absorption coefficients based on relaxational or boundary layer phenomena must be carefully
interpreted. In particular, the effects of dispersion [6] [10] must be taken into account when
considering real measured data.
Since linear absorption is always present in real acoustic processes, linear processes will
dominate the propagation of a waveform if the wave propagates far enough, regardless of the
initial amplitude. If a waveform at some distance from the source develops shocks significant
enough to be considered sawtooth wave-like (thus having a sawtooth regime), once linear
processes dominate, it enters what is called the old-age regime of propagation. In the old-age
regime the propagation is characterized by unsteepening of the waveform rather than steepening,
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caused by the high absorption coefficients that are common to high frequencies. For specific
absorption processes, such as thermoviscous losses, the old-age absorption coefficients of the
nonlinearly generated harmonics of an initial sinusoid will never return to the linear predictions.
For this reason, Pernet coined the phrase “once nonlinear, always nonlinear”. [11]

1.3 Nonlinearity in High-Amplitude Noise Propagation
Nonlinearity has been suspected to be important in high-amplitude noise propagation
since before 1973. Pestorius and Blackstock [8] [9] showed both experimentally and
computationally that initially 160 dB re 20μPa broadband Gaussian noise in a plane wave tube
will generate significant shocks. Based on the spectra of the waveforms with significant shock
content that they measured, Pestorius and Blackstock suggested propagation nonlinearity as a
possible explanation to anomalously low high-frequency attenuation of measured jet noise.
Pestorius et al. [12] further showed that shocks would form in plane-wave-tube propagation of
broadband noise regardless of the initial phase distribution in the initial broadband signal. More
recently, Gee et al. [13] studied outdoor, far field measurements of a large sound source capable
of producing overall sound pressure levels of 155 dB re 20μPa at a few hundred hertz. They
showed the measured harmonics of an initial sinusoid as far as 1 km from the source followed a
nonlinear propagation prediction significantly more closely than a linear propagation prediction.
This test showed nonlinear effects are important given spherical spreading and large propagation
distances, as well as in plane wave tubes.
In addition to computational and experimental efforts to understand the importance of
nonlinearity in high-amplitude noise propagation, various analytical descriptions of the evolution
of broadband spectra during nonlinear propagation were found from the mid 1970’s to the early
1990’s. Rudenko and Soluyan [14] showed that in the pre-shock propagation regime the high
frequencies of broadband noise spectra would trend as the inverse cube of frequency. Scott [15]
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showed that broadband noise which has developed significant shocks despite thermoviscous
absorption will have high-frequency amplitudes that trend as the inverse of the square of
frequency. Crighton and Scott [16] developed several asymptotic forms of the Burgers equation.
In 1991, Gurbatov et al. [17] showed by using an asymptotic form of the Burgers equation that
the low-frequency amplitudes of broadband noise with significant shock content follow a
frequency squared trend.
Most of the studies dealing with the importance of nonlinearity in broadband noise have
been constrained to idealized cases. For example, with the exception of Gee et al., the studies
discussed above are limited to one-dimensional problems, such as plane-wave tube
measurements or plane-wave assumptions. Furthermore, the analytical treatments are
constrained by either thermoviscous absorption or no linear absorption. While these
idealizations are not valid when considering more realistic and complex situations such as jet
noise propagation, they allow important insights into the nature of nonlinearity in broadband
noise propagation which may be applied to real world problems.

1.4 Nonlinearity in High-Amplitude Jet Noise
Interest in the importance of nonlinearity in jet noise arose due to anomalously low highfrequency attenuation rates of measured jet noise in the 1960’s. In 1971 Pernet and Payne [2]
first showed that nonlinearity may be part of the cause of the low attenuation rates. During the
rest of the 1970’s and early 1980’s, several papers dealing with noise measurements of model
scale jets, such as Gallagher [18], and of full-scale jets, such as Morfey and Howell [19] and
Morfey [20], were published with the perspective of finite-amplitude propagation effects. These
papers generally found that nonlinearity in high-amplitude jet noise propagation is important.
However, by the mid 1980’s, the interest of the aeroacoustics community in the effects of
nonlinearity on jet noise propagation had significantly waned.
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Recently, there has been renewed funding and interest in the importance of nonlinearity
in jet noise due to concerns about the environmental impact of jet noise, in particular the hearing
loss of technicians working near military aircraft. Several studies of full-scale military aircraft –
in particular, Gee et al. has studied noise measurements of the F/A-18E engine, [21] the F-22A
Raptor, [22] [23] and the F-35A Joint Strike Fighter [24] [25] – have shown nonlinearity is
important in far-field high-amplitude jet noise propagation, and is important to some degree in
near-field propagation. While Gee et al. studied noise radiating from stationary jets, McInerny et
al. [26] studied military aircraft flyover measurements and found similar results.
In addition to full-scale jet measurements, a significant number of studies have been
based on laboratory-scale jets. [27] [28] [29] [30] There has been some debate as to the
importance of nonlinearity in the propagation of noise radiating from laboratory-scale jets. On
the one hand, Gee et al. have shown preliminary results that suggest that nonlinearity is
important in the noise radiated from Mach 2.0 unheated jets, [29] and that there is significant
shock formation in the near-field propagation of unheated supersonic jets. [30] On the other
hand, Baars et al. have shown evidence that any nonlinearity in waveforms measured near a fully
expanded Mach 3 jet is due to source phenomena, and not due to nonlinearity in propagation.
However, both Gee et al. [30] and Baars et al. [28] state that the sampling rates used in their
investigations may not have been sufficiently high to adequately resolve characteristics of
nonlinearity.
While the importance of nonlinearity in far-field measurements of full-scale jets has been
shown conclusively, the degree of importance of nonlinearity in near-field propagation has not
yet been established. In an attempt to aid in establishing the importance of nonlinearity in these
cases, this thesis provides an extended analysis of some statistical measures of the effects of
nonlinearity.
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1.5 Measures of Nonlinearity
Several measures of the importance of nonlinearity in noise propagation have been
defined. Some of these measures are based on spectral methods, such as an indicator derived by
Morfey and Howell, and some are based on time-domain statistical methods, such as skewness
estimates. In this section, we will discuss some of the history behind a subset of these measures.
Morfey and Howell [19] derived a cross-spectral form of the Burgers equation which
explicitly separates the impact of nonlinearity in a measureable quantity. This quantity, written
as

, is the quadspectral density between the pressure and the squared pressure, and is

considered an indicator of nonlinearity. The quadspectral density has been used in several
studies of jet noise propagation. [19] [23] [26] [27] [31] While potentially a useful way of
characterizing near-field jet noise propagation nonlinearity, it is beyond the scope of this thesis
to consider the quadspectral density. Another way the effect of nonlinearity may be visualized
using spectra is to compare the asymptotic spectral slopes of the measured jet noise waveforms
with the analytically derived solutions described above. However, there are two problems with
this method: First, the analytically derived solutions rely on planar waves propagating with
thermoviscous absorption. Since jet noise propagates with a more complicated atmospheric
absorption and has a complicated geometry, these assumptions are not valid. Secondly, it has
been shown that jet noise close to the source can also have similar slopes to those described in
Section 1.2. [32] Thus, whether the spectral slopes are due to source phenomena or propagation
phenomena becomes difficult to discern.
Time-domain statistics may be more useful than the spectral methods of determining the
role of nonlinearity in near-field jet noise propagation. In 1982 Gallagher [18] defined a metric
called the wave steepening factor. The wave steepening factor is the absolute value of the mean
negative pressure slope in a waveform divided by the mean positive pressure slope in the
waveform, and may be interpreted as a measure of how much distortion has occurred in the
waveform due to nonlinear propagation. More on the details of the wave steepening factor will
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be given in Chapter 2. In addition to Gallagher, Baars et al. [28] have reported the wave
steepening factor for various laboratory-scale jet noise waveforms. However, there has not been
a comprehensive analysis on the interpretation of the wave steepening factor to date. For
instance, Gallagher reported that a specific waveform had a wave steepening factor as low as
0.48, but what this means is unknown. The only comments Gallagher gives on the matter is that
this value of wave steepening factor is lower than others, suggesting greater distortion. One of
the goals of this thesis is to provide a foundation of analysis to interpret the wave steepening
factor.
In addition to the wave steepening factor, Gallagher also presented the number of zerocrossings in a waveform per unit time as a nonlinearity measure. The idea behind this value was
that as noise with significant shock content propagates, there would be some shock coalescence,
which would decrease the number of zero crossings per unit time. However, this metric requires
significant shock content in the waveform to be useful. In addition, not all noise waveforms
have a zero crossing for every shock (such as rocket noise waveforms; see the waveforms in Ref.
[33]), and if they do, the significant shocks are likely to be fairly evenly balanced across the zero
pressure line, and will therefore not overtake each other. For these reasons, the number of zero
crossings in a waveform will not be considered in this thesis.
Another time-domain measure that may be used to quantify the importance of
nonlinearity in the propagation of a wave is the skewness, or the third central moment of a
probability density function. Skewness may be interpreted as a measure of the asymmetry in a
probability density function, and as such, is zero for a Gaussian process. In an attempt to
quantify a perceived phenomenon called “crackle”, Ffowcs Williams [34] suggested the
skewness of the pressure waveform would be a useful metric. However, Gee et al. [35] showed
that crackle is more likely associated with the shock content in a waveform, which is not
necessarily associated with the time-domain statistics of a waveform. McInerny and Ölçmen
[33] suggested the statistics of the time derivative of a pressure waveform, rather than the
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pressure waveform itself, will yield more pertinent information concerning shock content in the
waveform. In addition, Gee et al. [25] [30] showed the skewness of the pressure waveform is
probably a source phenomenon, not a propagation phenomenon (though Crighton [36] did find
that propagation of a waveform with dispersion does generate non-zero skewness of the pressure
waveform), whereas skewness of the first time derivative of the pressure waveform is related to
propagation phenomena. Shepherd et al. [37] used numerical means to predict how various
statistical measures, including the skewness of the pressure waveform and its first time
derivative, evolve for an initially sinusoidal signal propagating without losses. Muhlestein and
Gee [38] used a plane wave tube to estimate how the skewness of propagated pressure
waveforms and their time derivatives evolve, but their analysis is incomplete. The skewness of a
pressure waveform and the skewness of its first time derivative will be analyzed more carefully
in this thesis.

1.6 Thesis Overview
The purpose of this thesis is to help establish an interpretation of various measures of the
importance of nonlinearity in high-amplitude noise propagation. In order to accomplish this
goal, analytical, numerical, and experimental analyses of these nonlinearity measures are
presented and compared with measured jet noise data.
High-amplitude broadband noise propagation, such as the propagation of high-amplitude
jet noise, can be extremely complicated, making it difficult to separate the propagation processes
into distinguishable components. One of the most complicating factors in jet noise propagation
is the geometry of the noise propagation. By using one-dimensional models and experiments
(such as plane wave tube experiments [8] [31] [39] [40]), the effects of nonlinearity in noise
propagation may be more easily discerned and then applied to more complicated systems like jet
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noise. The process of starting with simple models and working towards more complicated
systems is the pattern used to organize this thesis.
Various analytical models of one-dimensional sound propagation are presented in
Chapter 2. These propagation models are analyzed in terms of two measures of nonlinearity, the
wave steepening factor and the derivative skewness, in Chapter 3. In addition, an analysis of the
impact of finite sampling rates on the estimation of these measures of nonlinearity is presented.
Chapter 4 contains an analysis of these nonlinearity measures using a numerical one-dimensional
propagation model for various limiting and realistic cases.
The analytical and numerical analyses presented in Chapters 2 through 4 are used to
interpret waveforms measured in a plane wave tube experiment in Chapter 5. These
comparisons lead to insight into the interpretation of actual values of the nonlinearity measures
being considered. Finally, the understanding obtained by the comparisons of the analytical,
numerical, and experimental analyses are applied to interpreting measured full-scale jet noise
waveforms in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Benchmark Cases
2.1 Introduction
Many models have been developed to describe the nonlinear propagation of sound in
fluids. [41] The most notable model of one-dimensional propagation is the Burgers equation, [4]
which describes the propagation of sound with thermoviscous absorption in addition to nonlinear
effects, and may also be generalized to model arbitrary linear losses. Several important solutions
to the Burgers equation, namely the Earnshaw, Fubini, Fay, and Khokhlov solutions, shed
insights into the various limiting regimes of interest in nonlinear propagation, specifically of jet
noise propagation. A derivation of the Burgers equation and most of the solutions presented here
is found in Ref. [4] and Ref. [41], elements are repeated here for completeness. These solutions
are used in Chapter 3 to evaluate the applicability of nonlinearity metrics prior to their
application to numerical examples and experimental data.

2.2 Model Equations
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2.2.1 Burgers Equation
The simplest way to model the propagation of a planar wave including thermoviscous
losses and nonlinear effects is the Burgers equation. Following the notation of Ref. [4], the
Burgers equation is written as
,

2
where

is the acoustic pressure,

is the distance from the source,

acoustic absorption by the propagation medium,
the retarded time,

(2.1)

is a constant associated with

is small-signal sound speed,

is the coefficient of nonlinearity, and

/

is

is the ambient propagation medium

density. The terms in Equation (2.1) represent, in order from left to right, lossless linear
propagation, thermoviscous absorption, and quadratic nonlinear phenomena due to cumulative,
oscillatory propagation.
Insights into the nature of the Burgers equation can be gained by examining the specific
case of a sinusoidal source signal
sin

0,
where

is the source amplitude and

,

(2.2)

is the angular frequency. In addition, because of the

variety of scales that exhibit nonlinear phenomena, it is helpful to define a nondimensional
distance
̅

(2.3)

(which we will identify in Section 2.2.2.1 as the shock formation distance of an initially
sinusoidal plane wave propagating without linear losses), a nondimensional pressure
a nondimensional time

, and a nondimensional distance

/ ̅ . The term

/ ,
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“nondimensional” will generally be neglected when describing these quantities. Using these
definitions, we may write the Burgers equation as
̅

2

,

(2.4)

and the nondimensional source function is written
0,

sin

.

(2.5)

The term in Equation (2.4) inside the parentheses is the thermoviscous attenuation coefficient .
If we further define Γ

1/

̅ , we may further simplify Equation (2.4) to
1
Γ

(2.6)

.

The parameter Γ is known as the Gol’dberg number and can be qualitatively described as the
relative importance of nonlinearity for a given source strength and propagation. To illustrate this
aspect mathematically, we define the absorption length

1/ so that the Gol’dberg number

may be written as
Γ
Thus, large values of Γ suggests that ̅
scale than absorptive effects. Similarly, if

̅

.

(2.7)

, and nonlinear effects happen on a shorter distance
̅ then Γ

1 and the absorptive processes occur

much more rapidly than nonlinear processes. Thus, large values of the Gol’dberg number
suggest that nonlinearity dominate absorptive phenomena, and small values of the Gol’dberg
number suggest that linear absorption dominates nonlinearity in propagation.
In the limit that Γ → ∞, nonlinear effects dominate thermoviscous losses (for arbitrary
nondimensional source functions), and the inviscid Burgers equation is obtained:
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(2.8)

The inciscid Burgers equation is useful in understanding nonlinear processes over distances
much less than

and for very high-amplitude signals, and will be the primary propagation

model used in the Section 2.2.2. The Burgers equation as found in Equation (2.6) will be the
primary propagation model used in Section 2.2.3.
2.2.2 Propagation without Linear Losses
It is often difficult to separate the effects of nonlinearity in measured waveforms from
linear losses such as thermoviscous absorption, molecular relaxation, and boundary layer effects.
In order to gain a qualitative understanding of general nonlinear propagation effects and a
quantitative understanding of very high-amplitude propagation phenomena, we consider
phenomena of waves propagating without the effects of linear losses in this section.
2.2.2.1 Earnshaw Solution to the Inviscid Burgers Equation
The method of characteristics may be used to directly solve the inviscid Burgers equation
in an implicit form. This solution, called the Earnshaw solution, can be written
,
where

(2.9)

has been called the Earnshaw phase variable. [4] The Earnshaw solution may be

interpreted as distorting the times of arrival of the initial waveform, represented by the Earnshaw
phase variable, but not modifying the pressure values,

. This interpretation may also be

seen by writing the pressure waveform at a specific location parametrically. For instance, at the
source (

0), the pressure waveform may be described as

,

, where the first value is

the time of arrival and the second value is the pressure at the time of arrival. At a normalized
distance

from the source, the waveform may be described as

as the time of arrival of the pressure

, then we find that

,

. If we define
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.

(2.10)

Equation (2.10) describes the arrival times of the pressure initially at

propagated to

as

long as the times of arrival monotonically increase with increasing . When this is not the case,
a shock has formed in the waveform and the Earnshaw solution no longer independently
describes the propagation; in such situations more equations are needed to model the shock
propagation. [4] For the case of the initially sinusoidal signal, described in Equation (2.5), the
1, which corresponds to

distance at which shocks first form is

̅ . For this reason, ̅ is

known as the shock formation distance.
Of particular use in Chapter 3 is the time-derivative of the pressure waveform at a given
location written parametrically. In order to determine the parametric form of the time-derivative,
consider two points of the pressure waveform,
,

(2.11)

,

(2.12)

and

where
Δ

. We define Δ

and Δ

. At different values of

does not vary, but Δ does vary. In particular,
Δ

(2.13)
Δ

Δ

Δ

Then we may write the time-derivative that arrives at

1

Δ
Δ

.

/2 as

(2.14)
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Δ
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In the limit that

→

1
Δ

1

Δ
Δ

Δ

.

(2.15)

, the ratio of differences becomes a derivative:
1

.

1
Since

and

(2.16)

were arbitrary, Equation (2.16) is true for any . Thus, the parametric

description of the time-derivative of the pressure waveform is

,

For the particular case

sin

1

.

1

(2.17)

, we find that Equation (2.17) can be written as
sin

,

cos
1
cos

.

(2.18)

The both terms of the parameterization of the time-derivative of the pressure waveform
given in Equation (2.18) are dependent on , despite the fact that only the left-hand term of the
parameterization of the pressure waveform itself is dependent on . The range dependent timederivative amplitude is due to the fact that modifying times of arrival also modifies the
instantaneous pressure slope.
2.2.2.2 Fubini Solution
While the Earnshaw solution is useful in certain circumstances (such as computational
schemes and calculating WSF values, as in Section 3.2.1), it is sometimes desirable to have an
explicit function to describe the propagation of a waveform without linear losses. For example,
it is much easier to find the mean pressure of a portion of a waveform with an explicit expression
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of waveform than with a parametric expression. One way to find an explicit function is to
eliminate the Earnshaw phase variable from the Earnshaw solution. While this process may not
be possible in general, an explicit form of an initially sinusoidal signal propagating without
linear losses prior to the formation of shocks was found, and is called the Fubini solution. [4]
The Fubini solution is written as the infinite series
2

sin

.

(2.19)

Just as the Earnshaw solution is only valid up to the shock formation distance, the Fubini
solution is only valid for the pre-shock propagation regime, i.e.

1. The time derivative of

the Fubini solution is given as
2

cos

.

(2.20)

2.2.2.3 Blackstock Bridging Function
Although the Earnshaw and Fubini solutions are limited to distances less than or equal to
a shock formation distance, it is beneficial to consider an analytic solution that is valid for all .
For the case of an initially sinusoidal plane wave propagating without linear losses, a Fourier
series representation of the waveform evolution that is valid for all
Blackstock. [42]

was introduced by

The Blackstock bridging function is given as
sin

,

(2.21)

where
2

Φ

cos

Φ

sin Φ

Φ.

(2.22)
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is associated with the presence of a shock, and is the solution to the

transcendental equation
Φ

sin Φ

, 0

Φ

.

(2.23)

As the name implies, the Blackstock bridging function connects two simpler analytical solutions.
For

1 the Blackstock bridging function reduces to the Fubini solution, and for

3 the

Blackstock bridging function may be approximated by a sawtooth wave, of the form
2

1

1

sin

.

(2.24)

Equation (2.24) may also be written as
2
1

floor

2

2

1
.
2

(2.25)

The Blackstock bridging function is particularly useful when comparing harmonics, since
the Fourier series representation allows for the harmonic amplitudes to be obtained by
inspection.
2.2.2.4 Generalized Shock Formation Distance
While the regime over which each of the analytical solutions described above (Fubini,
Earnshaw, and Blackstock bridging function) is valid is based on the shock formation distance, it
is important to determine good representations of the shock formation distance for other types of
waves. As mentioned above, the shock formation distance defined in Equation (2.3) is only valid
for initially sinusoidal plane waves propagating without linear losses. For plane waves that
propagate without linear losses, the general shock formation distance is given as
̅

,

(2.26)
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is the greatest first time-derivative value in the source pressure waveform. [4] If we

where

assume the source waveform is sinusoidal, then we find that

, and Equation (2.3) is

obtained.
The question of how to characterize nonlinear distortion in noise waveforms is a nontrivial one. Due to the fact that each waveform is inherently unique, two noise waveforms with
similar statistics may have significantly different shock formation distances. One way to
accommodate this is to define a characteristic nonlinear distortion length to be used in place of
the shock formation distance. In this thesis, we will use
̅

2

as the characteristic nonlinear distortion length for noise, where
and

(2.27)

√2

is a characteristic frequency

is the root-mean-square pressure (or pressure standard deviation) of the waveform.

Equation (2.27) is very similar to the nonlinear distortion length defined by Gubatov and
Rudenko, [43] with the difference being the inclusion of the factor of √2. The inclusion of this
factor gives the characteristic nonlinear distortion length the property that it will reduce to the
shock formation distance of an initially sinusoidal plane wave in the limit that the noise
bandwidth goes to zero.
In general, the shock formation distance for waves propagating with arbitrary diffraction
is not known. However, the shock formation distances for spherically and cylindrically
spreading waves propagating without linear losses are known, in addition to planar waves. The
spherical and cylindrical shock formation distances have been found in terms of the planar shock
formation distance found in Equation (2.26). The spherical shock formation distance is given as
̅

̅/

,

(2.28)
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is a distance from the source where the waveform is known, the positive sign indicates

diverging waves, the negative sign indicates converging waves, and ̅ is the shock formation
distance defined in Equation (2.26) (or, for noise, the nonlinear distortion length defined in
Equation (2.27)) of the pressure wave at

. For reference in Chapter 4, we will define a

nondimensional radius from a spherical source
̅

,

(2.29)

where is the distance from the source.
2.2.3 Propagation with Thermoviscous Losses
While much can be learned about very high-amplitude sound propagation by considering
the previous cases that exclude linear losses, the next step is to see what parallels can be formed
when linear losses are included.
2.2.3.1 Linear Dissipative Processes
Due to the availability of analytical solutions to propagation according to the Burgers
equation in Equation (2.1), such as the Mendousse, Fay, and Khokhlov solutions, the effects of
thermoviscous absorption on propagating waves are better known than the other absorptive
effects. However, realistic atmospheric absorption models include the effects of molecular
relaxation for both oxygen and nitrogen, and propagation in ducts also includes boundary layer
losses.
While the physical phenomena associated with the various linear absorptive processes are
unique, they may each be modeled fairly simply in the frequency domain. The absorption
coefficient associated with thermoviscous absorption is proportional to the square of the
frequency, and the absorption coefficient associated with boundary layer losses is proportional to
the square root of frequency. The absorption coefficients associated with molecular relaxation
are of the form
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,

where

and

(2.30)

are constants associated with the specific molecule being modeled. Absorption

due to any combination of absorptive processes is modeled by an absorption coefficient which is
the sum of the constituent absorption coefficients. For example, the absorption coefficient
associated with plane wave tube propagation includes thermoviscous and boundary layer losses,
in addition to primarily oxygen and nitrogen related molecular relaxation. Thus, the plane wave
tube absorption coefficient would be
,

,

.

(2.31)

It should be noted that the atmospheric absorption coefficient is the same as the plane wave tube
absorption coefficient if the boundary layer losses are neglected.
In addition to absorptive effects, the boundary layer and relaxational losses include
dispersion, or a frequency dependent sound speed. Boundary layer dispersion scales with the
square root of frequency, the same as boundary layer absorption. The dispersion due to
molecular relaxation is directly proportional to the frequency. Dispersive phenomena are
accounted for by the imaginary part of the absorption coefficients.
A plot of the real part of the absorption coefficients for thermoviscous, boundary layer,
and oxygen and nitrogen molecular relaxation losses, as well as atmospheric and plane wave
tube absorption is shown in Figure 2.1. The atmospheric conditions used to generate the plot are
given in the title of the plot, and

is the radius of the plane wave tube of circular cross-section

(for the boundary layer losses). Notice that the absorption coefficients associated with boundary
layer losses are significantly larger than any of the other absorptive processes until near 10 kHz,
and is the largest contributor to plane wave tube absorption until 140 kHz, after which
thermoviscous absorption dominates.
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Figure 2.1. A plot
p of the reall part of the absorption coeefficients assocciated with
th
hermoviscous,, molecular relaxational, an
nd boundary laayer losses, ass well as the reeal part of
th
he absorption coefficients du
ue to atmosph
heric propagattion and prop
pagation in a p
plane wave
tu
ube.

The
T fact that realistic absorption coeffficients incrrease with thhe square of frequency foor
very larg
ge frequenciees suggests th
hat true disccontinuities w
will never foorm in measuured wavefoorms.
While a full
f discussio
on of dissipaative and disspersive phennomena andd how they reelate to nonlinear
propagation is beyon
nd the scope of this thesis, more info rmation mayy be found inn Ref. [10], Ref.
[44], and
d Ref. [45].
2.2.3.2 Generalized
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Shock
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ation Distan
nce
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Payne, [2
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me that an in
nitially sinusoidal plane w
wave will deecay exponeentially with
propagation at a unifform rate dettermined by the fundameental frequenncy. This caase is essentiially
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assuming that there is a uniform absorption coefficient for all frequencies. Since a waveform
that decays uniformly over all frequencies may still generate true discontinuities, the lossy shock
formation distance may still be precisely defined. The distance at which such a wave will
generate a shock is
1
̅
where

ln

1
1
̅

,

(2.32)

is the absorption coefficient of the fundamental frequency and ̅ is the shock formation

distance of the waveform assuming no linear losses. In terms of
number Γ

1/

/ ̅ and the Gol’dberg

̅ , the “lossy” shock formation distance may be written
|

Γ ln
̅

1
.
1 1/Γ

(2.33)

Note that the Gol’dberg number is usually defined for the thermoviscous absorption coefficient,
whereas Equation (2.33) makes use of a uniform absorption coefficient. According to Equation
(2.33), shocks do not form for Γ

1, and for Γ

1, a shock forms at infinity. Under the

assumption of a uniform absorption coefficient for all frequencies that is behind Equation (2.33)
the lowest starting amplitude of an initially 1500 Hz sinusoidal plane wave in air that will
generate shocks is about 109 dB re 20μPa at an ambient pressure of 1 atm. Since realistic
absorption processes, such as atmospheric or thermoviscous absorption, predict that absorption
will increase for higher frequencies, Equation (2.33) will underestimate the distance at which
shocks will form in realistic cases.
For large Γ, the “lossy” shock formation distance may be approximated as
|
̅

1

1
.
2Γ

(2.34)

The amplitudes and characteristic frequencies associated with jet noise suggest Γ values
between 10 and 100, [24] which would imply a “lossy” shock formation distance (assuming

2.2 Model Equations
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planar propagation) between 1.005 and 1.05 times the shock formation distance assuming
propagation with no linear losses. Since this correction factor is less than 5% of the lossless
shock formation distance, all of the analyses presented in this thesis will make reference to the
lossless shock formation distance or characteristic nonlinear distortion length. It should be
noted, however, that since this theory was based on an absorption coefficient that significantly
underestimates the high-frequency absorption, it is likely that these “lossy” shock formation
distances are also underestimated.
2.2.3.3 Mendousse Solution to the Burgers Equation
Returning to the Burgers equation as it appears in Equation (2.6), which includes
thermoviscous absorption, a general solution for an initially sinusoidal wave is the Mendousse
solution, written as
4
Γ
where

is the

∑
Γ/2

1
2∑

/

Γ/2
1

Γ/2

sin
/

cos

,

(2.35)

modified Bessel function of the first kind. The Mendousse solution is only

limited to positive values of , meaning that the entire propagation of a waveform undergoing
thermoviscous absorption may be described by the Mendousse solution. However, the
Mendousse solution will not be considered directly in this thesis, due to the difficulty of working
with a solution in terms of a ratio of infinite series. Because the Mendousse solution is
impractical for the present work, two approximations of it are instead considered that are not as
general but which shed light on important propagation regimes.
2.2.3.4 Fay Solution
For Γ ≫ 1 and

3 – that is, for waveforms with very large amplitudes undergoing

thermoviscous absorption in the sawtooth regime of propagation – the Mendousse solution may
be approximated by
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2
Γ

sin
sinh

Γ

,

1

(2.36)

which is called the Fay solution.
Due to its recurring appearance in the derivations in this chapter, we will define the
variable
1
Γ
Since /Γ

/ ̅ / 1/

̅

, we will call

.

(2.37)

a nondimensional absorption distance, or just

an absorption distance. In this thesis, the absorption distance will always be limited by the
constraint

3, such that

≪ 1 implies very strong shocks present in the waveform. Values

of the absorption distance much larger than one indicate the propagation regime known as “oldage”, where shocks have unsteepened significantly.
The Fay solution in Equation (2.37) may be written in terms of the absorption distance as
2
Γ

sin
sinh

,

(2.38)

The time-derivative of the Fay solution is
2
Γ
In the limit that

.

(2.39)

becomes large, the Fay solution may be approximated as
4
Γ

With a time-derivative of

cos
sinh

sin

,

(2.40)
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4
Γ

cos

.

(2.41)

The Fay solution and its asymptotic form provide a way to consider the propagation of
initially sinusoidal plane waves through the sawtooth and old-age propagation regimes that is
easier than the Mendousse solution. However, the Fay solution is still written in terms of an
infinite series. It is difficult to analyze certain nonlinearity measures, such as the wave
steepening factor, of waveforms expressed as infinite series.
2.2.3.5 Khokhlov Solution
By approximating an integral early in the derivation of the Mendousse solution with the
saddle-point method, another solution to the Burgers equation may be found:
1

tanh

1

,

2

(2.42)

which is called the Khokhlov solution. The Khokhlov solution is only valid for 3
(

1, for large Γ; 0.4

1.1 for Γ

Γ

10), and describes only one cycle of the waveform.

It is important to note that the range of applicable distances corresponds to only the sawtooth
propagation regime. However, the Khokhlov solution is not represented by an infinite series,
making it easier to manipulate analytically than the Fay solution. The time-derivative of the
Khokhlov solution is
1
1

1

2

tanh

2

.

(2.43)

2.3 Summary
The Burgers equation describes the one-dimensional propagation of pressure waves
including thermoviscous absorption and quadratic nonlinear phenomena. When absorption is
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negligible, the evolution of an initially sinusoidal wave may be described by the Earnshaw and
Fubini solutions prior to shock formation, called the pre-shock propagation regime. Once shocks
form the Earnshaw and Fubini solutions cease to be complete, and other mathematical relations
must be incorporated. The Blackstock bridging function may be used to model the propagation
of an initially sinusoidal signal without linear losses (such as thermoviscous losses) to any
distance from the source, and is particularly helpful in the sawtooth propagation regime (starting
about three times the shock formation distance from the source).
For initially sinusoidal signals propagating with thermoviscous absorption, the
Mendousse solution may be used to describe the evolution of the wave to any distance from the
source. However, due to the complicated nature of the Mendousse solution, approximations are
useful. For propagation from the sawtooth regime (starting about three times the shock
formation distance from the source), the Fay solution is a good approximation. Another
approximation that is sometimes useful is the Khokhlov solution, which is only valid between
the distances that the sawtooth regime starts and that absorption begins to dominate again. The
region where linear absorption dominates is called the old-age propagation regime. Thus, the
Khokhlov solution is not valid in the old-age propagation regime, and either the Fay or
Mendousse solution must be used to model the evolution of the waveform.

3.1 Introduction
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Chapter 3
Time-Domain Measures of Nonlinearity
3.1 Introduction
Many techniques for studying propagating noise fields must assume that the noise
propagates in a linear fashion. This linear assumption is not strictly true, and is not likely to be a
good approximation for high-amplitude noise propagation. In this chapter, two metrics for
characterizing the importance of nonlinearity in jet noise are defined and their uses and
limitations are discussed. Specifically, the wave steepening factor and skewness estimates are
explored. Then several analytical forms of these measures, derived from the limiting cases
described in Chapter 2, are presented. Finally, a discussion of the effects of discrete sampling of
continuous waveforms on each of the measures of nonlinearity is presented.
3.1.1 Wave Steepening Factor
In 1982, Gallagher [18] defined the wave steepening factor (WSF) as the ratio of the
magnitude of the average negative pressure time-derivative to the average positive pressure timederivative, or in mathematical form,
|

|

(3.1)
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where

∙ is the expectation value (mean) of the argument,

time-derivatives, and

represents the negative pressure

represents the positive pressure time-derivatives. The WSF is a single-

number characterization of a waveform, but also benefits from the fact that classification of and
knowledge of the location of shocks in the waveform is not necessary. However, as with all
single-number characterizations, the WSF does not include details concerning individual shocks
or other pressure rises. In particular, the WSF is not sensitive to whether waveforms contain
infrequent shocks (as is often the case for skewed waveforms such as the measured waveforms
of jet noise; skewness will be discussed in Section 3.1.2) or if a waveform has no shocks, but
does have significant waveform distortion due to nonlinear effects (such as a nonlinearly
propagated sine wave before the shock formation distance). The WSF was discussed in the study
of noise radiating from model-scale jets with low to moderate Reynolds number by Gallagher
[18] and, more recently, reported by Baars et al. [28] in a study of noise radiating from modelscale jets. Both Gallagher and Baars et al. considered the WSF of a given waveform in a
qualitative manner and did not give a physical interpretation of specific values, except to note
that a sawtooth function has a WSF value of zero and that both sine waves and Gaussian noise
have WSF values of unity.
3.1.2 Derivative Skewness
The skewness of a random variable
Sk

with mean value of zero, denoted in this report as

, is a measure of the asymmetry of the statistical distribution of . The skewness is defined

as
Sk

.

(3.2)

It should be noted that the skewness of a sine wave and of noise with Gaussian statistics have
skewness values of identically zero, as do the derivatives of these waveforms.
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McInerny et al. [33] [46] [47] and Gee et al. [13] have suggested that the skewness of the
first time-derivative of the pressure amplitudes (hereafter referred to as the derivative skewness)
may be a more appropriate measure than the skewness of the pressure waveform (which was
suggested by Ffowcs Williams et al. [34]) to characterize crackle, since crackle has been
associated with acoustic shocks which likely develop via nonlinear propagation distortion of
waveforms. [35] Shepherd et al. [37] used numerical means to predict the evolution of the
derivative skewness for an initially sinusoidal wave propagating without linear losses.
Muhlestein and Gee [38] estimated the derivative skewness for waveforms measured in a plane
wave tube, and found similar evolution to that found by Shepherd et al. [37] These studies will
be considered in more depth later. However, no analysis of the effects of finite sampling rates on
the estimation of the pressure or derivative skewness (or the WSF) has been published to date.

3.2 Analytical Treatment of Benchmark Cases
Notwithstanding the fact that some limiting cases have been calculated, the interpretation
of the two measures defined in Section 3.1 is not well understood. For example, Gallagher [18]
stated that the WSF is “approximately unity for a pure sinusoidal wave, and … [is] close to zero
for a pure N-type waveform”, but no mention is made of the WSF evolution for an initially
sinusoidal wave as it distorts and generates shocks. (It should be noted that Baars et al. stated
that the WSF of a sinusoid is identically one, and is identically zero for a sawtooth wave, which
is a pure N-type waveform.) The lack of interpretation is similar for skewness estimates of
waveforms after shocks form.
In this section, measures of nonlinearity for several benchmark cases are studied
analytically and discussed with an emphasis on how the measures evolve over propagation. The
WSF and skewness estimates of the planar, initially sinusoidal signal with and without
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thermoviscous losses are calculated using the solutions discussed in Chapter 2. Then the effects
of finite sampling rates on the estimation of these nonlinearity metrics are discussed.
3.2.1 Wave Steepening Factor
3.2.1.1 Earnshaw Solution
In order to calculate the wave steepening factor (WSF) of a waveform the times of arrival
of the pressure extrema must be known. For the Earnshaw solution assuming a sinusoidal source
0 are

signal, the exact times of arrival of these extrema at
2

the pressure maxima arrive at

/2, for all

/2 and the pressure minima arrive at

∈ , and
2

/

2. Due to normalization, the pressure maxima have a value of one and the pressure minima have
a value of negative one. Then, based on Equation (2.10), we find that the time of arrival of the
pressure maximum at a distance of

is

Θ
and the time of arrival of the

,

2

2

,

(3.3)

pressure minimum at a distance of
Θ

,

2

2

is

.

(3.4)

Due to the periodicity of the initial sine wave, calculating the WSF of a single period will
accurately represent the entire waveform. Therefore, we consider the waveform between Θ
and Θ

,

, which includes Θ

,

,

. The expectation value of the positive slopes is then the mean

slope between Θ

,

and Θ

,

, and the expectation value of the negative slopes is the mean

slope between Θ

,

and Θ

,

.

The average slope of a function

between two points, say,
1

,

and , can be written as
(3.5)
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where the final equality is a result of the fundamental theorem of calculus. Therefore, we find
that
Θ
Θ

Θ

,
,

Θ

2

,

,

(3.6)

2
.
2

(3.7)

.

(3.8)

2

,

and
Θ
Θ

Θ

,
,

Θ

,
,

Thus, we find that the WSF based on the Earnshaw solution is
2
2
2
2

WSF

For values of

2
,
2

2

/2, we note that the extrema occur almost simultaneously. In fact, we could

write
lim

Δ /2
Δ

→

which diverges. However,

Δ /2

,

(3.9)

can be shown to be finite, which indicates that the WSF for

/2 is zero. Thus we may write
2
2

WSF
0

2

(3.10)

2

Note the importance of the value /2 in Equation (3.10). Since the maxima and minima in the
initial waveform always have a time difference of , we may interpret the distance
the distance at which the maxima and minima collocate.

/2 as
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It is interesting to note that the amplitudes of the maxima and minima cancelled in the

calculation of the WSF for the Earnshaw solution. In general, for periodic, zero-mean functions
with a single peak and trough per period, this will always happen, since
Θ

,

Θ

,

Θ

,

Θ

,

(3.11)

for all . Thus, the WSF of a periodic, zero-mean function is
WSF

Θ
Θ

,
,

Θ
Θ

,
,

(3.12)

Which is just the time it takes for the pressure to go from a minimum to the next maximum (or
the rise time) over the time it takes for the pressure to go from a maximum to the next minimum
(or the fall time).
In order to benchmark Equation (3.8), we will compare it with the Blackstock bridging
function, defined in Section 2.2.2.3. Since the Blackstock bridging function is expressed as an
infinite Fourier series which diverges for
expected to match for values of

1, the theory and analytical formulation are not

close to or above unity.

The calculations of the analytic WSF based on the Earnshaw solution and the WSF based
on the Blackstock bridging function are shown in Figure 3.1, below. The Blackstock bridging
function was calculated with Equation (2.21), using 10,000 terms, and a single period was
calculated using 10,000 samples.
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Figure 3.1. Callculations of the wave steep
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past the shock formation distance) would also be infinite. However, since the shock also has
zero temporal extent (it starts and ends at the same time), the effect of the shock on the mean
positive slope is somewhat reduced. All positive slopes other than the shock are gone for
/2, and so the WSF becomes zero in this region. It should be noted that finite sampling
rates will force the estimate of the rise time of the shock to be positive. Therefore, the estimate
of the WSF of a discretely sampled waveform will never be zero.
3.2.1.2 Khokhlov Solution
The Khokhlov solution is a solution to the Burgers equation given in Equation (2.6),
which includes the effects of thermoviscous absorption, given a sinusoidal source signal, and is
valid for 3

Γ, or, in physical distances, 3 ̅

. The reason that the Khokhlov

solution is used in this section rather than the Fay solution, which is valid for all

3 is that, as

will be seen below, the calculation of the WSF requires knowledge of the pressure extrema in a
waveform. Since the Fay solution is written in terms of a Fourier series, it is not as conducive to
finding the pressure extrema as the Khokhlov solution.
As shown in Section 3.2.1.1 the WSF of a periodic, zero-mean function can be
determined by knowing the rise and fall times of the function. Since the Khokhlov solution,
presented in Section 2.2.3.5, describes a periodic, zero-mean waveform, the WSF may be
obtained once the rise and fall times are found. Note that the difference between the time of
arrival of the pressure extrema in Equation (2.42) is the rise time. These extrema may be found
by setting the time-derivative of the pressure waveform (Equation (2.43)) to zero and solving for
. In particular,
1
1

1
⇒ tanh

1

2

tanh
1

1
2

2
2

0

(3.13)

(3.14)
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⇒

tanh
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2

1

2

tanh

1

2

.

(3.15)

Thus, we obtain the times of arrival of the two extrema:
2

Θ

tanh

2

1

(3.16)

and
2

Θ

tanh

2

1

(3.17)

.

Thus, the rise time is

Θ

4

Θ

tanh

2

1

(3.18)

.

By using hyperbolic trigonometric identities, it can be shown that Equation (3.18) may be written

Θ

Θ

4

cosh

2

,

(3.19)

which was the form presented by Blackstock. [48] Since the waveform is 2 periodic, the fall
time is

2

Θ

Θ

2

1

The WSF can then be written (see Section 3.2.1.1) as

2

cosh

2

.

(3.20)
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(3.21)
2

1
Γ

1

.

(3.22)
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2Γ. However, the fact that the WSF of the

Fay solution are more likely to be correct for

Khokhlov solution is analytical and does not rely on a finite sampling rate suggests that it is
important.
3.2.2 Derivative Skewness
An analytical representation of the WSF of the Fay solution cannot be given because
there is not an exact form of the WSF for an arbitrary Fourier series. On the other hand
derivative skewness, which may give details about the shock content of a waveform, have an
exact form for a waveform described in terms of a Fourier series. Since there are several Fourier
series of interest in nonlinear acoustics – for example, the Fubini solution, Mendousse solution,
and Fay solution – the derivation of the skewness for an arbitrary Fourier series will be presented
first. The derivative skewness of the Fubini and Earnshaw solutions, which assume no linear
losses, are then derived, followed by a derivation of the derivative skewness of the Fay solution,
which assumes propagation with thermoviscous losses past the beginning of the sawtooth
propagation regime.
3.2.2.1 Skewness of a Fourier Series
We seek the skewness of a 2 -periodic function
cos

where

is the cosine summation and

that may be written as
sin

,

(3.23)

is the sine summation. By Equation (3.2) we know that

the skewness may be written in terms of the expectation values of

and

. Due to

periodicity, the expectation value of the cube of Equation (3.23) may be written
1
2

(3.24)
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1
2

Since

3

3

.

(3.25)

is an odd function, the second and fourth integrals are identically zero. The first integral

is

cos

(3.26)

cos

cos

cos

cos

cos

cos

(3.27)

.

(3.28)

By repeated use of the trigonometric identity
cos

cos

cos

cos
2

2

(3.29)

,

we find that the integrand in Equation (3.28) becomes
cos

cos

cos
1 cos
4 cos

cos
cos

.

(3.30)

Each term in Equation (3.30) will integrate to zero unless their individual triple indices

, ,

combine to zero, in which case, it will integrate to 2 . These conditions include
0
0
.
0
0
Since

,

,

0, the first condition in Equation (3.31) will never occur.

remaining three conditions may be written

(3.31)

Notice that the
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.

(3.32)

These three conditions may be written in the triple summation in terms of a Kronecker delta,
,

1
0

,

(3.33)

as

,

2

(3.34)

,

.

,

By rearranging the arbitrary indices

,

, and , it can be shown that each of the triple

summations in Equation (3.34) are equal to each other. Therefore, the first integral of Equation
(3.25) may be written
3
2

,

.

(3.35)

The third integral of Equation (3.25) may be found using similar logic. This integral is
written

cos

sin

(3.36)
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cos

sin

sin

.

(3.37)

Noting that
sin

1
cos
2

sin

cos

,

(3.38)

.

(3.39)

we find that the integrand of Equation (3.37) may be written
1
4

cos
cos

cos
cos

Applying the same reasoning used in obtaining Equation (3.34), we find that

,

2

(3.40)

,

.

,

By rearranging the arbitrary indices, it can be shown that the first and second triple summations
are identical. Then, the third integral in Equation (3.40) may be written
∞

2

∞

∞

2

,
1
∞

1
∞

1

(3.41)

∞
,

1

Thus the expectation value of

is

1

1

.
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3
4

,

2

.

,

In the special case that

(3.42)

,

0 for all , the Equation (3.42) reduces to
3
4

The expectation value of

,

.

(3.43)

may be found as well. Again, due to periodicity, we may

write
1
2
Since

1
2

2

.

(3.44)

is an odd function, this term integrates to zero. The remaining terms yield
1
2
1
2

cos

sin

cos

(3.45)

cos
(3.46)

sin

sin
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1
2

cos

cos
(3.47)

sin

sin

1
2

.

(3.48)

The expectation value may take the form of Equation (3.48) due to the orthogonality of the
may then be simplified to

integrand of Equation (3.47). The expectation value of
1
2
Again, in the special case that

.

(3.49)

0 for all , Equation (3.49) reduces to
1
2

.

(3.50)

Using Equations (3.42) and (3.49) with Equation (3.2), we find that the skewness of
is
Sk
3

2
∑

,

√2

,

,
/

.

(3.51)

In Equation (3.51) the combinations of three Fourier coefficients and the delta function is
shorthand for a triple summation:

,

,

,

(3.52)
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is an arbitrary three-dimensional scalar array, is used. In the special case that

where

0 for all , the skewness reduces to
3

Sk

,

∑

√2

/

,

(3.53)

0 for all , the skewness is identically zero. If

and in the special case that

0

for all , the skewness is not defined in this method; however, this is just a flat line with a
skewness of zero.
It may also be useful in calculating skewness values to note that, for arbitrary scalar
arrays

,

, and

,

,

.

,

(3.54)

3.2.2.2 Fubini Solution
The Fubini solution is described in Section 2.2.2.2. The time-derivative of the Fubini
solution is written as Fourier cosine series (see Equation (2.20)). Thus, according to Equation
(3.53), the derivative skewness of the Fubini solution is
Sk

/

which is plotted as a function of

3
√2

,

∑

/

in Figure 3.3. In the limit that

,

(3.55)

→ 1, the triple series in the

numerator diverges, and the derivative skewness goes to infinity. This is because a shock has
formed at

1. Since the Fubini solution assumes the propagation is lossless (other than

nonlinear losses at shock fronts), after a shock has formed, there will always be shocks in the
waveform. Therefore, the analytical derivative skewness will remain infinite for all

1. It

should be noted that the values shown in Figure 3.3 appear to agree with the results by Shepherd
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et al. [37
7] up to abou
ut

0.9. The
T differen
nce is discusssed in the coontext of finiite-samplingg

effects su
ubsequently..
Based
B
on the results for th
he Fubini so
olution in Figgure 3.3, genneral trends oof the derivaative
skewnesss for a wavefform propag
gating withou
ut linear lossses may be ssuggested. IIf a waveform
m is
assumed to have very
y little nonlin
near distortion for

0
0.2, then a dderivative skeewness of 0..5

may be considered
c
to
o be low. If a waveform
m is assumed to have veryy significantt nonlinear
distortion
n for

0.9
9, then a derrivative skew
wness of 5 m
may be considdered high. The effects of

discrete sampling
s
will be consideered subsequ
uently.

Figure 3.3. Th
he skewness of
o the time-derivative of tthe pressure ((derivative sk
kewness, or
/
) off the Fubini solution. The dimensionlesss variable iis the distancce from the
so
ource divided by the shock formation
f
disttance.

3.2.2.3 Earnshaw
E
Solution
The
T derivativ
ve skewness may be exacctly calculateed. The exppectation valuue of the
power off the time-deerivative of th
he waveform
m described bby the Earnsshaw solutioon assuming an
initially sinusoidal
s
siignal at a disstance
(2.18), ass

can be written, uusing Equatiion (2.14) annd Equation
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1
2

/
1
2

cos
1
cos

1

cos

cos

1
2

1

(3.58)

3 yields
/

2 1

/

(3.57)

.

cos

Evaluating the integral in Equation (3.58) for

and evaluating the integral for

(3.56)

3

2
/

1

,

(3.59)

2 yields
1

/

/

1
1

/

.

(3.60)

These integrations were found using Maple™. [49] Combining Eq. (3.59) and Eq. (3.60) with
Eq. (3.1) produces the derivative skewness of the Earnshaw solution assuming an initially
sinusoidal signal, which is
/

2 1
Sk

/
1
/

2 1
/

1

1

3

1

/

1
1

/

2
(3.61)

/

3

2
/

√1

The derivative skewness from the Earnshaw solution for
Sk

/

3
√2

.

The derivative skewness derived from the Earnshaw solution for

.

(3.62)
≪ 1 can be approximated as
(3.63)
→ 1 can be approximated as
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Sk

/

1
1

/

.

(3.64)

Equation (3.62) is equivalent to Equation (3.55), but is not in terms of an infinite series.
Comparing the Fubini result in Equation (3.55) and the Earnshaw result in Equation (3.62)
allows for an analysis of the error associated with using a truncated series to estimate the
skewness of a waveform. The analytical derivative skewness of a waveform modeled by the
Earnshaw solution and estimates of the derivative skewness based on the Fubini solution using
different numbers of terms are plotted in Figure 3.4 on (a) a linear abscissa and (b) a logarithmic
abscissa. The values of

indicate the number of terms included in the approximation of each of

the infinite series in Equation (3.55). As
some

approaches 1, the approximations all level off at

-dependent value, while the analytical form continues to increase. The effect of

increasing the number of terms is a more accurate estimate of the skewness is obtained for a
large range of . For

0.7 even the estimate only using 10 terms well approximates the

analytical form. The estimate using 1000 terms is a reasonable approximation almost to
0.99, and 10,000 terms is a reasonable estimate as high as

0.997. In general, it appears

that derivative skewness estimates obtained by using a truncation of the infinite series in
Equation (3.55) are accurate up to about two-thirds of the largest derivative skewness value that
the estimates predict. As an example, the largest derivative skewness that one may estimate
using 100 terms is about 10. Therefore, any derivative skewness value greater than about 6.6
estimated using only 100 terms is not likely to be accurate.
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Figure 3.4. Thee analytical deerivative skew
wness of an iniitially sinusoid
dal waveform modeled
by
y the Earnsha
aw solution an
nd estimates off the derivativve skewness off the Fubini soolution
ussing terms of
o each of the infinite seriess in Equation ((3.55). The deerivative skew
wness
va
alues are plottted on (a) a lin
near abscissa and
a (b) a logaarithmic abscisssa. The derivvative
sk
kewness valuees found by Sh
hepherd et al. [37] are plotteed (black circlles) in (a), for
co
omparison.

3.2.2.4 Fay
F Solution
The
T Fay soluttion for the Burgers
B
equaation, whichh includes thhermoviscouss absorptionn, is
described
d in Section 2.2.3.4. Thee time-derivative of the F
Fay solutionn is written aas Fourier coosine
series (seee Equation (2.39)).
(
Theen, according
g to Equatioon (3.53), thee derivative sskewness off the
Fay soluttion is

Sk

where

1

/

3 sinh
√2

sinh
∑

,

sinh
/

,

(3.665)

sin
nh

/Γ.
/ Equation
n (3.65) mak
kes use of thee triple-summ
mation shortthand described

in Equatiion (3.52). The
T derivativ
ve skewnesss of the Fay ssolution is plotted in Figgure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Thee skewness of the time-deriv
vative of the p
pressure (derivvative skewneess, or
/
) of the Fay solutiion as a functiion of for th
hree values of Gol’dberg nu
umber.

In
n the limit th
hat Γ → ∞ ( → 0), that is, the limit that the proopagation is llossless, the
derivativ
ve skewness approaches infinity
i
for small
s

valuues. (It can bbe shown, ussing an

asymptottic form of th
he Khokhlov
v solution, th
hat for very ssmall , Sk
2 /5

3/

2 /5

Fubini so
olution for

3Γ/

/

→

1 .) This is expecteed, since the derivative skewness of tthe

3 is alwaays infinite. In the limit that

→∞
∞, that is, many absorptioon

lengths from
fr
the sourrce with finite losses, thee Fay solutioon may be appproximatedd as
4
Γ

sin
n

,

(3.666)

h a derivattive skewnesss of
(see Ref. [4]) which has
Sk

/
3 ∑
√2

3
→

√2
√

∑
∑

,

∑
3√2

(3.667)

(3.668)
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3√2

Thus, as

→ ∞ (or

/

3√2

.

(3.69)

→ ∞, which is the old-age propagation regime; wavefronts unsteepen as

high-frequency content is absorbed) the derivative skewness of the Fay solution approaches zero
exponentially.

3.3 Effects of Finite Sampling Rates
The measures described in Section 2.1 depend upon accurate (i.e., analytical) estimation
of the first time-derivative of the pressure waveform. However, since in measurements the
waveforms must be sampled discretely at finite time intervals, there is a limit to the maximum
slopes that can be adequately resolved. These limits on the temporal resolution of the waveform
derivatives are often significant in the study of acoustic shocks, and thus, a discussion of the
sampling rate-related limitations of each of the measures defined in Section 2.1 is provided.
3.3.1 Finite-Difference of a Fourier Sine Series
Let

be a Fourier sine series, written
sin

An estimation of the first time-derivative of

.

(3.70)

can be obtained using a finite-difference

technique. Using the uniform time step Δ , this is given by
Δ
Δ
1
Δ

sin

Δ
Δ
Δ

(3.71)
1
Δ

sin

(3.72)
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1
Δ

sin

Using the trigonometric identity sin

Δ

sin

sin

cos

.

cos

(3.73)

sin

, Equation (3.73)

becomes
Δ
Δ

1
Δ

sin

sin
Δ

cos

cos

sin

sin

cos

cos

1
Δ

sin

(3.74)

.

(3.75)

If we define
sin
Δ

sinc
cos

1

,

(3.76)

Δ
then we may write Equation (3.75) as
Δ
Δ
In the limit that Δ → 0, we find that

cos

→

sin

and

.

(3.77)

→ 0, which is the result obtained by

assuming continuous sampling from the beginning. Thus, we find that the first time derivative a
discretely sampled waveform expressed as a Fourier sine series may be expressed as a full
Fourier series.
3.3.2 Wave Steepening Factor
The effect of discrete sampling on WSF estimates is evaluated by finding relationships
between the WSF and the sampling rate for some of the analytical solutions described in Chapter
2. Specifically, the Fubini solution, a sawtooth function, and the Khokhlov solution will be
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considered. Understanding the effect of finite sampling rates on these solutions will lend insight
into meaning of values of the WSF of measured waveforms.
3.3.2.1 Fubini-Earnshaw Solution
The Fubini solution describes the nonlinear evolution of an initially sinusoidal plane
wave propagating without losses, and is written in terms of a Fourier series. Since the WSF of
an arbitrary Fourier series is not known, this analysis will be supplemented by the Earnshaw
solution.
In order to calculate a WSF estimate of a waveform, then we must first find the regions of
the waveform that have positive time-derivative estimates and the regions that have negative
time-derivative estimates. The boundaries between the positive and negative slopes will have a
slope estimate of zero. For a sine wave, the time at which this occurs, Θ, is found by solving
Θ

Δ
Δ

Θ

sin Θ

Δ
Δ

sin

0.

(3.78)

Using the trigonometric identity mentioned in Section 3.3.1, we find that
2
cos
Δ

2

⇒Θ
where

2

0, 1, 2, …, and even values of

negative slope estimates, and odd values of

sin

2

0

Δ
,
2

(3.79)
(3.80)

represent the transition from positive slope to
represent the transition from negative slope to

positive slope estimates. Therefore, due to the periodicity of the waveform, averaging the slopes
between

/2

Δ /2 (Θ with

1) and

/2

Δ /2 (Θ with

0) yields the

average positive slope that would be estimated assuming a very long measurement time and that
the value of

2

/ , where

is the sampling rate, is an irrational number. (The variable

is a nondimensional number that indicates the sample-density of a waveform. The choice of an
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irrational number and long measurement time guarantees that every possible discretely sampled
/2

slope will be equally represented.) Similarly, averaging the slopes between
0) and

with

3 /2

Δ /2 (Θ with

1) will be the average negative slope that

would be estimated assuming a very long measurement time and that the value of
1/Δ

irrational number. Note that

Δ /2 (Θ

is an

2 /Δ . This means that Equation (3.80) may also be

written
Θ

1
2

2

1

.

(3.81)

The method described for a sinusoidal wave may be simply extended to the entire Fubni
solution. The distortion due to nonlinear propagation without linear losses of a plane wave is
strictly amplitude dependent (until shocks form), so the time delay between two points with the
same amplitude will remain the same. This means that the time at which the slope estimate will
be zero, Θ, will follow the distortion described by the Earnshaw solution in Section 2.2.2.1,
which is
1
2

Θ

1

1
2

sin
1

2

1
(3.82)

cos

.

In addition, the long-time average positive slope estimate requires the mean slope between Θ
for

1 and for

0:
Δ
Δ

|

1
Θ

|

Θ

|

and the long-time average negative slope is found to be

|

Δ
Δ

,

(3.83)
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|

1

Δ
Δ

|

Θ

|

Θ

Δ
Δ

|

.

(3.84)

The integrals in Equation (3.83) and Equation (3.84) may be evaluated using the
derivative estimate presented in Equation (3.77):
Δ
Δ

cos

sin

1

sin

1

(3.86)

cos

sin

2 cos

(3.85)

sin

2

cos

sin

(3.87)

cos

2

(3.88)
2 sin
2
sin
Δ

sin

2

sin

2

2

cos

2

(3.89)
cos
2
sin
Δ

4

4

Then, noting that,

sin

2

sin

sin

1 sin

2

2

2
sin

2

cos

cos

2

2

2

sinc

sinc

2
Δ
2

(3.90)

(3.91)

.

(3.92)
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|

Θ

|

Θ

|

(3.94)

2 cos
|

Θ

(3.93)

2

|

|

Θ

Θ

2 cos

Θ

|

Θ

|

Θ

2

2

(3.95)
,

(3.96)

we find that
|

Δ
Δ

|

4

4

sin

sin

2

2

2 cos

cos

2 cos

sinc

(3.97)

sinc

(3.98)

,

and that
|

Δ
Δ

|

4

4

4

sin

sin

1

sin

/2

front of the sin

0 when

cos

1

2 cos

2

2
1

Since sin

2 cos

2

(3.99)

sinc

sinc

2

(3.100)

cos

cos

is even, and cos

(3.101)
2

sin

/2

sinc

0 when

2

is odd, the

.

1

term in

/2 term in the curly brackets in Equation (3.101) may be replaced by a

minus sign, and the

1

term in front of the cos

Equation (3.101) may be written

/2 term may be neglected. Thus,
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∞

Δ
Δ

|

4

sin

cos

2

cos

2

1

(3.102)

sin

sinc

∞

|

Θ

4
1

2

sin

2 cos

2

0

sinc
Θ

|

1

Δ
Δ

.

(3.103)

Thus, the integrals in Equation (3.83) and Equation (3.84) have equal magnitude an opposite
sign. Using Equation (3.1), we find that the WSF estimate for the discretely sampled Fubini
solution is
2 cos

WSF

2 cos

.

(3.104)

These WSF estimates for the discretely sampled Fubini solution are plotted as a function
of

in Figure 3.6(a) for several values of

(or sample-densities). The number of terms used in

the infinite summation was five times the value of . For comparison, the exact WSF values
assuming continuous sampling are also plotted. The relative errors between the exact WSF and
the WSF estimates (|1

WSF /WSF

|) are plotted in Figure 3.6(b). The error plot shows

that, at least in the pre-shock region, greater values of

generate greater errors for a given

sampling frequency. However, the errors are quite small. As seen by the blue line in Figure
3.6(b), even

10 only has about 10% error at the shock formation distance. If we assume that

less than 1% error is sufficient precision, then it appears that

100 is sufficient to estimate the

WSF for initially sinusoidal plane waves propagating without linear losses prior to shock
formation. Based on the trends of the WSF estimate errors, it seems likely that
be sufficient to estimate the WSF value for all .

1000 would
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Figure 3.6. (a) Estimates of the
t WSF for
,
,
, and
. The exact W
WSF
deerived from using continuous sampling iss plotted for ccomparison. ((b) The relativve error of
|, where
th
he estimates in
n (a). The rela
ative error is defined
d
as |
/
is the
esstimate of the WSF for a giv
ven value of , and
is the exact W
WSF value usiing
co
ontinuous sam
mpling.

An
A interesting
g feature of the
t error plo
ot in Figure 33.6 is that thhere appears to be a 1/
dependen
nce for largee values of . This obserrvation may be made anaalytical by aassuming thaat the
argumentts of the cosine terms in Equation (3
3.104) are sm
mall:
2 co
os
Relative Errror

1

WSF
W
WS
SF

1

2 co
os
2
2

(3.1005)
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1

2
2

1
1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

1

4
4

1

∙

2
2

(3.106)

2

(3.107)

2

(3.108)

.

3.3.2.2 Sawtooth Wave
3 the

For initially sinusoidal waves with very large Gol’dberg numbers, starting at

waveform may be modeled as a sawtooth wave. Although the WSF of a discretely sampled
sawtooth may be modeled with the Khokhlov solution, a simpler expression of the WSF estimate
of the sawtooth limit may be found using the mathematical description in Equation (2.25).
is sampled discretely with uniform normalized intervals of Δ

Suppose that
2

Δ , where

is the sawtooth frequency and Δ is the actual sample interval. Then the
Δ

sampling rate is

2

/Δ , and the analytic function in Equation (2.25) will be

partitioned into the array
2

→

1

floor

Δ
2

Δ
2

1
.
2

(3.109)

Using a finite-difference scheme, the estimate of the time-derivative of the sawtooth function is
→
2
1

Δ

floor

Δ
Δ

(3.110)
Δ

1 Δ
2

1 Δ
2

1
2

floor

Δ
2

Δ
2

1
2

(3.111)
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2
1

Δ

1 Δ

floor

floor

2

Δ
2

Δ
2

.

(3.112)

Since the discontinuity associated with the floor function denotes an acoustic shock, then
floor

1 Δ /2

between

and

floor Δ /2
1

is the number of shocks that have occurred

. If we assume

, we find that

can only take on values of

zero or one, and so the derivative estimate will be
Δ
Δ

1

(3.113)

1

if there is no shock, or
Δ
Δ

2
1

Δ

1

Δ
2

2
1

Δ
Δ

(3.114)

if there is a shock.
The average number of measurement points between two shocks, which we will call , is
the period of the sawtooth divided by the spacing between samples, or, noting that the period is
the inverse of the frequency,
.

(3.115)

Since there is one shock per period, the average number of data points that lie within a single
period of a sawtooth wave (or, the number of data points in a row that are not separated by
shocks) is

1. Therefore the long-time WSF for a sawtooth wave can be analytically written

as

WSF

2
1

1

1
Δ
Δ

1
2 /Δ

1
1

1

.

(3.116)
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Since the WSF of a continuously sampled sawtooth wave is actually zero, the relative error of
the estimated WSF undefined, and Equation (3.116) defines the absolute error.
If
1/100

is 96 000 Hz and

is 1000 Hz, then the absolute error of the WSF would be about

1%. In the limit that

→ ∞, or the sampling becomes continuous, the WSF

approaches zero, but in general, the WSF of a discretely sampled sawtooth wave will never be
identically zero due to the lack of temporal resolution of the waveforms near shocks.
3.3.2.3 Khokhlov Solution
Estimates of the WSF for waves propagating according to the Burgers equation (which
includes thermoviscous losses) are also influenced by finite sampling rates. The effect of
discrete sampling on the WSF for an initially sinusoidal signal propagating according to
Equation (2.42) may be described by analyzing the Khokhlov solution. Recall that the Khokhlov
solution is valid for 3

Γ. We choose to study the Khokhlov solution rather than the Fay

solution because the WSF of an arbitrary Fourier series is not known.
Suppose that a wave that is described by the Khokhlov solution (see Section 2.2.3.5) is
sampled at a rate of

. The discrete sampling indicates that the slope must be estimated to

determine the WSF estimate for the discretely sampled Khokhlov solution. Using a finitedifference scheme and the notation from previous sections yields a slope estimate of
Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ
1
Δ
Since the ratio

1

Δ
Δ

Δ

tanh

2

(3.117)

Δ

tanh

2

.

(3.118)

is irrational and the sampling time is very long, we find that the slope estimate

at every possible value of

will be equally likely. This means that
1
Θ

Θ

Δ
Δ

,

Θ

Θ

,

(3.119)
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where Θ is the

zero crossing of Δ /Δ , and

location of the

Δ
Δ

,

.

(3.120)

Similarly,
1
Θ

Θ
1
Θ

2
since

,

Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ

,

Θ

,

,

2

Θ

Θ

(3.121)

,

(3.122)

0, because the net pressure difference over a period is zero. The limits of

integration, Θ and Θ , are the solutions to the equation found by setting Equation (3.118) equal
to zero and choosing

as the variable being solved for. This yields
Θ

ln

Θ

ln

Δ

(3.123)

Δ ,

(3.124)

2Δ

and

2Δ

where
/

2

Δ

2

Δ

,

(3.125)

and
2
The Taylor series expansion of

/

Δ

2

2

and

in terms of Δ are

Δ

2

Δ

.

(3.126)
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2 Δ

Δ

(3.127)

and
4
We find that letting Δ → 0 (or
Θ |

/2

Δ

Δ

.

(3.128)

/2

(3.129)

→ ∞),
ln

→

ln

/4

/

1
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/2

/2

1
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(3.130)

and
Θ |

ln

ln

→

/

1

2

/2

/2

1
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/2
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tanh

(3.131)
2

1

,

(3.132)

which are the values of Θ and Θ found assuming a continuous sampling.
Taking the above equations into account, we find that the WSF for the discretely sampled
Khokhlov solution is
2

WSF

Θ
Θ

1
Θ

2

Θ

1

,

,

Θ

Θ
2

Θ

2 Θ

Θ

Θ
Θ

1

Θ

(3.133)

(3.134)
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2

2

We now replace

WSF

ln

ln

and

1
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2
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2
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(3.136)

.
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1
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(3.138)

2 / , the WSF may be written as
/

WSF

(3.135)

1

2Δ

with their definitions:

tanh

Recalling that Δ

ln

2Δ

1

tanh

1
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1

1
1

1

1
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Another way to write Equation (3.138) is

WSF

1

1

1

1

sinh

tanh

1

sinh

sinh

2
1

(3.139)

.

cosh

For reference, the exact WSF, found by assuming continuous sampling, was found to be

WSF

2

tanh

1

2

1

.

(3.140)

The estimates of the WSF for the Khokhlov solution are plotted as a function of
assuming Γ

10 in Figure 3.7, below. Due to the ratios of large numbers associated with

Equation (3.139), the estimates plotted in Figure 3.7 are not complete. Since the estimates are
not well known near the sawtooth propagation regime ( near 3) and the WSF values are
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expected
d to approach
h the WSF vaalue for a saawtooth wavee, the WSF oof a sawtootth wave is pllotted
in place of
o the portions of the WS
SF estimatess that were nnot easily callculable.

Figure 3.7. (a) Estimates of the
t wave steep
pening factor (WSF) of the Khokhlov sollution for
,
,
, and
. The dashed lines denote th
he WSF of a ssawtooth wavee. The
ex
xact WSF deriived from usin
ng continuouss sampling is p
plotted as the black dashed line, for
co
omparison. (b) The relativ
ve error of the estimates in ((a). The relatiive error is deefined as
|
|.
/

For

near Γ (the upper liimit of applicability of thhe Khokhlovv solution), tthe estimatess of

the WSF shown in Fiigure 3.7 aree all very clo
ose to the acttual value. H
However, foor waveformss
with sign
nificant shock content, naamely

≪ Γ,
Γ the estimaates based onn lower sam
mpling rates

overestim
mate the truee WSF quite significantly
y. In this lim
mit, which iss often calledd the sawtoooth
limit, thee estimate off the WSF off a sawtooth wave (show
wn as coloredd dotted lines in Figure 33.7)
is approaached. Note that if the esstimated WS
SF value appproaches the sawtooth w
wave limit, it is a
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poor representation of the actual WSF. However, WSF estimates that are about four times the
sawtooth limit are fairly close to the actual WSF value (relative error

10 ) for each value of

considered in Figure 3.7. Thus, a simple rule of thumb is if a WSF estimate is at least four
times larger than the sawtooth limit, it is likely to represent the true WSF value well.
The lack of temporal resolution near shocks is not the only concern with the WSF as a
metric for shock content in noise. The calculation of the values of the WSF for ideal cases, such
as sinusoids and sawtooth waves, is fairly straight-forward, but the behavior of the WSF for
cases which are not ideal is likely to be more complicated. For example, it is currently unknown
whether an absolute error of about 1%, which was calculated above, is a significant error for
noise or not. In addition, there is no documentation of the evolution of the WSF for initially
Gaussian noise propagation to the authors’ knowledge. The uncertainty of the actual value of the
WSF due to potentially insufficient temporal resolution and the lack of understanding of how to
interpret a given value of the WSF of a waveform suggest that more study of the WSF is needed
before it can be effectively used as a metric to study jet noise.
3.3.3 Derivative Skewness
Now we turn our attention to the effects of finite sampling rates on the estimation of the
derivative skewness. The Fubini solution, a sawtooth wave, and the Fay solution will be
considered. The effects of discrete sampling on the estimate of the derivative skewness of a
waveform are particularly of interest, since the cubic nature of the skewness may greatly
emphasize any low-resolution pressure rises.
3.3.3.1 Fubini Solution
Begin by looking at the Fubini solution described in Section 2.2.2.2, which is used to
describe the propagation of an initially sinusoidal signal before shocks form. The estimate of the
derivative skewness of the Fubini solution sampled with a normalized uniform time step
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2 / may be written
w
as Eq
quation (3.51
1) where

and

from
m Equation

(3.76), an
nd
2

.

The deriv
vative skewn
ness estimatees of the Fub
bini solutionn with variouus values of

(3.1441)
is plotted iin

Figure 3..8(a), and thee errors of th
he estimates relative to thhe exact derrivative skew
wness obtainned
with conttinuous samp
pling are plo
otted in Figu
ure 3.8(b). T
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summatio
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m negative in
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Figure 3.8. (a) Estimates of the
t derivativee skewness of tthe Fubini solu
ution for
,
,
, and
. The exacct derivative sk
kewness derivved from usingg continuous ssampling is
mparison. (b) The
T relative error of the esttimates in (a).. The relative error is
pllotted for com
|, where the ’ss indicate disccrete samplingg and the
deefined as |
/
/
/
’s indicate con
ntinuous samp
pling.
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The derivative skewness estimates in Figure 3.8 all level off before reaching the
1. The exact value of the

maximum values, which are the values of the estimates at

derivative skewness, based on continuous sampling, continues to increase as predicted in
Equation (3.64). The divergent nature of the exact derivative skewness suggests that for
sufficiently close to one, a derivative skewness estimate with any finite sampling rate will cease
to be a good approximation of the actual derivative skewness value. This can be seen in the error
plot in Figure 3.8(b). We see that the reliability of the derivative skewness estimates depends on
the relationship between

1000 is more accurate than 1% relative error

more accurate than 1% relative error, but for
until about

10 the derivative skewness is never

and . For example, for

0.93. The physical interpretation of this phenomenon is that no reasonable finite

sampling rate can adequately estimate the derivative skewness of a waveform that contains true
discontinuities.
3.3.3.2 Sawtooth Wave
For

3, an initially sinusoidal plane wave propagating without linear losses may be

approximately modeled as a sawtooth wave, which has been defined in Equation (2.25). In order
to estimate the derivative skewness, Equation (3.2) can be further expanded to the form
1
Sk

lim
→

1

∑

.

(3.142)

∑

To understand the error in the derivative skewness estimate, consider again the sawtooth
wave defined in Equation (2.25). In Section 3.3.2.2 we found that, on average, the number of
data points per period is

/ , with

ramp of the wave with a slope of 2
slope of 2

1 of those data points being associated with the
, and one data point associated with the shock with a

. Then, by replacing the random variable

in Equation (3.142) with the
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time-derivative of pressure estimates of the discretely sampled sawtooth wave, we may calculate
a derivative skewness estimate:
Δ
Sk
Δ

1

1

1

1

2

2

.

(3.143)

2

2

Simplifying Eqaution (19), the skewness becomes
Sk

Δ
Δ

As expected, in the limit that

2

2
√

1

.

(3.144)

→ ∞, the derivative skewness of the sawtooth wave also

diverges. Since the actual derivative skewness is indefinite, defining a relative error does not
make sense. However, the estimated derivative skewness can be calculated for a characteristic
case, which would give some intuition as to the expected values. Given

100, the derivative

skewness of a sawtooth wave would be expected to be about 10.
A last comment: recall that the sawtooth wave and the Fubini solution have been based
on the assumption of no linear losses in propagation. Since any real system will include linear
losses, no true discontinuities can form in a waveform, regardless of the initial amplitude or
propagation distance. This implies that the waveform described by the Earnshaw or Fubini
solutions for

1 is pathological. While propagation without linear losses is a useful analysis

tool, it does not occur in realistic waveforms. Other models, such as the Mendousse or Fay
solutions, must be used to understand some of the effects of linear losses on the estimation of the
derivative skewness of a waveform containing shocks.
3.3.3.3 Fay Solution
The estimate of the derivative skewness of the Fay solution sampled with a normalized
uniform time step Δ

2 / may be written as Equation (3.51) with Equation (3.76), where
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2/Γ
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,

(3.1445)

/Γ. The derivattive skewnesss estimates of the Fay ssolution withh various vallues
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skewnesss obtained with
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ous sampling
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Figure 3.9. (a) Estimates of the
t derivativee skewness of tthe Fay solutioon plotted as a function
off for
,
,
, and
, with
h a Gol’dberg number of 10000. The exacct
deerivative skew
wness derived from using co
ontinuous sam
mpling is plotteed for comparrison. (b)
The relative errror of the estim
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/
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uous
sa
ampling.
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Γ
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(the sawtooth regime), the derivative skewness estimates at larger values of

will be more

accurately described. This is most likely due to the significant shocks that are present in
waveforms during this regime. For

Γ (transition from the sawtooth and the old-age

propagation regime), the accuracy of the derivative skewness estimate for a given value of
appears to be constant. This may be due to the very small derivative skewness values associated
with the Fay solution for large values of .

3.4 Summary and Conclusions
The analytic discussions of the measures of nonlinearity given in this chapter provide a
better framework to interpret these measures for more complicated waveforms. The idealized
cases introduced in Chapter 2 have been used to explore the evolution of measures as a
waveform propagates, giving a general estimate of the rate of evolution that one would expect
for measured data. Also, an analysis of the effects of under-sampling a waveform on the
measures of nonlinearity suggests ways to verify that a given sampling rate is sufficient to
adequately represent a measure of nonlinearity.
The first metric considered was the wave steepening factor (WSF), which may be
considered a measure of the waveform distortion characteristic of nonlinear propagation. The
analysis of the WSF has shown that periodic waveforms with a WSF value above about 0.75 are
not likely to have been distorted by nonlinear effects very much. Waveforms that have WSF
values below about 0.25 are likely to have experienced nonlinear distortion. In addition, the
importance of nonlinear distortion in a waveform increases dramatically as the WSF value
approaches zero. When considering the sampling rate, if the value of the WSF of a waveform is
less than four times the lower limit of the WSF based on assuming a sawtooth wave, the
sampling rate is probably too low to accurately gauge the WSF.
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In addition to the WSF, calculations of the pressure and derivative skewness, measures of

the asymmetry of the probability density function of the pressure amplitudes and time derivatives
of the pressure amplitudes, respectively, of idealized cases were analyzed. The derivative
skewness was shown to vary significantly. At about 0.85 times the shock formation distance the
derivative skewness of a lossless initially sinusoidal plane wave began to dramatically rise. A
derivative skewness value of 0.5 may be considered low and indicate that nonlinear distortion
has not affected the waveform significantly, while a derivative skewness value of 5 may be
considered high, and that nonlinear distortion has affected the waveform significantly. It should
be noted that insufficient temporal resolution will cause the derivative skewness estimate to be
significantly less than the actual derivative skewness value for a waveform.
Both the WSF and derivative skewness can be used to analyze the importance of
nonlinearity in propagating waveforms. The WSF is useful due to the fact that it is relatively
robust with respect to limited sampling rates, while the cubic nature of the derivative skewness
causes it to be relatively sensitive to insufficient temporal resolution. On the other hand, the
relatively dramatic variation in the derivative skewness near the shock formation distance and as
a waveform transitions to the old-age region suggest that the derivative skewness may give more
information about the nonlinearity in a propagating waveform.

4.1 Introduction
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Chapter 4
Numerical Analysis of Nonlinearity
Measures
4.1 Introduction
The model equations described in Chapter 2 and the analyses of the nonlinearity metrics
presented in Chapter 3 are important, limiting cases. However, actual noise propagation is much
more complicated, as will be shown in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, with waveforms measured from
plane wave tube experiments and jet noise measurements, respectively. In addition to the
propagation phenomena that are expected, such as boundary layer absorption and dispersion
plane wave tube propagation, and frequency-dependent geometrical spreading for full scale jet
noise, measured results often include unexpected phenomena, such as digital noise and source
distortion. One way to isolate these unknown phenomena in measured data is to first model the
physical waveforms using numerical methods, and then compare the predictions with the
measurements.
The purpose of this chapter is to use a numerical model of noise propagation to connect
the analytical results from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to the measured data presented in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6. To this end, three different numerical experiments are presented in this chapter.
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First, predicted waveforms based on an initially sinusoidal plane wave propagating with
thermoviscous losses will be considered. Then, predicted waveforms based on an initially
sinusoidal wave and initially broadband noise propagating with linear losses similar to
propagation in a plane wave tube will be discussed. These last two cases are similar to the
physical experiments discussed in Chapter 5. For each of the cases discussed, the effects of
nonlinearity in the waveforms, spectra, and the nonlinearity metrics described in Chapter 3 are
discussed.

4.2 Numerical Model of Propagation
Modeling of nonlinearity in broadband noise propagation dates back to work by Pernet
and Payne [2] who examined anomalously low absorption of high-frequency energy in the
spectrum for noise of sufficient intensity. Pestorius and Blackstock [9] developed a timewaveform propagation model based on the generalized Burgers equation (GBE) [4] and
successfully modeled noise propagation, including shock formation and coalescence, in a long
pipe. Additional arbitrary waveform modeling developments took place in the context of
nonlinear sonic boom propagation, [50] [51] [52] but much of the recent interest has been the
noise propagation from modern high-performance tactical aircraft. Nonlinear F/A-18E noise
propagation was calculated by Gee et al., [21] Brouwer, [53] and Saxena et al. [54] using
different GBE-based algorithms. A more comprehensive treatment of the noise radiated by the
F-22A Raptor was carried out by Gee et al. [23] [22] and algorithm refinements were
incorporated in a study of the noise propagation from the F-35AA Joint Strike Fighter. [24] In
these latter studies of F-22A and F-35AA noise, excellent agreement between nonlinear models
and measurements were achieved at a maximum comparison distance of 305 m (1000 ft).
The GBE algorithm used previously by Gee et al. [24] has been employed to model the
nonlinear propagation of various signals in this chapter. This algorithm is a combined time-
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frequency domain propagation scheme. First, a waveform is propagated forward a spatial step in
the time domain according to the Earnshaw solution and weak shock theory. The size of the
spatial step varies, depending on the amplitude of the sound signal at the present location. After
the waveform has been propagated in the time domain, the linear absorption and dispersion
associated with the nonlinear step is applied in the frequency domain. The waveform thus
propagates, alternating between the time and frequency domains and nonlinear and linear
processes, until the desired propagation distance is reached.

4.3 Numerical Experiments
A good place to begin with modeling nonlinear propagation is with initially sinusoidal
waveforms. First, we will consider propagation with thermoviscous losses, and then propagation
in a plane-wave-tube environment. For both of these conditions, comparisons are made with the
analytical and limiting solutions discussed in Chapter 2.
4.3.1 Thermoviscous Propagation of an Initially Sinusoidal Signal
The first case that is considered numerically is also a problem that has an analytical
solution. In particular, this is the initially sinusoidal plane wave propagating with thermoviscous
losses. As stated in Chapter 2, the exact solution is the Mendousse solution. The input
waveform consists of a sine wave sampled at 204 800 samples/s (to mimic the plane wave tube
tests described in Chapter 5) for 1.28 s. This sampling rate and waveform time duration are the
same for all of the numerical experiments described in this chapter. In order to understand how
different values of Gol’dberg number affect the evolution of the nonlinearity metrics described in
Chapter 3, the numerical experiment is carried out for Γ

10 and for Γ

1000.

Since many of the results in Chapter 3 rely on the ratio of the sampling frequency to the
characteristic frequency

/

being an irrational number, the frequency of the sine wave

was chosen to be 500 Hz (about 1570 Hz). Therefore, the value of

is approximately 130.4.
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The atmospheric conditions, sampling rates, and absorption coefficients used for the

numerical experiments described in this chapter are summarized in Table 4.1, below.
Table 4.1. Summary of conditions used in numerical experiments described in Chapter 4.

Atmospheric Propagation

Plane Wave Tube Propagation

Temperature

293.15 K

293.15 K

Atm. Pressure

0.85 atm.

0.85 atm.

Relative Humidity

20%

20%

Tube Radius

2.54 cm

Sample Length

0.78 s

0.78 s

Sampling Frequency

204 800 Samples/s

204 800 Samples/s

Characteristic Frequency

500 Hz (≈ 1571 Hz)

500 Hz (≈ 1571 Hz)

Absorption (Real Part)

13.3

10

dB/m (at 500 Hz)

0.415 dB/m (at 500 Hz)

Portions of the numerically predicted waveforms are plotted in Figure 4.1. The portions
of the waveforms associated with Γ
portions associated with Γ
Γ

10 steepen less quickly and to a lesser extent than the

1000. In addition, the portions of the waveforms associated with

10 have significantly unsteepened by

2 , whereas the portions associated with Γ

1000 do not appear to have unsteepened at all. Since the Gol’dberg number quantifies the
importance of nonlinear effects relative to absorptive effects, the more significant and longer
lasting shocks associated with the greater Gol’dberg number is expected.
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Figure 4.1. Porrtions of the waveforms
w
preedicted by num
merically prop
pagating an in
nitially
ne wave to variious values off with therm
moviscous lossees and a Gol’d
dberg
siinusoidal plan
nu
umber of 10 (b
black lines) an
nd 1000 (red lines).
l

The
T amplitud
des of the harrmonics of th
he predictedd waveformss for a Gol’dbberg numberr of
10 relativ
ve to the inittial amplitud
de are plotted
d in Figure 44.2. The factt that there is energy at aany
of the hig
gher harmon
nics for

0 is indicativ
ve of the im
mportance of nonlinearityy in the wavee

propagation. Also, th
he fact that the
t rate of deecrease of thhe relative am
mplitudes inncreases overrall
as

beco
omes large in
ndicates thatt the thermov
viscous loss es also play an importannt role.
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Figure 4.2. Thee first six harm
monic amplitu
udes of wavefoorms predicteed by numericcally
n initially sinusoidal plane wave
w
to variou
us values of with thermovviscous
prropagating an
lo
osses. The amplitudes are plotted
p
in dB relative
r
to the amplitude of the initial sign
nal. The
Gol’dberg
G
num
mber of the sou
urce signal is 10.
1

The
T first nonllinearity mettric that is co
onsidered foor the numeriical propagaation of an
initially sinusoidal
s
pllane wave with
w thermoviiscous lossess is the wavee steepeningg factor. Thee
WSF of the
t numericaally propagaated wave is plotted in Fiigure 4.3 as a function oof , as well as
the WSF derived from
m the Earnsh
haw solution
n and the WS
SF of the disscretely-sam
mpled Khokhhlov
solution given
g
the vaalue of

used in this exp
periment for both Γ

10
0 and Γ

10
000. Recalll that

the Khok
khlov solutio
on is used forr WSF comp
parisons beccause there iss an analyticcal form of thhe
WSF for the Khokhlo
ov solution, while no analytical form
m for the Fayy solution (w
which is morre
generally
y applicable than the Kho
okhlov soluttion).
The
T numericaally predicted values of the
t WSF folllow the trennds predictedd by the
analyticaal results of Chapter
C
3. For
F small vallues of

thee numericallyy predicted vvalues of thee

WSF folllow the trend
d predicted by
b the Earnsshaw solutionn very closeely for both G
Gol’dberg
numbers.. This is duee to the fact that the wav
veforms havee high ampliitudes, and thhe nonlinearrity
dominatees the absorp
ptive effects.. However, as the wavefform associaated with Γ

10 approaaches

1 (th
he shock form
mation distaance) the num
merically preedicted WSF
F values beccome higher than
the predictions of thee Earnshaw solution.
s
Th
his is due to tthe fact that the higher hharmonics inn the
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waveform
m, which hav
ve been nonllinearly geneerated, have much greater absorptionn than the
fundamen
ntal frequency. These higher
h
harmo
onics are atteenuated, andd the waveforrm slows itss
nonlinearr steepening trend. The WSF valuess associated with the wavveform withh Γ

1000, on

the otherr hand, do no
ot increase att all for the range
r
shownn, and stay cllose to the E
Earnshaw sollution
all the waay to

16
6, which is the end of the range show
wn. While thhe higher haarmonics aree

being atteenuated for this
t case as well,
w the hig
gher amplituddes transfer energy to thhe higher
harmoniccs fast enoug
gh to counterr the effects of absorptioon.

Figure 4.3. Esttimates of the wave steepeniing factor (WS
SF) of wavefoorms predicted
d by
umerically propagating an initially sinusoidal plane w ave to variouss values of w
with
nu
th
hermoviscous losses.

Near
N

2 th
he numericaally predicted
d values of thhe WSF of tthe waveform
m with Γ

10

reach a minimum,
m
an
nd begin to in
ncrease. This increase iss because thhe absorptivee effects have
started to
o dominate th
he nonlinearr effects, and
d the wavefoorm is beginnning to unsteeepen. For
3, th
he Khokhlov
v solution is a better reprresentation oof the physiccal waveform
ms, and
correspon
ndingly the numerically
n
predicted vaalues of the W
WSF begin to follow thee trend prediicted
by the Kh
hokhlov solu
ution. The waveforms
w
were
w predicteed as far as
values off , the Γ

16. Forr these large

10 waveform
m has unsteeepened so thhat it is out oof the sawtoooth regime annd is

beginning to enter the old-age reg
gime. Sincee the Khokhllov solution is not valid in the old-agge
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regime, if the waveform were propagated further, it is expected that the WSF values predicted by
the numerical model would diverge from the Khokhlov solution beyond
values of the Γ

16. The WSF

1000 waveform, on the other hand, are likely to be well approximated by the

trend predicted by the Khokhlov solution as far out as

1700.

In addition to the WSF, the derivative skewness was estimated for the Γ
Γ

10 and

1000 initially sinusoidal waveforms. The derivative skewness estimates are plotted in

Figure 4.4 as a function of , along with the derivative skewness values predicted by the
“lossless” Earnshaw solution and the discretely-sampled “lossy” Fay solution, both with Γ
and with Γ

10

1000. The number of terms used in the Fay solution is five times , or 650 terms.

Similar to the estimated WSF values, the derivative skewness estimates of both waveforms
follow the trend of the Earnshaw solution for very small . For the waveform with a Gol’dberg
number of 10, as the waveform approaches the shock formation distance, the high harmonics
begin to be more significantly attenuated due to the thermoviscous effects, and the waveform
slows its steepening process, thus slowing the increase of the derivative skewness. Shortly after
the shock formation distance, the lower amplitude waveform has completely stopped steepening,
and is beginning to unsteepen, causing the derivative skewness to begin to decrease. As the
propagation continues, the derivative skewness of the numerical case begins to follow the trend
predicted by the Fay solution. Unlike the Khokhlov solution, the Fay solution is valid even in
the old-age regime, and so it is expected that if the waveform were propagated further, the
predicted values of the derivative skewness would continue to follow the trend predicted by the
Fay solution.
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Figure 4.4. Esttimates of the derivative skeewness of wavveforms prediccted by numerrically
n initially sinusoidal plane wave
w
to variou
us values of with thermovviscous
prropagating an
lo
osses.

The
T waveform
m with a Gol’dberg num
mber of 1000, on the otheer hand, som
mewhat abrupptly
reaches a maximum value
v
of abo
out 11.2 at ab
bout
predicts for
f Γ

1000, assuming
g a value of

1.4
4. This is thhe limit that tthe Fay soluttion
130. Inn addition, thhe upper limiit of the

derivativ
ve skewness estimate for a discretely
y sampled saw
wtooth wavee with a

vaalue of 130 iis

about 11.3, suggestin
ng that this upper
u
limit iss most likelyy due to finitte sampling eeffects, ratheer
than physical phenom
mena. Abou
ut

7, the derivative sskewness of the higher aamplitude

waveform
m departs fro
om the trend
d predicted by
b the Fay soolution. Thiss means thatt the waveforrm
predicted
d by numericcal model haas begun to unsteepen
u
a llittle by this distance, suuch that the ffinite
sampling
g rate used iss more likely
y to be sufficcient to estim
mate the deriivative skew
wness.
4.3.2 Pla
ane Wave Tube Propag
gation of an Initially Sin
nusoidal Siggnal
The
T initially sinusoidal
s
pllane wave prropagating w
with losses similar to thaat of a plane
wave tub
be is of intereest for three main reason
ns. First, plaane wave tubbes are easilyy realized
physicallly, and which
h provides a suitable waay to experim
mentally veriify the analyytical and
numericaal theory thatt has is described in this thesis. Thee comparisonn of physicall and numeriical
plane waave tube meaasurements, especially
e
off nonlinearitty measures, is given in C
Chapter 5. T
The
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second reason is that the absorption due to the boundary-layer effects associated with sound
propagation in a duct increases with the square root of frequency, rather than the square of the
frequency as in the case of thermoviscous and high-frequency atmospheric absorption. As lowfrequency absorption coefficients are dominated by boundary-layer effects, and high-frequency
absorption coefficients will be dominated by atmospheric propagation effects (the cross-over
frequency is about 156 kHz; see Section 2.2.3.1), the plane-wave-tube environment is a
fascinating case study in terms of absorption. Finally, losses due to both boundary-layer effects
and atmospheric propagation include dispersive phenomena. This is a phenomenon that is very
difficult to understand analytically, [6] [55] and so numerical and physical experiments are the
primary method for understanding dispersion. The choice of the sinusoidal plane wave as the
input waveform allows for a ready comparison of the predicted waveforms with the previous
case of an initially sinusoidal signal propagating with thermoviscous absorption.
A Gol’dberg number of 10 is chosen for the numerical plane wave tube propagation
experiment. The absorption coefficient of the initial sine wave frequency (500 Hz) is about
0.048 m , and so the initial amplitude is about 166 Pa. Portions of the input waveform and the
waveforms predicted at different distances assuming plane-wave-tube-like propagation are
plotted in Figure 4.5, along with the Mendousse solution (the exact solution given only
thermoviscous absorption), for comparison.
The first thing to notice about the waveforms presented in Figure 4.5 is that the steep
portions of the waveform (the shocks at

0, 1, 2, and 3) are sharper for the plane wave tube

predictions than for the Mendousse solution, especially for

1. This is likely due to the fact

that the absorption coefficients of the higher harmonics are relatively smaller for the plane wave
tube absorption than for thermoviscous absorption. Also notice that tops of the shocks are more
rounded than the bottoms. This phenomenon has been observed by Webster and Blackstock [6]
and Blackstock, [10] and has been attributed to the dispersive nature of the propagation. The
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dispersio
on is also likeely the reaso
on that the prredicted shock fronts havve a slight ddelay relativee to
the Mend
dousse solutiion.

Figure 4.5. Porrtions of the waveforms
w
preedicted by num
merically prop
pagating an in
nitially
ne wave to variious values off with linearr losses similarr to those of propagation
siinusoidal plan
in
n a plane wavee tube (red), with
w the Mendousse solution
n (only thermooviscous absorrption)
pllotted (dashed
d black), for co
omparison. The
T Gol’dbergg number used
d for this plot is 10.

The
T harmonicc amplitudess of the prediicted wavefoorms relativee to the inpuut waveform
amplitud
de are presen
nted in Figuree 4.6. The main
m differennce betweenn the harmonnic amplitudees
predicted
d using therm
moviscous ab
bsorption shown in Figuure 4.2 and thhe harmonicc amplitudes
predicted
d using planee-wave-tube-like absorpttion is that thhe amplitudees of the higgher harmoniics
are much
h closer to th
he lower harm
monic ampliitudes than inn the thermooviscous case. The relattively
large high-harmonic amplitudes associated
a
with
w the planne-wave-tubee propagationn predictionn is
likely due to the fact that the high
h-frequency absorption iis not as largge relative too the absorpttion
of the fun
ndamental frrequency, making nonlin
near process es more impportant in thee propagation
prediction than the th
hermoviscou
us prediction
ns. As mentiioned in Chaapter 2, the bboundary layyer
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absorptio
on (for low to
o moderate frequencies)
f
) increases ass

rather tthan the ratee of

associateed with therm
moviscous ab
bsorption.

Figure 4.6. Thee first six harm
monic amplitu
udes of wavefoorms predicteed by numericcally
n initially sinusoidal plane wave
w
to variou
us values of with linear losses
prropagating an
siimilar to thosee of propagation in a plane wave
w
tube. T he Gol’dberg number used
d for this
pllot is 10.

The
T WSF vallues predicteed by the plan
ne wave tubbe model shoow similar trrends as the W
WSF
values prredicted by the
t thermoviiscous propaagation modeel, but differr in the detaills. The WSF
F
values prredicted by the
t plane waave tube mod
del are plotteed in Figure 4.7 as a funcction of the
absorptio
on distance, and
a the WSF
F values of the
t Earnshaw
w solution annd the discreetely-sampleed
Khokhlov
v solution arre plotted forr reference. Similar to tthe WSF valuues predicteed by the
thermoviiscous propaagation modeel for the Γ

10 initial w
waveform, tthe predictedd WSF valuees for

the tube follow
f
the Earnshaw
E
sollution fairly closely for ddistances muuch less thann the shock
formation
n distance. However,
H
th
he WSF valu
ues predictedd by the planne wave tubee model folloow
the Earnsshaw solutio
on much long
ger than the WSF valuess predicted bby the thermooviscous moodel
given Γ

10, shown
n in Figure 4.3.
4 In fact, the
t WSF vallues predicteed by the plaane wave tubbe

model do
o not differ much
m
from th
he Earnshaw
w solution unntil about

1, and theen continue tto

much low
wer values th
han predicted
d by either th
he Khokhlovv solution, w
which is baseed on the
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thermoviiscous model. The lower values of th
he WSF inddicate that, foor the same G
Gol’dberg
number, nonlinearity
y is more imp
portant for th
he plane-wavve-tube-likee propagationn model thann for
the therm
moviscous prropagation model,
m
likely
y due to the rrelatively low
wer absorption of the higgher
harmoniccs.

Figure 4.7. Esttimates of the wave steepeniing factor (WS
SF) of wavefoorms predicted
d by
umerically propagating an initially sinusoidal plane w ave to variouss values of w
with linear
nu
lo
osses similar to
o those of prop
pagation in a plane wave tu
ube.

The
T WSF vallues continuee to decreasee until aboutt

2, wheere they reacch a minimum
m

value of about 0.07. After the minimum
m
valu
ue, the prediicted WSF vvalues begin to increase. The
shape of the increasin
ng trend is somewhat sim
milar to the sshape of the trend prediccted by the
Khokhlov
v solution, but
b the actuaal values are significantlyy lower. Thuus, the planee wave tube
model prredicts that th
he waveform
m will behav
ve somewhatt similarly too the wavefoorm predictedd by
the therm
moviscous prropagation model,
m
but du
ue to either llower high-fr
frequency abbsorption or ddue
dispersio
on nonlineariity appears to
o be more im
mportant for plane-wavee-tube propaggation than
thermoviiscous propaagation, assu
uming similar values of Γ
Γ. Based on the findingss of Blackstoock,
[10] the effects
e
of bo
oundary-layeer dispersion
n are more likkely to oppoose nonlinearr phenomenaa, so
it is likely
y that the do
ominant effect is the low
wer high-freqquency absorrption.
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The
T derivativ
ve skewness values prediicted by the pplane-wave--tube model show a simiilar

trend as the
t trend of the
t predicted
d values of the
t WSF. Thhe derivativee skewness vvalues prediccted
by the plane-wave-tu
ube model arre plotted as a function oof the absorpption distance in Figure 44.8,
along witth the derivaative skewneess values off the Earnshaaw solution aand the discrretely-samplled
Fay soluttion, for com
mparison. Fo
or values of

0.6, thee derivative sskewness esstimates folloow

the Earnsshaw solutio
on fairly clossely. Howev
ver, the derivvative skewnness values ddiverge from
m the
trend preedicted by the Earnshaw solution passt the shock formation diistance, and do not approoach
the derivative skewness of the Faay solution. Once again,, at about

1.6 the deerivative

a
to abrruptly reach a maximum
m value, and iis due to a saampling ratee that
skewnesss estimates appear
is insufficient to adeq
quately estim
mate the deriivative skew
wness. The dderivative skkewness remaains
at the maaximum valu
ue until abou
ut

9. Fo
or

9 the derivative sskewness vallues predicteed by

the planee-wave-tube model begin
n to decreasee again, som
mewhat similaar to the trennd suggestedd by
the Fay solution.
s
Thus, by

9 the numeriical model ppredicts that tthe waveform
m will beginn to

unsteepen
n.

Figure 4.8. Esttimates of the derivative skeewness of wavveforms prediccted by numerrically
n initially sinusoidal plane wave
w
to variou
us values of with linear losses
prropagating an
siimilar to thosee of propagation in a plane wave
w
tube. T he dotted bluee line represen
nts the
up
pper limit bassed on a discreetely sampled sawtooth wavve.
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The largest difference between the trends of the predicted WSF and derivative skewness
values for the plane wave tube case (given Γ

10) occurs between

1.5 and

9. The

predicted values of the WSF follow a plausible trend based on the lower high-frequency
absorption coefficients associated with plane-wave-tube propagation, but the predicted values of
the derivative skewness reach some upper limit (about 11), and stay there until about

9,

where the values decrease again. Based on the curved nature of the derivative skewness values
predicted by the thermoviscous propagation model for the waveform with the Gol’dberg number
equal to 10 in the transition from the Earnshaw to the Fay solutions, we would expect that the
derivative skewness predicted by the plane-wave-tube model would also be rounded. As
mentioned above, a likely reason is that the discretely sampled nature the numerical model will
put an upper bound on the derivative skewness estimates.
4.3.3 Plane Wave Tube Propagation of an Initially Broadband Gaussian Noise Signal
The plane-wave-tube model used for the case of the initially sinusoidal wave may also be
used to study the effects of nonlinearity on broadband noise. Since the numerical experiment is
identical to the initially sinusoidal case except for the input waveform, any differences between
the nonlinearity measures predicted in Section 4.3.2 and those predicted in this section will be
due to the difference in the input signals. In order to compare the two, the nonlinear distortion
distance defined and discussed in Section 2.2.2.4 will take the place of the shock formation
distance used in the previous two sections.
The broadband noise used in this numerical experiment consists of bandpass-filtered
spectrally white Gaussian noise. The pass-band was chosen to be between 700 Hz and 2300 Hz.
This yields a geometric mean frequency of about 1269 Hz and an arithmetic mean frequency of
1500 Hz. If we assume that nonlinearity affects noise propagation over shorter distances than for
a tonal wave, as suggested by Muhlestein, et al. [38] and in Gurbatov and Rudenko, [43] then the
higher arithmetic mean frequency is more likely to be a reasonable characterization of the noise
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signal. The root-mean-square of the pressure amplitudes of the noise is about 1.17 kPa (about
155 dB re 20μPa). These conditions, along with the propagation conditions described in the
previous sections, lead to Γ

1/

̅

10.

Portions of the waveforms predicted by the plane-wave-tube model and the input noise
described above are shown in Figure 4.9. Similar to the initially sinusoidal case, the pressure
rises steepen, and the peaks become more rounded than the troughs due to dispersion. However,
not all of the pressure rises become shocks, since the pressure rises vary in amplitude. The large
pressure rises experience significant nonlinear distortion (as seen by the initially large pressure
rise near

1.6), and the small pressure rises experience much less distortion (as seen by the

slight pressure rise near

0.3). As the waveform propagates, the distribution of the pressure

rises appears to become more uniform. This is due to the fact that shocks with higher amplitudes
will experience more nonlinear attenuation than shocks with lower amplitudes. Thus, pressure
outliers will be attenuated, and the pressure rise distribution becomes more uniform.
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Figure 4.9. Porrtions of the waveforms
w
preedicted by num
merically prop
pagating an in
nitially
o various values of with liinear losses sim
milar to those of
brroadband Hz plane wave to
prropagation in a plane wave tube.

The
T spectra of
o the predictted waveform
ms also provvide informaation of the w
waveforms oon the
whole. Gurbatov
G
et al.
a [17] foun
nd that broad
dband noise w
with well-deeveloped shoocks due to
nonlinearr propagation will have a spectrum that
t decays aas

at higgh frequenciees, and grow
ws as

at low
w frequencies, assuming an initially Gaussian
G
nooise signal w
with a spectruum that goes as
, wherre

2, as

→ 0. (As mentioned in
i Chapter 11, in the pre-shock propaagation regim
me,

the higheer frequenciees decay as

.) However, the theoory used to ffind this specctral relationnship

assumed propagation
n with only th
hermoviscou
us absorptionn (where thee pressure am
mplitude deccays
as

) and no disspersion. Th
his assumptiion suggests that broadband noise thhat develops

shocks du
ue to propag
gation in a tu
ube that inclu
udes absorpttion of the foorm

and significcant

dispersio
on could have spectral ch
haracteristicss that deviatee significanttly from specctral shape
reported by Gurbatov
v and Ruden
nko.
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Figure 4.10. One-third octav
ve power spectra predicted by numericallly propagatin
ng an
nitially broadb
band Hz planee wave to various values of with linear losses similar to those of
in
prropagation in a plane wave tube.

The
T one-third
d octave pow
wer spectra of
o the wavefoorms predictted using thee plane-waveetube num
merical modeel are presentted in Figuree 4.10, with dashed liness representinng the

annd

depeendencies prredicted by Gurbatov
G
and
d Rudenko pplotted for reeference. Thhe spectrum of
the input waveform is
i quite band
d-limited, with the edgess of the pass--band being noted by an
amplitud
de drop of 10
0-20 dB. As the waveforrm propagatees, the high and low freqquencies beggin to
increase in amplitudee, due to non
nlinear transffer of energyy from the pass-band to the extreme
frequencies. At

2

the orig
ginal pass-baand maintainns some of itts shape, thee high

frequencies decay neearly as
increase nearly as

. By

, indicating the
t pre-shockk regime, annd the low frrequencies
2 the originall pass-band rregion has loost much of iits shape, annd the

f
have reached an asympttotic rise andd decay rate. Interestinggly, the high-extreme frequencies
frequency
y asymptoticc rates go as

where

2, ratheer than the

rate preddicted by

Gurbatov
v and Ruden
nko. This maay be due to the fact thatt the absorpttion due to bboundary-layyer
effects arre less signifficant (relativ
ve to the abssorption at thhe characteriistic frequenncy) than thee
absorptio
on due to theermoviscous effects. By
y

2 , thee high frequeencies have bbegun to deccay
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faster than the high frequencies of spectra at lower values of , indicating that the waveform is
leaving the sawtooth regime and is entering the old-age regime.
The WSF values of the noise waveforms predicted by the plane-wave-tube model show
many similarities with the values of initially sinusoidal waveforms predicted by the same model.
The predicted values of the WSF are plotted in Figure 4.11 as a function of the absorption
distance, with the WSF values of the Earnshaw solution of the initially sinusoidal plane wave
and the discretely sampled Khokhlov solution are plotted for comparison. For small values of ,
the predicted WSF values follow the trend predicted by the Earnshaw solution until about
0.3, after which the predicted WSF values become larger than the Earnshaw solution
suggests. After the departure, the predicted values of the WSF decrease until they reach a
minimum near

4, after which the values increase slightly. While the trend of the WSF

values predicted by the noise case is similar to the initially sinusoidal case in character, there are
significant differences in the details. For example, the noise case departs from the Earnshaw
solution much earlier than the initially sinusoidal case. Also, the minimum WSF value of the
noise case is about 0.13, compared to the minimum value of about 0.07 for the initially
sinusoidal case. Since portions of the noise waveform shows significant nonlinear distortion, it
appears that the less distorted regions of the waveforms significantly raise the WSF estimates.
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Figure 4.11. Esstimates of thee wave steepen
ning factor (W
WSF) of wavefforms predicteed by
umerically propagating an initially broad
dband plane w
wave to variou
us values of with
nu
lin
near losses sim
milar to those of propagatio
on in a plane w
wave tube.

The
T derivativ
ve skewness values of thee noise waveeforms prediicted by the plane-wave--tube
model (sh
hown in Figure 4.12) show a significcantly differrent behaviorr than the treends predicted
by eitherr of the initiaally sinusoidaal cases considered abovve. The deriivative valuees of the noisse
waveform
ms deviate frrom the Earn
nshaw solutiion from

0 (which iis at the sourrce), and beccome

large verry rapidly. The
T derivativ
ve skewness values reachh a maximum
m value (aboout 27.3) well
before

1, and theen decay slig
ghtly down to
t a stable vaalue (about 13.8) until nnear the end oof

the sawto
ooth region. One possible reason forr the dramattic rise in derrivative skew
wness valuess is
because the
t pressure outliers (succh as the preessure rise neear

1.6,, shown in Figure 4.9)

rapidly become
b
shock
ks while mo
ost of the wav
veform take s longer, andd then decayy until they aare
no longerr pressure ou
utliers. The stable region is reminisccent of the reegion 1.5

9 in thhe

plot of th
he derivativee skewness estimates for the initiallyy sinusoidal ccase in Figurre 4.8. It is
thereforee likely that the
t stable reg
gion is due to
t a samplingg rate that iss too low to pproperly resoolve
the shock
ks. Since it is
i a noise waaveform, rath
her than an iinitially sinuusoidal signaal, the lowamplitud
de pressure riises are moree likely to bee well resolvved and the dderivative skkewness
estimatess may go abo
ove the limitt for a discreetely sampledd sawtooth w
wave.
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Figure 4.12. Esstimates of thee derivative sk
kewness of waaveforms pred
dicted by numerically
n initially broa
adband plane wave to varioous values of with linear loosses
prropagating an
siimilar to thosee of propagation in a plane wave
w
tube.

Notice
N
that eaarly in the prre-shock reg
gion of Figurre 4.12 the trrend of the dderivative
skewnesss estimates of
o the numerrically propaagated noise signal appeaars to be idenntical to the
trend of the
t derivativ
ve skewness associated with
w the Earnnshaw solutiion, but is sliightly offsett.
The multtiplicative faactor that wo
ould shift thee trend for thhe noise to thhe trend of thhe Earnshaw
w
solution was
w suggested by Muhleestein and Gee
G [38] as a way to definne a characteeristic shockk
formation
n distance fo
or noise sign
nals.

4.4 Co
onclusion
ns
A propagation
n model based on a geneeralized Burg
rgers equatioon has been uused to
numericaally analyze the propagattion of initiaally sinusoiddal and broaddband Gausssian noise
signals. Comparison
ns of the WSF and derivaative skewneess of initiallly sinusoidaal signals thaat
propagate with therm
moviscous ab
bsorption com
mpared favoorably with aanalytical solutions,
confirmin
ng the validiity of the pro
opagation model. This eexperiment w
was also useful in that it gave
exampless of what can
n be expecteed in measurrements durinng the transiition of the w
wave steepenning
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factor (WSF) and derivative skewness values from the pre-shock propagation regime to the
sawtooth propagation regime.
The thermoviscous numerical propagation results were compared with the numerical
propagation of an initially sinusoidal signal with linear losses similar to that of a plane wave
tube. It was found that, for a given Gol’dberg number, nonlinearity is more important for
propagation with losses similar to propagation in a plane wave tube than for propagation with
only thermoviscous absorption. It was also shown that the evolution of the two nonlinearity
measures, WSF and derivative skewness, is similar in shape but not in details for both
thermoviscous and plane-wave-tube like absorption.
Comparing initially sinusoidal wave propagation with initially broadband Gaussian noise
propagation shows that both the WSF and the derivative skewness have generally higher values
for noise signals than for initially sinusoidal signals. It was hypothesized that, for the sampling
frequency and fundamental frequency used for these experiments, the derivative skewness was
unable to be properly resolved for the sawtooth regime of propagation, for both initially
sinusoidal and Gaussian noise signals. On the other hand, the derivative skewness estimates
appeared to show greater sensitivity to the presence of shocks in initially noise waveforms than
the WSF estimates.
It is interesting to note that the two nonlinearity measures suggest opposite conclusions
about the nature of nonlinear noise distortion. The WSF predicts that noise waveforms will
distort at a slower rate than an initially sinusoidal signal for a given Gol’dberg number, whereas
the derivative skewness predicts that the noise waveforms distort much more rapidly than an
initially sinusoidal signal for the same Gol’dberg number. This apparent contradiction is
resolved by realizing that the WSF emphasizes the average slopes and the derivative skewness
emphasizes the greatest slopes. Thus, the small numbers of significant shocks that form rapidly
in a noise waveform do not affect the WSF values significantly, whereas the derivative skewness
is dramatically affected.

5.1 Introduction
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Chapter 5
Applications of Nonlinearity Measures to
One-Dimensional Measured Waveforms
5.1 Introduction
The main benefit of analyzing the noise measured in a plane wave tube is the small
number of unknown parameters in the acoustic propagation. For example, in an air-filled plane
wave tube there is no geometrical spreading, the linear absorptive and dispersive effects of
propagation are calculable, and a well-understood source may be used. This means the effects of
nonlinearity in the noise propagation can be extracted from the data relatively simply. In
addition, the lack of geometrical spreading means that nonlinear effects are more likely to be
important than if significant spreading occurred. These effects may be verified by comparing the
wave steepening factor and skewness estimates of the measured waveforms with the analytically
and numerically discussed results from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. By using this understanding of
the nonlinearity characteristics in one-dimensional noise propagation, it will be easier to
understand the role of nonlinearity in the more complicated and important problem of jet noise.
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5.2 Experimental Setup
A plane wave tube was constructed for the purpose of studying the evolution of measures
of nonlinearity as plane waves propagate. The tube consists of several 3.05 m (10 ft) portions of
PVC pipe with a radius of 2.54 cm (1 inch), connected by either rigid, plastic couplers or more
flexible, rubber couplers. Both the plastic and rubber couplers have an inner rim that acts as a
partition between the two lengths of pipe being coupled, but the partitions of the plastic couplers
have a thickness much less than the thickness of the PVC pipe walls and the partitions of the
rubber couplers have a thickness on the order of the thickness of the PVC pipe walls. The cutoff
frequency of the first axial mode of the tube is 4.0 kHz. A plot of the total number of modes
with cutoff frequencies below a given threshold is shown in Figure 5.1. The tube is terminated
by an anechoic wedge inside a portion of PVC pipe. The absorption coefficients of the
termination, shown in Figure 5.2, were obtained using band-limited (500-3500 Hz) white noise,
and a two-microphone technique, valid for the frequency range of 450-3601 Hz. These
coefficients suggest that the termination is anechoic for the full range of the input noise. The
tube was driven by a single BMS coaxial compression driver (model 4590), mounted directly
onto one end of the tube. The pressure data were measured using five G.R.A.S 40DD 3.18 mm
(eighth-inch) microphones at various distances from the driver, inserted into the tube such that
the microphone diaphragms were flush with the inside wall of the tube. No protection grids were
used on the microphones so they would fit more closely into the tube walls, and to avoid
resonances between the grid and the diaphragm. The microphones were located 0.3 m, 2.5 m,
5.6 m, 8.6 m, and 11.6 m from the driver. The compression driver was controlled with a
National Instruments PXI-based system using 24-bit PXI-4461 card. The time-waveform data
were acquired with the same PXI-based system used to drive the tube, using PXI-4462 cards.
The system was controlled with a LabVIEW®-based software. The data were acquired at a rate
of 204 800 samples/s (4.9 μs/sample). Post-processing of the data was performed using
MATLAB

®

.
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Figure 5.1. Tottal number off modes in the plane wave tu
ube with cutofff frequencies less than
th
he frequency of
o interest.

Figure 5.2. Absorption coeffficients of the plane wave tu
ube terminatioon. The signaal used to
bsorption coeffficients was ba
and-limited (5500-3500 Hz) w
white noise. T
The dashed
esstimate the ab
reed line represeents the cutofff frequency off the first axiaal mode of the tube.

Several experriments weree conducted in the plane wave tube ddescribed abbove. The tuube
was driveen with sine waves, narrrowband Gau
ussian noise,, broadband Gaussian nooise, narrow
wband
noise witth jet noise-llike statisticss, and broadb
band noise w
with jet noisee-like statisttics. A
descriptio
on of the staatistics assocciated with jeet noise is prresented in R
Ref. [35]. Thhe most
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importan
nt aspect of jeet noise for the
t purposess of this thessis is the skew
wness of thee pressure
waveform
m is noticeab
bly greater th
han zero, as high as 0.6 ffor an F/A-118E at afterbburner enginee
condition
n. This can be
b seen in Fiigure 5.3, wh
here a Gausssian and jet nnoise-like prrobability
density functions
fu
(PD
DFs) are plottted. The sk
kewness of thhe jet noise-like probabiility density
function shown in Figure 5.3 is 0.56.
0
It shou
uld be noted that only thee pressure sttatistics weree jet
noise likee; the time-d
derivative staatistics were not accountted for. [25]

Figure 5.3. Pro
obability density functions of
o Gaussian an
nd jet like noiise.

The
T bandwidtths of the no
oise signals were
w arbitrarrily chosen tto be about oone-fifteenthh of
the charaacteristic freq
quency for narrowband
n
noise
n
and is approximateely equal to the characteeristic
frequency
y for broadb
band noise. The
T noise was
w obtained by filtering spectrally w
white noise w
with
the propeer time-domaain statisticss with a band
dpass filter. For all noisee types, the ccharacteristiic
frequency
y

is considered to be the
t arithmetiic mean of thhe frequencyy bounds of the pass-bannd.

For each of the abovee cases, wav
veforms with
h a given chaaracteristic fr
frequency weere generated for
various amplitudes.
a
The variatio
on of the amp
plitude variees the nonlinnear distortioon length of tthe
noise (see Equation (2.27)),
(
and therefore
t
changes the vaalue of
single miicrophone lo
ocation.

forr a different w
waveforms aat a

5.3 Waveforms
Recall from Chapter 2 that we may define a nondimensional distance
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/ ̅ , where ̅

is the shock formation distance for initially sinusoidal signals (Equation (2.3)), or

/ ̅

where ̅ is the characteristic nonlinear distortion length for noise (Equation (2.27)).
Throughout this and other chapters, if noise is being considered then the characteristic nonlinear
distortion length defined in Equation (2.27) is the assumed normalization of , and if an initially
sinusoidal signal is being considered the shock formation distance defined in Equation (2.3) is
the assumed normalization.

5.3 Waveforms
Examining the waveforms of a given test at multiple distances from the driver can let one
directly observe the nonlinear distortion. As a wave propagates, pressure rises will begin to
steepen and eventually form shocks, given an initial amplitude such that nonlinear effects will
dominate absorptive effects. The waveforms shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 have been
chosen because they clearly exhibit this nonlinear distortion. Waveforms with lower initial
amplitudes do not experience nonlinear distortion as significantly over a given distance. This is
due to the decreased relative importance of nonlinearity associated with longer nonlinear
distortion lengths at low amplitudes. While waveforms with initial amplitudes higher than those
presented here exhibit more nonlinear distortion, they are more difficult to clearly measure due
to source distortion, which will be discussed further below.
The waveforms in Figure 5.4 are time-aligned portions of an initially sinusoidal wave
with a frequency of 1500 Hz. The amplitude of the wave at 0.3 m from the driver was 515 Pa.
Assuming the wave was truly sinusoidal at the 0.3 m measurement location (which, due to
propagation and source nonlinearities, is not necessarily a good assumption), then the shock
formation distance of this wave is 8.4 m. Since propagation in a tube includes linear losses such
as atmospheric and boundary layer absorption and dispersion, the waveforms are expected to
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have no true discontinuities at 8.6 m or 11.6 m. This expectation is verified by the purple and
yellow lines in Figure 5.4. Since the propagation is approximately planar, the decaying
amplitude of the waveforms as the measurement distance increases is evidence of the importance
of the atmospheric and boundary layer losses mentioned above. The effects of dispersion are
also evident, especially in the 11.6 m waveform (represented by the yellow line in Figure 5.4).
As shown by Webster and Blackstock, [6] the peaks of shocks that propagate in tubes become
more rounded, while the low-pressure portions of the shocks are less rounded. This asymmetry
is evident in the waveform measured at 11.6 m. Another feature of the waveform measured at
11.6 m is an oscillation of the waveform near shocks. This oscillation is unexpected, and may be
due to physical inhomogeneities in the plane wave tube, such as the impedance change from the
PVC tube to the diaphragm of a microphone or a coupler, despite efforts to make the transitions
smooth. The fact that the wavelength of these oscillations is about the diameter of a microphone
diaphragm supports the idea that these oscillations are due to inhomogeneities in the plane wave
tube. Since the nonlinear distortion generates higher harmonics of the initial frequency, and
most of the harmonics have frequencies greater than the cutoff frequency of the first axial mode
of the tube, this type of inhomogeneity may move energy from the plane-wave mode to cross
modes.

5.3 Waveforms
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Figure 5.4. Wa
aveforms measured at locattions (a) 0.3 m
m, (b) 2.5 m, (c)) 5.6 m, (d) 8.66 m, and
(ee) 11.6 m from
m a driver in an anechoically
y terminated p
plane wave tu
ube. The inputt
waveform
w
was a 1500 Hz sine wave, and th
he amplitude aat the 0.3 m m
microphone waas 515 Pa.
The sine wave at
a the 0.3 m microphone
m
ha
as a shock form
mation distancce 8.3 m, and the values
off are stated on the right of
o the plots.

The
T waveform
ms plotted in
n Figure 5.5 are time-aliggned portionns of the wavveforms
measured
d of initially broadband Gaussian
G
no
oise. The chaaracteristic ((arithmetic m
mean) frequeency
of the noise is 1500 Hz
H (the geom
metric mean is about 12770 Hz) and th
the root-meaan-square
pressure amplitude of the noise measured
m
at the
t 0.3 m miicrophone iss 375 Pa. Thhis wave hass a
characterristic nonlineear distortion
n length of 8.0
8 m, based on the meassurement at the 0.3 m
micropho
one. Just as was seen in Figure 5.4, the overall aamplitude off the wave caan be seen too
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decrease for increasing distance in the tube, indicating the importance of linear losses in the
noise propagation. The same kind of unexpected oscillations near the shocks seen in Figure 5.4
are also present in several of the waveforms in Figure 5.5. Unlike the initially sinusoidal case,
broadband noise does not generate shocks uniformly throughout the waveform. Notice that near
1.2 ms and 2.4 ms, significant shocks have formed in the waveform measured at 11.6 m from the
source (represented by the yellow line in Figure 5.5), that shocks are forming at 0.4 ms and 3.2
ms of the same waveform, and that the pressure rise near 4 ms of the same waveform has not
even steepened significantly. This variation in the waveform distortion is explained by the fact
that nonlinear effects are dependent upon the local amplitude of a waveform. Since the
amplitude of noise varies over time, so do the effects of nonlinear distortion, as discussed in
Chapter 1. This variation in the effects of nonlinear distortion is the reason why the shock
formation distance – the distance at which the first shock in a waveform propagating without
losses will appear – of noise depends significantly upon the specifics of the waveform.
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Figure 5.5. Wa
aveforms measured at locattions (a) 0.3 m
m, (b) 2.5 m, (c)) 5.6 m, (d) 8.66 m, and
(ee) 11.6 m from
m a driver in an anechoically
y terminated p
plane wave tu
ube. The inputt
waveform
w
was broadband Gaussian
G
noise with a characcteristic (arith
hmetic mean) frequency
off 1500 Hz, and
d root-mean-square amplitu
ude of 375 Pa at the 0.3 m m
microphone. T
The
no
onlinear disto
ortion length of
o the noise at the 0.3 m miccrophone is 8.00 m, and the vvalues of
arre stated on th
he right.

5.4 Spectra
The
T nonlinearr distortion of
o the wavefforms is alsoo manifest inn the frequenncy domain, as
discussed
d in Section 1.2. This seection will fo
ocus on dem
monstrating thhe importancce of
nonlinearrity in the prropagation of high-ampliitude signalss, both initiaally sinusoidaal and broaddband
noise, in a plane wav
ve tube. Thee initially sin
nusoidal signnals will be ccompared wiith the
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Blackstock bridging function, an
nd the spectraal slopes of tthe broadbannd signals w
will be compaared
to the Gu
urbatov and Rudenko
R
asy
ymptotes. [4
43]
5.4.1 Initially Sinuso
oidal Waves
The
T harmonicc amplitudess of the perio
odic waveforrms shown iin Figure 5.44 are shown in
Figure 5..6, along witth the amplittudes predictted by the Bllackstock brridging functtion, assuming
that the amplitude
a
off the waveforrm measured
d 0.3 m from
m the source is the sourcee amplitude..
The fund
damental freq
quency dominates the sig
gnal for all ffive measureement locatioons, but mosst
especially
y for the meeasurement 0.3
0 m from th
he source. A
As the distannce from the source
increasess, the strengtth of the high
her harmoniccs increases,, as expectedd. Since all of the harmoonics
are integeer multiples of the fundaamental freq
quency – 15000 Hz in thiss case – all suum and
differencce frequenciees will also be
b either the fundamentaal frequency or a higher harmonic.

Figure 5.6. Harmonic ampliitudes of an in
nitially sinusoiidal signal with
h a characteriistic
frrequency of 15
500 Hz. The circles
c
represeent the harmon
nic amplitudees of the signall measured
in
n a plane wavee tube 0.3 m, 2.5
2 m, 5.6 m, 8.6
8 m, and 11.66 m from the driver. The d
dashed
lin
nes are the am
mplitudes pred
dicted by the Blackstock
B
briidging functioon. The shock
k
fo
ormation dista
ance of the wa
aveform measu
ured at the 0.33 m microphoone is 8.3 m.

Comparing
C
th
he harmonic amplitudes predicted byy the Blacksttock bridginng function w
with
the measured amplitu
udes can giv
ve insight into the physiccal phenomenna of the proopagation. S
Since
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the bridging function assumes no linear absorption, we expect the measured amplitudes will be
lower than the predicted amplitudes. However, the harmonic amplitudes of the waveform
measured 0.3 m from the source and the 3rd through 5th harmonics of the waveform measured 2.5
m from the source are greater than the predicted amplitudes. The most likely cause of this
discrepancy is source distortion rather than propagation distortion. The fact that the harmonic
amplitudes measured farther from the source (8.6 m and 11.6 m) are all significantly less than the
predicted levels further suggests source distortion is the cause of the large harmonic amplitudes
of the waveform measured 0.3 m from the source.
The comparison of harmonics with the Blackstock bridging function is easily extended to
comparing large numbers of waveforms simultaneously. In Figure 5.7, the amplitudes of
harmonics 2 through 6 of several waveforms, all initially sinusoidal plane waves with a
fundamental frequency of 1500 Hz but with different initial amplitudes, are plotted as a function
of . These harmonics are all normalized by the amplitude of the first harmonic measured 0.3 m
from the source. In addition, the amplitudes of each harmonic predicted by the Blackstock
bridging function are plotted as a function of , for comparison.
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Figure 5.7. Am
mplitudes of ha
armonics 2 thrrough 6 ((a) th
hrough (e), reespectively) relative to
th
he source amp
plitude of several initially sin
nusoidal planee waves with a fundamentaal
frrequency of 15
500 Hz measured at variouss distances froom a source in
n a plane wavee tube.
The harmonic amplitudes
a
arre normalized by the amplittude of the am
mplitude of thee
fu
undamental frrequency meassured 0.3 m frrom the sourc e, and are plootted as a funcction of .
The theoreticall normalized harmonic
h
amp
plitudes prediccted by the Bllackstock brid
dging
fu
unction are alsso plotted (dasshed black lin
nes, labeled Th
heory in the leegend), for com
mparison.

While
W
the norrmalized am
mplitudes plottted in Figurre 5.7 follow
w the trends ppredicted byy the
Blackstock bridging function, theey do not liee perfectly onn top of eachh other. This is most likkely
due to tw
wo importantt points. Firsst, the propaagation in thee pipe is not lossless, whhile the
Blackstock bridging function is based
b
on the assumptionn of no linearr losses. Seccond, the
compresssion driver used
u
was nott able to prod
duce a perfecct sinusoidall signal at thhe amplitudees
associateed with the experiment. This source distortion iss most likelyy the reason w
why the
normalizzed second an
nd third harm
monics are greater
g
than tthe bridgingg function preedicts for thee 0.3
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m and 2.5 m measurements. On the other hand, the bridging function does predict the general
trend of the amplitudes fairly well. This indicates the importance of nonlinear propagation
effects in the data here.
The normalized amplitudes of the harmonics of initially sinusoidal plane waves with a
fundamental frequency of 1000 Hz or 2000 Hz measured in the plane wave tube (not shown
here) show many of the same trends shown in Figure 5.7. The amplitudes follow a similar trend
as the Blackstock bridging function, but show deviations likely due to the linear losses associated
with propagation in a tube and to source distortion. To further support the hypothesis that linear
losses are a significant factor in the deviation of these trends from the bridging function, the
amplitudes of 1000 Hz signals which has a lower absorption coefficient than the 1500 Hz
signals, align much more closely to the bridging function, and the amplitudes of the 2000 Hz
signals – which has a higher absorption coefficient than the 1500 Hz signals – deviate more
significantly than the amplitudes of the 1500 Hz signals.
5.4.2 Broadband Noise
The spectra of the noise waveforms shown in Figure 5.5 are shown in Figure 5.8. Since
the input noise was generated by filtering spectrally white noise with a bandpass filter, the top of
the spectrum near the source (at the 0.3 m measurement location) is nominally flat, and beyond
the bandpass region the spectrum decays at least 20 dB. The energy at the high and low
frequency limits of the spectra comes from the pass-band region of the spectra, which is
noticeably losing energy. By 8.6 m from the driver, the sharp drop in energy at the upper
frequency edge of the bandpass region has disappeared, and the lower frequency edge of the
pass-band region is becoming less pronounced. There is some energy near 4000 Hz in all of the
spectra. This is likely due to a resonance of the first cross mode of the pipe, since the cutoff
frequency of this mode is 4000 Hz. There is also a significant amount of energy around 10.5
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kHz. Sin
nce a significcant numberr of axial mo
odes have a ccutoff frequeency within tthis range, (ssee
Figure 5..1), this disto
ortion is may
y be due to axial
a
modes.

Figure 5.8. Po
ower spectrall density (specctrum) of an initially Gau
ussian broadb
band signal
with
w a characteeristic frequen
ncy of 1500 Hz,
H measured iin a plane wavve tube 0.3 m, 2.5 m, 5.6
m,
m 8.6 m, and 11.6
1
m from th
he driver. Th
he dashed linees show a
dependence (red dashed
lin
nes) and a
dependence (blue dashed line), for com
mparison.

As
A close as 5.6 m from th
he driver the growth andd decay of ennergy at low frequencies and
high freq
quencies, respectively, haave approach
hed what apppears to be aasymptotic rrates, but thee
high-freq
quency rates are somewh
hat different from those ddescribed byy Gurbatov aand Rudenkoo.
[43] In the low-frequ
uency limit the
t spectral slope
s
goes aas nearly

for the specttra of all

measurem
ments past th
he 0.3 m location. The levels
l
of thiss low-frequency region iincrease as thhe
wave pro
opagates dow
wn the tube indicates
i
thee nonlinear pprocesses in tthe propagattion are
transferriing energy from
fr
higher frequency
f
reegions to the low-frequenncy region. This transfeer
also seem
ms to slow siignificantly as
a the wave propagates; the level inccrease at 4000 Hz betweeen the
2.5 m and
d 5.6 m meaasurement locations is 6 dB, but the llevel increasse from the 55.6 m and 8.6 m
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measurement locations is 1 dB, and the level increase from the 8.6 m and 11.6 m measurement
locations is only 0.9 dB.

5.5 Wave Steepening Factor
As discussed in Chapter 3, the wave steepening factor (WSF) is one way to characterize
the nonlinear distortion in a waveform. In general, large values of the WSF of a waveform
indicate the effects of nonlinear propagation are insignificant in the waveform, while small
values of the WSF indicate the effects of nonlinear propagation are significant. The WSF for the
Fubini and Khokhlov solutions were discussed in Chapter 3, both in the context of continuous
sampling and for finite sampling rates. However, the Fubini solution did not include any linear
losses and the Khokhlov solution only included thermoviscous losses in addition to nonlinear
losses. The propagation of sound in a tube involves both absorptive and dispersive effects due to
molecular relaxation and boundary layers, in addition to thermoviscous losses. Also, the source
used for the plane wave tube experiments examined in this section likely produced signals with
some distortion prior to propagation, as discussed in Section 5.3. With the exception of the
source distortion, all of these effects were included in the numerical experiment described in
Section 4.3.2.
The estimates of the WSF for a subset of the experiments performed in the plane wave
tube, described above, are shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 as a function of . In Figure 5.9
all of the waveforms used to estimate the WSF values were initially sinusoidal with a frequency
of 1000 Hz, 1500 Hz, or 2000 Hz. In addition to the WSF values estimated from measured
waveforms, the WSF values estimated from numerically propagated waveforms are also shown.
The numerical data simulates the experimental setup: an initially sinusoidal signal is propagated
a certain distance given a range of amplitudes. The variation in amplitude allows the WSF
values for a range of

values to be estimated. The numerical predictions for 5.6 m, 8.6 m, and
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11.6 m (g
green, purplee, and yellow
w dashed lin
nes, respectivvely) are shoown in Figurre 5.9, for
comparisson. In Figu
ure 5.10 the WSF
W estimattes for initiaally narrowbaand Gaussiaan noise, initiially
broadban
nd Gaussian noise, and in
nitially broadband noisee with jet noiise-like statisstics are shoown.
All of theese noise sig
gnals have a characteristiic (arithmetiic mean) freqquency of 15500 Hz. In
addition, the numericcally predicted WSF valu
ues for an innitially sinussoidal signal with a frequuency
of 1500 Hz,
H propagatted to a distaance of 11.6 m from the source.

Figure 5.9. Esttimates of the WSF of waveforms measurred at variouss distances from the
so
ource in a plan
ne wave tube experiment.
e
The
T initial wavveforms weree sinusoidal wiith a
frrequency of eitther 1000 Hz, 1500 Hz, or 2000
2
Hz. By m
measuring wavveforms of varying
am
mplitude, a ra
ange of values were obtain
ned for each oof the distancees. The dashed
d lines are
prredicted valuees using a num
merical schemee to propagatee an initially ssinusoidal sign
nal the
sttated distance..

The
T WSF estiimates of thee initially sin
nusoidal signnals with diffferent frequuencies are qquite
similar. In all three plots
p
in Figu
ure 5.9 the WSF
W estimatees from the 00.3 m micropphone are
significan
ntly lower th
han the otherr estimates (likely due too source disttortion), and the estimatees
from all of
o the other locations seeem to follow
w the trend ppredicted by the numerical experimennts.
This unifformity sugg
gests the WS
SF is not very
y sensitive too variations in propagatiion distance or
characterristic frequen
ncy for initiaally planar siine waves prropagating inn a plane waave tube. Neear
1.2 the
t WSF esttimates of th
he waveforms measured aat 8.6 m andd 11.6 m from
m the sourcee
become significantly
s
y larger than the numericcal experimennts predict. In particulaar, the lowestt
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WSF estiimate for thee 1500 Hz caase is 0.27, whereas
w
the nnumerical exxperiments ppredict a vallue of
about 0.2
2 at the samee location. Since
S
the num
merical expeeriments useed the same ssampling
frequency
y as the physical experim
ments, and th
he minimum
m WSF valuee allowed byy a discretelyy
sampled sawtooth waave is less th
han 10 , thiis deviation is not likelyy to be due too insufficiennt
temporall resolution. Comparison
n with the waveforms
w
inn Figure 5.4 ssuggests, hoowever, the
deviation
n is more likeely due to un
nexpected jittter in the w
waveform. Iff this is the ccase, the WSF
seems to be noticeably sensitive to small-scaale jitter in a waveform. For example, trend of thhe
WSF estiimates based
d on the 11.6
6 m, initially
y 1500 Hz sinnusoidal wavveforms shoown in Figurre 5.9
actually begins
b
to inccrease for

1.2, wherreas the num
merically obtaained valuess continue too

decrease..

Figure 5.10. Esstimates of thee WSF of wav
veforms measu
ured at variou
us distances from the
so
ource in a plan
ne wave tube experiment.
e
The
T initial wavveforms weree either narrow
wband
Gaussian
G
noise, broadband Gaussian
G
noisee, or broadba nd noise with jet noise-like statistics.
All
A waveforms considered ha
ave a characteeristic (arithm
metic mean) freequency of 1500 Hz. By
measuring
m
wav
veforms of varrying amplitud
de, a range of values weree obtained forr each of
th
he distances. The
T dashed lin
nes are prediccted values usiing a numericcal scheme to p
propagate
an
n initially sinu
usoidal signal to 11.6 m from
m the source.

The
T estimatess of the WSF
F of the noise waveform
ms shown in F
Figure 5.10 aare very sim
milar
to those of
o the initially sinusoidaal waveformss shown in F
Figure 5.9. A
Again, the W
WSF estimatees at
the 0.3 m microphon
ne are significantly lowerr than the othher estimates for the sam
me range of .
The remaaining estimates of the WSF
W all follo
ow the numeerically preddicted values quite closelly
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until about

1. Since waveforms at

1 are prone to unexpected jitter, it is again likely

that this jitter caused the WSF estimates to be larger than they would be without the jitter. The
similarity between the WSF estimates of the measured waveforms is somewhat unexpected,
since the measured waveforms are noise signals while the numerically predicted waveforms are
initially sinusoidal. The agreement of the numerically predicted WSF values and the
experimentally obtained WSF values suggests the WSF is insensitive to source conditions, such
as characteristic frequency, bandwidth, or statistics.

5.6 Derivative Skewness Estimates
As described in Chapter 3, the skewness of the first time-derivatives of the pressure
amplitudes (derivative skewness) has been used to characterize jet noise fields. The derivative
skewness has been associated with nonlinear propagation and shock content in a waveform. In
particular, as a waveform steepens, the derivative skewness generally increases. As was shown
in Section 3.2.2.2, given a continuous sampling of a waveform propagating without linear losses
(such as the Fubini solution), the derivative skewness can diverge when shocks are present.
However, the presence of linear losses or a finite sampling rate can cause the estimation of the
derivative skewness to remain finite for all distances from a source.
The estimates of the derivative skewness for a subset of the experiments performed in the
plane wave tube, described above, are shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 as a function of .
In Figure 5.11 all of the waveforms used to estimate the derivative skewness values were initially
sinusoidal with a frequency of 1000 Hz, 1500 Hz, or 2000 Hz. In addition to the derivative
skewness values estimated from measured waveforms, the derivative skewness values estimated
from numerically propagated waveforms are also shown. The numerical data was obtained in
the same manner as described in 5.5. The numerical predictions for 5.6 m, 8.6 m, and 11.6 m
(green, purple, and yellow dashed lines, respectively) are shown in Figure 5.11, for comparison.
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In Figuree 5.12 the deerivative skew
wness estim
mates for initiially narrowbband Gaussiian noise,
initially broadband
b
Gaussian
G
noise, and initiaally broadbaand noise witth jet noise-llike statisticss are
shown. All
A of these noise
n
signals have a chaaracteristic (aarithmetic m
mean) frequenncy of 1500 Hz.
In additio
on, the numeerically pred
dicted derivattive skewne ss values forr an initiallyy sinusoidal
signal wiith a frequen
ncy of 1500 Hz,
H propagatted to a distaance of 11.66 m from the source.

Figure 5.11. Esstimates of thee derivative sk
kewness of waaveforms meassured at varioous
diistances from the source in a plane wave tube experim
ment. The initiial waveformss were
siinusoidal with
h a frequency of
o either 1000 Hz, 1500 Hz, or 2000 Hz. B
By measuringg
waveforms
w
of varying
v
amplittude, a range of values weere obtained ffor each of thee distances.
The dashed linees are predicted values usin
ng a numericaal scheme to prropagate an in
nitially
siinusoidal signa
al the stated distance.
d

Similar to thee WSF valuees discussed above, the dderivative skkewness valuues of the
measured
d waveformss of initially sinusoidal signals
s
follow
w the numerrically prediccted derivatiive
skewnesss values quitte well, with the notable exception oof the 0.3 m m
microphone data. Both the
numericaal and measu
ured data sug
ggest the derrivative skew
wness valuess start near zzero for
zero, and
d then increaase. Near

near

1 the derivative skewn
wness values increase signnificantly. F
For

the 1500 Hz and the 2000 Hz casses, the deriv
vative skewnness estimatees for the 11.6 m micropphone
appear to
o somewhat level
l
out. Siince the valu
ue the estimaates seem to be approachhing is near 10, it
is likely that
t they aree reaching th
he sawtooth limit
l
derivedd in Chapter 3, which forr a value of
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130 (which wou
uld be the 15
500 Hz case)) is about 11 .3. Thus, it is likely thatt this levelinng off

effect is due
d to insuffficient tempo
oral resolutio
on of shockss.
Itt is notable th
he derivativee skewness estimates
e
off the measureed waveform
ms do not deppart
significan
ntly from thee numericallly predicted values. Reccall the meassured wavefo
forms for largge
values off

at the 8.6
6 m and 11.6
6 m micropho
one locationns contained significant uunexpected jjitter.

Despite the
t presence of jitter, thee derivative skewness
s
vaalues do not appear to bee significantlly
affected. This is likeely due to thee skewness is
i the mean oof the cubes of the probaability density
function,, which emph
hasizing outtliers and sup
ppressing sm
mall features; thus, a singgle large shoock is
much mo
ore importan
nt in the estim
mation of thee derivative skewness thhan a very larrge number of
small am
mplitude oscillations in a waveform.

Figure 5.12. Esstimates of thee derivative sk
kewness of waaveforms meassured at varioous
diistances from the source in a plane wave tube experim
ment. The initiial waveformss were
eiither narrowb
band Gaussian
n noise, broadb
band Gaussiaan noise, or brroadband noise with jet
no
oise-like statisstics. All waveeforms consid
dered have a ch
haracteristic ((arithmetic m
mean)
frrequency of 15
500 Hz. By measuring waveeforms of varyying amplitud
de, a range of values
were
w
obtained for
f each of thee distances. The
T dashed lin
nes are predictted values usin
ng a
nu
umerical scheeme to propagate an initially
y sinusoidal siignal to 11.6 m from the sou
urce.

The
T derivativ
ve skewness estimates fro
om the meassured noise ssignals show
w similar trennds
as the iniitially sinuso
oidal cases, but
b also som
me significantt differencess. All of the derivative
skewnesss estimates of
o the noise cases,
c
shown
n in Figure 55.12, start neear zero for vvery small , and
increase at a rate sim
milar to that predicted
p
by the numericcal experimeents, and thenn at some pooint
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the derivative skewness values rise dramatically. However, the derivative skewness estimates of
the measured noise signals appear to be offset from the numerically predicted values, and rise
more steeply. Since the numerical experiment used here was an initially sinusoidal 1500 Hz
signal, it is not necessarily expected the measured values would align with the numerical values.
However, if it is desired the two should align, it is likely that the definition of
(

for noise

/ ̅ , where ̅ is the nonlinear distortion length defined in Equation (2.27)) is a poor

choice.
Another significant difference between the derivative skewness trends for the initially
sinusoidal cases and the noise cases is the values at the top of the dramatic rise (near
initially sinusoidal signals and near

1 for

0.6 for noise signals) level off for the initially sinusoidal

cases, but first overshoot, and then decay again for the noise signals. As discussed in Chapter 4,
this is likely due to the fact that nonlinearity emphasizes pressure outliers. The high pressures
quickly become shocks, and then are attenuated until they are no longer outliers. [43] In this
manner, the derivative skewness is especially sensitive to the presence of a small number of
shocks in a waveform. Another explanation for the decay of the derivative skewness values after
the initial rise is that, as the shock content in the waveform becomes more uniform, the effects of
finite sampling frequencies will become more apparent, and the estimated derivative skewness
will come closer to the limit found for a sawtooth wave.

5.7 Conclusions
High-amplitude propagation of sound in a plane wave tube, both initially sinusoidal and
noise signals, has been shown to exhibit significant evidence of nonlinear propagation distortion
in both the time and frequency domains. This nonlinear distortion has been studied in terms of
the wave steepening factor (WSF) and the derivative skewness.
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The WSF estimates of the measured waveforms follow the trends predicted by numerical

experiments. The presence of unexpected jitter in the waveforms appears to significantly affect
the estimation of the WSF. In particular, a waveform that contains noticeable shock content and
unexpected jitter appears to have significantly higher WSF values than the same waveform
without the jitter. The WSF has also been shown to be quite insensitive to characteristic
frequency, bandwidth, initial statistics, and low sampling rates.
The derivative skewness estimates also follow the trends predicted by numerical
experiments. Unlike the WSF, the derivative skewness appears to be rather insensitive to the
presence of unexpected jitter, due to the nature of skewness estimates to emphasize outliers. In
addition, the derivative skewness appears to be quite sensitive to the presence of shocks in a
waveform. However, the derivative skewness also appears to be relatively sensitive to the
effects of low sampling rates.
In order to mitigate the weaknesses of the WSF and the derivative skewness, it would be
useful to have a very high sampling rate (greater than 204 800 samples/s). When estimating the
WSF, it may be wise to low-pass filter the data if there is unexpected high-frequency content.
Filtering should be done judiciously, however, as the filter will also smooth the shocks in a
waveform. Since the derivative skewness is not as affected by small-scale unexpected noise, it is
not as important to filter the waveforms when considering the derivative skewness.

6.1 Introduction
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Chapter 6
Application of Nonlinearity Measures to
Full-Scale Jet Noise
6.1 Introduction
The nonlinearity measures described in Chapter 3 are applied to full-scale jet noise
measurements. These measures will be interpreted using the results found analytically in
Chapter 3, numerically in Chapter 4, and experimentally in Chapter 5. Since the previous
chapters consisted of idealized cases (such as using plane waves or spherical waves), the
comparison of previous results to the results reported in this chapter is not expected to be perfect.
However, some insight into the role of nonlinearity in jet noise propagation is obtained from the
comparisons.

6.2 Measurement Setup
A large near-field measurement of a Lockheed Martin/Boeing F-22A Raptor was made
during 27-30 July 2009 at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. A full overview of the
measurement is presented in Reference [56], and a pertinent summary will be given here.
The aircraft was tied down in the center of a 24.4 m (80 ft.) wide concrete pad, with rainpacked dirt on either side of the pad. An upward curving blast deflector was located
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approxim
mately 30 m (100 ft.) direectly behind
d the aircraft.. On the meeasurement sside of the
aircraft, there
t
was a small
s
buildin
ng approxim
mately 25 m tto the side a slightly forw
ward of the
nozzle an
nd a short waall was locatted about 30 m from the jet centerlinne, running pparallel to thhe jet
centerline.

Figure 6.1. Sch
hematic of thee measurement locations, reelative to the aaircraft, used d
during the
Ju
uly 2009 meassurement of no
oise radiating from an F-222A Raptor. Th
he blue dots represent a
fixed array of reference
r
micrrophones set on
o the ground . The three ciircled microph
hone
lo
ocations are microphones
m
th
hat are specificcally referencced in the text..

Figure 6.1 describes the location of th
he microphoones used durring the test. The blue ddots
representt an array off 50 microphones that weere laid on thhe ground ass a fixed arraay. Several ttypes
of microp
phone were used in the fixed
f
array, including
i
GR
RAS 6.35 m
mm (0.25 in) 40BD, 40BE
E
and 40BH
H prepolarizzed micropho
ones, and GR
RAS 3.18 m
mm (0.125 in)) 40DD preppolarized
micropho
ones. All off the measureements weree recorded ussing a Nationnal Instrumeents (NI) PX
XI1045 Chaassis system
m with NI PX
XI-4498 and NI
N PXI-44622 cards as thhe A/D convverters, whichh
streamed
d data to an NI
N 8353 rack
kmount contrroller with a high-powerr Intel Core 2 Quad
processorr and four 25
50-GB hard drives in a RAID-0
R
con figuration. T
The entire ddata acquisitiion
system was
w monitoreed using a lap
ptop with a Windows
W
Reemote Deskttop. The sofftware was a
custom designed
d
Lab
bVIEW data acquisition program, whhich provideed setup, miccrophone
calibratio
on, real-timee level and sp
pectral moniitoring and cchannel overrload alerts. BNC cabless ran
from the microphonees to several NI BNC-2144 InfiniBannd-to-BNC bbreakout boxxes. Then
bundled InfiniBand
I
cables
c
ran fro
om the break
kout boxes tto the NI PX
XI cards.
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The distance from the nozzle to the farthest measurement location was less than 23 m, so
temperature and wind fluctuations were considered minor. In order to minimize the effects of
strong temperature lapses and moderate winds common in the daytime, most measurements were
taken in the morning. The average wind speeds did not exceed 2.4 m/s, except for a single row
of scans in plane 2 (see Figure 6.1), during which the average wind speed was 5.0 m/s.
Temperatures averaged 30°C, with a standard deviation of 4°C.
For every measurement location, the aircraft was fired to operate on condition at idle
power and was measured for 30 s at a sampling rate of 96 kHz, then went to an intermediate
engine condition and was measured, then went to military engine condition and was measured,
and then went to afterburner engine condition and was measured. During the afterburner engine
condition the sampling rate was decreased to 48 kHz.

6.3 Waveforms and Spectra
The analyses of measured jet noise presented in this thesis are focused on the
measurements at three microphones on the ground array described above. These microphones
are labeled in Figure 6.1 by their downstream locations, 0 m, 10.4 m, and 20.7 m. Portions of the
waveforms measured at each of these three locations for the intermediate and military engine
conditions are shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, below.
The portions of the waveforms measured at intermediate engine condition shown in
Figure 6.2 suggest the effects of nonlinearity have been relatively unimportant in the noise
propagation. The waveforms in plots (a), (c), and (e) do not appear to have experienced very
much nonlinear distortion. The expanded waveform portions shown in plots (b), (d), and (f)
suggest similar results. In addition, the overall sound pressure levels (OASPLs) of these
waveforms (reported in the caption of Figure 6.2) are low with respect to nonlinear processes,
noted by the fact that an initially sinusoidal waves with a similar OASPL and characteristic
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frequency
y would hav
ve a shock fo
ormation disttance on the order of killometers. Thhese low levvels
further su
uggest that th
he propagatiion of the jett noise at inttermediate enngine condittion is dominnated
by linearr phenomenaa.

Figure 6.2. Porrtions of waveeforms measurred at (a)-(b) 0 m, (c)-(d) 100.4 m, and (e)--(f) 20.7 m
do
ownstream off an F22-A Rap
ptor at interm
mediate enginee condition, wiith overall sou
und
prressure levels of 117 dB (re 20μPa), 120 dB,
d and 119 dB
B, respectivelyy. The green region of
pllots (a), (c), an
nd (e) are show
wn, expanded and in terms of individual data points, in
n plots (b),
(d
d), and (f), respectively.

The
T portions of the wavefforms measu
ured at militaary engine ccondition shoown in Figurre
6.3, on th
he other hand
d, suggest th
he effects of nonlinearityy have been iimportant inn the noise
propagation. The waaveforms in plots
p
(a), (c)), and (e) inddicate that noonlinear disttortion has
decreased
d rise times and increaseed fall times of the presssure. In addiition, the datta points shoown
in plots (b),
( (d), and (f) all show what appearrs to be near discontinuitties of the m
measured
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pressure,, indicating an
a acoustic shock.
s
Otherr regions of the waveforrms in plots (a), (c), and (e)
also sugg
gest shock waves,
w
such as
a the large pressure
p
rise near 1 ms inn plot (c). F
Finally, the
OASPLs of the meassured wavefo
orms (reportted in the capption of Figuure 6.3) are ssignificant fo
for
nonlinearr processes, noted by thee fact that an
n initially sinnusoidal wavves with a sim
milar OASP
PL
and charaacteristic freequency wou
uld have a sh
hock formatiion distance on the orderr of a hundreed
meters.

Figure 6.3. Porrtions of waveeforms measurred at (a)-(b) 0 m, (c)-(d) 100.4 m, and (e)--(f) 20.7 m
do
ownstream off an F22-A Rap
ptor at militarry engine cond
dition, with ovverall sound p
pressure
leevels of 136 dB
B (re 20μPa), 146
1 dB, and 14
42 dB, respecttively. The grreen region off plots (a),
(cc), and (e) are shown, expan
nded and in terms of individ
dual data poin
nts, in plots (b), (d), and
(ff), respectively
y.

Notice
N
that th
he waveform
ms shown in Figure
F
6.2 annd Figure 6.3 appear to hhave significcant
high-freq
quency conteent, and recaall the high-ffrequency jittter found in the waveforrms in the pllane
wave tub
be experimen
nts caused th
he WSF valu
ues estimatedd from the prropagated w
waveforms too be
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larger thaan numerical models preedict. Regarrdless of the source of thhe high-frequuency contennt in
the jet no
oise, it is posssible the WS
SF values esstimated from
m these wavveforms wouuld be lower if the
high-freq
quency conteent were sup
ppressed.
As
A mentioned
d in Section 5.4, the effeects of nonlinnear distortioon are also ppresent in thee
spectra of
o propagatin
ng waveform
ms. The one--third octavee band powerr spectra of tthe waveform
ms
being con
nsidered herre are shown
n in Figure 6..4, for the w
waveforms duuring intermeediate enginne
condition
n, and in Fig
gure 6.5 for th
he waveform
ms during mi
military enginne condition.. The peak
frequencies of the spectra during
g intermediatte engine conndition are bbetween 125 Hz and 6300 Hz,
k values rang
ging from 10
05 dB (re 20
0μPa) and 1113 dB. The peak frequeencies of the
with peak
spectra during
d
militarry engine co
ondition are between
b
1255 Hz and 10000 Hz, with peak values
ranging from
f
126 dB
B to 137 dB. From the veery differentt peak frequeencies and vvalues of the
spectra frrom both thee intermediatte and militaary engine coonditions, it is apparent noise radiatiing
from jetss is spatially dependent.

Figure 6.4. On
ne-third octavee band power spectra of waaveforms meassured 0 m, 10..4 m, and
20
0.7 m downstrream of an F22-A Raptor att intermediatee engine condiition. The dasshed lines
reepresent
and
a
depen
ndencies.
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As
A can be seeen in Figure 6.4, the high
h-frequency spectral shaape of the jett noise durinng the
intermed
diate engine condition
c
is closer to an

dependdency than

dependenncy. As shoown

by Ruden
nko and Solu
uyan, [14] th
his spectral shape
s
is charracteristic off broadband noise in the preshock reg
gime. From this perspecctive, it is po
ossible that, ggiven a largee enough proopagation
distance, significant shocks could
d form in thee noise. How
wever, sincee the amplituudes are quitte
low, as discussed
d
abo
ove, it is morre likely that the spectraal shape is duue to source phenomena. [32]

Figure 6.5. On
ne-third octavee band power spectra of waaveforms meassured 0 m, 10..4 m, and
20
0.7 m downstrream of an F22-A Raptor att military engiine condition.. The dashed lines
reepresent
and
a
depen
ndencies.

As
A is evident in the spectrra presented
d in Figure 6..5, the high-frequency sppectral shapee of
jet noise radiated durring military
y engine cond
dition follow
ws closer to aan
an

dependency. Gurbatov an
nd Rudenko reported thaat an

depeendency thann to

deependency iss to be expeccted

in the speectra of wav
veforms with
h significant shock conte nt. The specctral shape oof the jet noiise
during military
m
engin
ne condition further supp
ports the claiim that nonliinearity is im
mportant in tthe
propagation of the no
oise radiating
g from an F2
22-A Raptorr at military engine conddition. On thhe
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other hand, since similar shapes were found for the much lower amplitude intermediate engine
condition, it is possible that these spectra are a result of source phenomena.

6.4 A Simple Model of High-Amplitude Noise Propagation
Since jet noise is not planar, it does not make sense to compare the nonlinearity metrics
discussed below to the results obtained analytically in Chapter 3 or experimentally in Chapter 5.
Given the success of the numerical models in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 in predicting the
propagation of waveforms in a plane wave tube, and in an effort to understand the importance of
nonlinearity in a jet noise-like geometry, a numerical model of noise propagating with a
geometry similar to jet noise propagation is used to compare the measured waveforms and their
associated nonlinearity metrics.
The model consists of initially Gaussian noise with a jet noise-like spectrum that
propagates spherically from a source about 5 m downstream of the nozzle. At this distance, the
shear layer is approximately 1.2 m is radius (see Figure 6.1). We assume the waveform is known
at the edge of the shear layer. In order to estimate the amplitude of the waveform at the shear
layer, recall a wave propagating spherically without linear losses decays in amplitude as

,

where is the radius from the source region. The overall sound pressure level about 12 m from
the source region and on the ground is about 146 dB re 20μPa for the military engine condition.
Then, neglecting the ground reflection and absorptive and nonlinear effects, we estimate the
overall sound pressure level at the shear layer to be about 166 dB re 20μPa. Given a sampling
rate of 96 000 Hz, a characteristic frequency of 750 Hz, and an absorption coefficient of about
4.7

10

Np/m, we obtain a “spherical Gol’dberg number,” Γ

1/

̅ , of about 590. (Note

that the “spherical Gol’dberg number” is the same as the effective Gol’dberg number defined by
Baars et al. except for a factor of √2. [28]) By numerically propagating an initially Gaussian
noise signal with a jet noise-like spectrum including atmospheric absorption, spherical spreading,
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and nonliinear propag
gation pheno
omena, waveeforms are prredicted for arbitrary disstances from
m the
shear lay
yer. From these waveforrms, estimatees of the WS
SF and the deerivative skeewness are
calculated as function
n of . The WSF estimaates are plottted as a funcction of

(tthe distance from

the sourcce over the sp
pherical shock formation
n distance (oor, for noise,, the nonlineear distortionn
length); see
s Equation
n (2.29)) in Figure
F
6.6, an
nd the derivvative skewnness estimatees are plottedd as a
function of

in Figu
ure 6.7.

Figure 6.6. Esttimates of the WSF of a sph
herically propaagating sourcee as a function
n of
/ . The reference disttance is
.
.
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Figure 6.7. Esttimates of the derivative skeewness of a sp
pherically prop
pagating sourrce as a
unction of
/ . The reeference distan
nce is
.
.
fu

The
T WSF and
d derivative skewness esstimates show
wn in Figuree 6.6 and Figgure 6.7 are
somewhaat similar to the planar ex
xamples sho
own in Chapter 4, but aree more curveed. One reason
for this iss the initial waveform
w
was
w not defineed at

0
0, but at

Thus, an estimate thaat decays acccording to a power law ffor small

/ ̅

0.3
33 in this casse.

will not follow a simplee line,

such as th
he metrics sh
hown in Chaapter 4 do.
By
B comparing
g the nonlineearity metriccs of this sim
mple jet noisee model withh estimates oof
the metriics of measured jet noisee waveforms, one may esstimate how
w much nonliinearity has
affected measured
m
jett noise waveeform.

6.5 Wa
ave Steep
pening Fa
actor
The
T WSF estiimates of thee waveformss measured oon the stationnary array 0 m, 10.4 m, and
20.7 m downstream (see
(
Figure 6.1)
6 are stateed in Table 66.1, below, ffor intermediiate and miliitary
engine co
onditions. In
n addition, assuming
a
thee numerical m
model propoosed in Sectiion 6.4 may bbe
used to model
m
the pro
opagation, an
n estimate of
o the

valuue of the jet nnoise at the measuremennt
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location may be found by comparing the WSF estimates with Figure 6.6. These

values are

also presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Table of calculated WSF for F22-A Raptor noise waveforms measured at three
downstream measurement locations and for two engine conditions. Estimates of the
/ based on the model in Section 6.4 are also included.
associated value of
Measurement
Location
0m
10.4 m
20.7 m

Intermediate Engine Condition
WSF
0.985
0.974
0.989

0.33
0.33
0.33

Military Engine Condition
WSF
0.792
0.621
0.776

0.38
0.46
0.38

The WSF estimates based on the intermediate engine condition waveforms are all quite
high, implying that the characteristic nonlinear distortion length associated with the intermediate
engine condition is very large, and that nonlinearity is not very important for this condition. This
conclusion is substantiated by the fact that the

values for each of the three measurement

locations are 0.33, which is the reference distance. Thus, nonlinearity is not likely to be
important for the intermediate engine condition. The WSF estimates based on the military
engine condition waveforms are lower than those based on the intermediate engine condition
which implies the characteristic nonlinear distortion length associated with the military engine
condition is shorter than that for the intermediate engine condition. This claim is also
substantiated by the fact that the

values are significantly larger than 0.33, the reference

distance.
In order to estimate whether these WSF estimates are an accurate representation of the
true noise field, numerical down-sampling may be used to determine the consistency of the WSF
values. This analysis consists of decimating a measured waveform to a lower sampling rate than
was used for the measurement and then calculating the WSF (or any measure of interest). This
process is repeated until the sampling rate is so low the estimates of the WSF become random.
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Plots of the
t WSF estiimates as a function
f
of

/

, where

is the peakk frequency of

the noisee analyzed, are
a shown in Figure 6.8 for
f both interrmediate andd military enngine conditions.

Figure 6.8. Esttimates of the wave steepeniing factor (WS
SF) of wavefoorms measured
d at three
do
ownstream loccations, 0 m, 10.4
1 m, and 20
0.7 m, during (a) intermediaate and (b) miilitary
en
ngine conditio
ons, plotted as a function of
/
.

For low enou
ugh values off , the behaavior of all W
WSF estimatees in Figure 6.8 becomes
erratic. This
T is likely
y due to the sampling
s
ratte being so loow the true w
waveform iss being samppled
nearly at random. Ass the value of
o

increasees, the behavvior of the W
WSF becomess more unifoorm.

For the in
ntermediate engine cond
dition, the WSF
W of the reesampled waaveforms appproach an
asymptottic value as the
t sampling
g rate increasses, which iss near unity. The resamppled wavefoorms
for the military
m
engin
ne condition,, on the otheer hand, show
ws a trend off decreasing values of W
WSF
for increaasing values of . The rate
r at which
h the values oof WSF decrrease for thee military enggine
condition
n is about

.

. It is intteresting to note
n this ratee of WSF vallue decay is much sloweer

than the rate
r predicteed in Section
n 3.3.3.2 for a discretely sampled saw
wtooth wavee, which for large
goes ass

.

Since all real waveforms are continuo
ous, given a sufficiently high sampliing rate, the
actual WSF
W would bee well estimaated, and inccreasing the sampling raate further would providee
negligiblle improvem
ments to the estimate,
e
whiich is an asyymptotic behhavior. In adddition, the
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smoothness of real waveforms suggests that no true WSF would ever reach zero. Therefore, the
asymptotic behavior of the WSF estimates for the intermediate engine condition suggests the
sampling rate used for the measurement was sufficiently high to estimate the actual WSF value
(or the WSF value obtained by continuous sampling) of the noise at intermediate engine
condition. However, the fact that the WSF estimates for the military engine condition do not
level out to some positive value suggests the sampling rate used was insufficient to estimate the
actual WSF of the noise at military engine condition, and the actual WSF value is lower than the
reported value. Since the rate at which the WSF values decrease with respect to
military engine condition is significantly less than the sawtooth limit of
Earnshaw formula of

for the

or the Fubini-

, it may be some aspect of the waveform with a very short time scale

(such as the high-frequency content) may have a strong influence on the estimation of the WSF.
If the actual WSF value of the noise during military engine condition is lower than the reported
value, then the values of

for the noise estimated above are low.

6.6 Derivative Skewness
The derivative skewness estimates of the waveforms measured on the stationary array 0
m, 10.4 m, and 20.7 m downstream (see Figure 6.1) are stated in Table 6.2, below, for the
intermediate and military engine conditions. In addition, assuming the numerical model
proposed in Section 6.4 may be used to model the propagation, an estimate of the

value of the

jet noise at the measurement location may be found by comparing the WSF estimates with
Figure 6.7. These

values are also presented in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2. Table of calculated derivative skewness values for F22-A Raptor noise waveforms
measured at three downstream measurement locations and for two engine conditions.
/ based on the model in Section 6.4 are also
Estimates of the associated value of
included.

Measurement
Location
0m
10.4 m
20.7 m

Intermediate Engine Condition
Derivative Skewness
0.0593
0.33
0.0879
0.34
0.0463
0.33

Military Engine Condition
Derivative Skewness
1.33
0.39
5.54
0.54
2.79
0.45

The results found in the analysis of the WSF estimates based on the ground array of
microphones given in Section 6.5 are corroborated by the derivative skewness estimates. The
derivative skewness values for the intermediate engine condition are small, and suggest that
nonlinearity is not important in the propagation of the noise radiating at intermediate engine
condition. The derivative skewness values at military engine condition are significantly higher,
and the estimated

values are of the same range that the

values estimated using the WSF are,

and so nonlinearity is likely to be important in the propagation of jet noise at military engine
condition. The consistency of the estimated values of

using the WSF and using the derivative

skewness suggests that the model used is valid for the waveforms considered.
It should be noted the interpretation of the WSF and the derivative skewness values in
terms of

relies upon the validity of the model presented in Section 6.4. However, this simple

model is far from an accurate representation of jet noise propagation. Jets are complicated,
extended sources, and the results found in this and the previous section should be interpreted in
light of this limitation. For example, the geometry of jet noise propagation is neither spherical
nor cylindrical, but somewhere in between, is directional, and is frequency dependent. Since the
model used here assumed purely spherical propagation, this would suggest that the source
amplitude is somewhat lower than the signal used for these analyses, and decay more slowly.
The non-spherical geometry would likely change the overall shape of the evolution of the
nonlinearity metrics, and therefore change the estimated

values (or some generalization of

for non-spherical, non-cylindrical geometries). While it is unknown how these differences will
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affect thee quantitative interpretattion of the WSF
W and deriivative skew
wness, the auuthor does noot
think that the qualitattive interpreetation will change
c
signifficantly.
In
n order to estimate wheth
her the deriv
vative skewnness estimatees tabulated in Table 6.22 are
an accuraate representtation of the true noise fiield, numericcal down-saampling mayy be used to
determin
ne whether th
he skewness behavior forr lower samppling rates. This analysiis is very sim
milar
to that prresented for the
t WSF in the prior secction. The ddown-sampling analyses of the derivative
skewnesss for the meaasured waveforms during
g both interm
mediate and military enggine conditioons
are show
wn in Figure 6.9.
6 The anaalytical deriv
vative skewnness of a saw
wtooth waveeform deriveed in
Section 3.3.3.2
3
is also shown in Figure
F
6.9, for
f comparis on.

Figure 6.9. Plo
ots of the estim
mates of the sk
kewness of th
he first time-deerivative of th
he pressure
am
mplitudes (deerivative skew
wness) of waveeforms measu
ured at three d
downstream llocations, 0
m,
m 10.4 m, and 20.7 m, durin
ng (a) intermeediate and (b) military engiine conditions, plotted as
a function of
/
. The analyttical derivativve skewness oobtained by aassuming a
diiscretely samp
pled sawtooth wave is also plotted,
p
for com
mparison.

The
T characterristics of the down-samp
pled derivativve skewnesss estimates aare similar too
those of the
t down-sampled WSF estimates. For very low
w values of
skewnesss estimates become
b
someewhat erraticc, and for high values off

all of the dderivative
all of the estimates foollow

a consisteent trend. The
T derivativ
ve skewness estimates foor the intermeediate enginne condition
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appear to reach an asymptotic value, though only for sampling rates close to the measurement
sampling rate. This suggests the sampling rate of 96 000 samples/s is capable of resolving the
derivative skewness for the radiate noise of the intermediate engine condition. Notice the
behavior of the derivative skewness of the waveforms measured during the intermediate engine
condition do not follow the predicted derivative skewness of a sawtooth wave. This is indicative
of the lack of significant shock content in the waveforms measured during the intermediate
engine condition.
The derivative skewness estimates for the military engine condition do not appear to
approach any asymptotic value, but continue to increase for increasing . Also notice that the
derivative skewness estimates for all three measurement locations increase approximately at the
same rate that is predicted for the sawtooth wave. This implies that the radiated noise for the
military engine condition is significantly more similar to a sawtooth wave than the radiated noise
for the intermediate engine condition is. As mentioned above, since physical waveforms are
continuous, we may assume there is an asymptotic estimate of the derivative skewness, even for
jet noise radiated during the military engine condition. Therefore, it is likely if the waveforms
had been sampled at a much higher sampling rate the derivative skewness estimates would level
out and depart from the sawtooth wave trend, which inherently diverges. From this we conclude
a sampling rate of 96 000 samples/s, which was used during the measurement, is insufficient for
the purposes of estimating the true derivative skewness of the noise radiating from an F22-A
Raptor at military engine condition. However, comparisons of the derivative skewness values
for the military engine conditions with derivative skewness values based on other waveforms
which have also reached a sawtooth wave-like behavior will still yield information about the
relative importance of nonlinearity.
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6.7 No
onlinearitty Metricc Evolutiion with P
Propagattion
In
n addition to
o the ground--based measurements, laarge aperturee scans of the acoustic fiield
near the aircraft
a
weree taken. Seee Wall et al. [56] for a suummary of thhe measurem
ment. Maps of
the overaall sound preessure levels measured during
d
the miilitary and affterburner enngine condittions
are show
wn below in Figure
F
6.10. Since the waveforms
w
m
measured at m
military engiine conditionn
were sam
mpled at a ratte of 96 000 Hz while th
he waveform
ms measured at afterburneer engine
condition
n were sampled at a rate of 48 000 Hz,
H a direct ccomparison oof the nonlinnearity metrics
would no
ot be meanin
ngful. In ord
der to make a meaningfuul comparisonn, the wavefforms measuured
at militarry engine con
ndition weree down-samp
pled (by deccimation) to 448 000 Hz.

Figure 6.10. Maps
M
of the oveerall sound prressure level off waveforms m
measured of aan F22-A
Raptor
R
at (a) military
m
and (b
b) afterburnerr engine condittion.

By
B analyzing the nonlineaarity metricss of the waveeforms from
m these scanss, informatioon
about thee how nonlin
nearity affectts jet noise propagation
p
ccan be obtaiined. Maps oof the WSF of
the scanss for military
y and afterbu
urner engine conditions aare shown inn Figure 6.111, and maps of
the derivative skewness of the sccans are show
wn in Figuree 6.12. The iintermediatee engine
condition
n is not show
wn, due to th
he fact there is
i not a set ““intermediatee” thrust possition in the F22A Rap
ptor, leading to some sub
bjectivity and
d variation inn the source characteristtics from runn to
run. Sincce the militaary engine co
ondition wass measured w
with a samplling rate of 996 kHz and tthe
afterburn
ner engine co
ondition wass measured with
w a samplling rate of 448 kHz, a dirrect compariison
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of the meetrics would not be appro
opriate, sincce using diffeerent sampling rates wouuld yield
different values for th
he same wav
veform, as discussed in C
Chapter 3. F
For this reasoon, the
waveform
ms measured
d for the miliitary engine condition w
were first resaampled (via decimation)) to a
sampling
g rate of 48 kHz
k before th
he metrics were
w estimateed.

Figure 6.11. Maps
M
of the wa
ave steepening factor (WSF)) of jet noise rradiating from
m an F-22A
Raptor
R
at (a) military
m
enginee condition and at (b) afterb
burner enginee condition.

The
T maps in Figure
F
6.11 show that th
he WSF of jeet noise evollves with som
me directivitty.
The loweest WSF valu
ue estimated
d from the military
m
and aafterburner eengine condittions are 0.771
and 0.70,, respectively
y. Based on
n the analyticcal forms off the WSF deerived in Chaapter 3, these
WSF values appear to be large, in
ndicating thaat nonlineariity is not siggnificant for jjet noise
ver, high-freq
quency conteent in the meeasured wavveforms mayy increase thee
propagation. Howev
d WSF valuees. A region
n of especiallly low WSF (recall low WSF impliees significant
estimated
nonlinearrity) seems to
t exist for th
he military engine
e
condiition about a ray originatting about 5 m
downstreeam of the no
ozzle and ab
bout 113° rellative to the aircraft. A ssimilar ray eexists for thee
afterburn
ner engine co
ondition. In both cases, the region abbout the rayy with signifiicantly lowerr
values off WSF becom
mes larger ass the distancce from the ssource regionn about 5 m downstream
m of
the nozzlle increases. The growth
h of the regio
on of low W
WSF suggestss that the WS
SF may be
noticeablly decreasing
g with propaagation, indiccating nonlinnearity is im
mportant for jjet noise
propagation for both military and
d afterburnerr engine connditions.
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Figure 6.12. Maps
M
of the derrivative skewn
ness of jet noisse radiating frrom an F-22A
A Raptor at
(a
a) military eng
gine condition
n (waveforms down-sampled
d
d to a samplin
ng rate of 48 k
kHz from a
ra
ate of 96 kHz)) and at (b) aftterburner eng
gine condition (initially sam
mpled at 48 kH
Hz).

The
T maps of the
t derivativ
ve skewness shown in Fiigure 6.12 allso show thee directional
behavior the maps off the WSF esstimates do. However, tthe derivativve skewness vvalues show
wa
more sign
nificant diffe
ference betweeen the milittary and afteerburner enggine conditioons than the W
WSF
maps do.. The maxim
mum estimatte of the deriivative skew
wness for the down-samppled military
engine co
ondition is 2.7,
2 which is significantly
y less than thhe 3.4 for thhe afterburneer condition. It
should bee noted the maximum
m
deerivative skeewness valuee for a sawtoooth wave w
with a frequenncy
of 960 Hz,
H discretely
y sampled at a rate of 48 000 Hz, is aabout 7.
Using
U
the dow
wn-sampled waveforms for the milittary engine ccondition alsso shows how
w the
derivativ
ve skewness estimates in the measureement planess close to thee jet are largger in the
afterburn
ner engine co
ondition than
n for the military engine condition, aand shows thhe derivativee
skewnesss estimates continue
c
to in
ncrease as distance from
m the nozzle increases foor both
condition
ns. These fin
ndings emphasize the ran
nge and ampplitude depenndent evolutiion of the
skewnesss of the timee-derivative of
o the pressu
ure waveform
ms of high-aamplitude jett noise.
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6.8 Conclusions
Estimated values of the WSF and derivative skewness of the noise suggest nonlinearity is
more important in the propagation of jet noise at military engine condition in the near field than
for intermediate engine condition. In particular, the noise radiating from an F-22A Raptor at
intermediate engine condition does not appear to be significantly distorted due to nonlinear
propagation, nor does it appear to have formed shocks. On the other hand, noise measured
within 20 m of an F-22A Raptor at military engine condition does appear to be significantly
distorted, and shocks have either formed or are forming in the waveforms.
In addition, maps of the spatial evolution of the WSF and the derivative skewness for an
F-22A Raptor at military and afterburner engine conditions were presented. For both engine
conditions and for both metrics, significant evidence of nonlinear distortion was found. In order
to compare the two engine conditions, the waveforms measured at military engine condition
were downsampled to the sampling rate used for the afterburner engine condition. The
comparison of the WSF does not show significant differences, but the comparison of the
derivative skewness indicates that nonlinearity plays a more significant role in the propagation of
noise at afterburner engine condition than at military engine condition.
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7.1 Conclusions
This thesis has presented analytical, numerical, and experimental descriptions of how two
nonlinearity metrics, the wave steepening factor (WSF) and the skewness of the time-derivative
of a time waveform (derivative skewness). Qualitatively, the WSF quantifies the distortion of a
waveform due to nonlinear propagation, and the derivative skewness quantifies the shock content
of a waveform.
The evolution of the WSF and the derivative skewness have been analytically described
for several important ideal propagation models, the Earnshaw, the Fubini, the Fay, and the
Khokhlov solutions to the case of an initially sinusoidal plane wave propagating with and
without thermoviscous absorption. In particular, the WSF of the Earnshaw solution is given by
WSF
where

2
,
2

is the distance from the source over the shock formation distance of an initially

sinusoidal signal, and the WSF of the Khokhlov solution is given by

(7.1)
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where Γ is the Gol’dberg number of the initially sinusoidal signal. The derivative skewness of
the Fubini solution is
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order Bessel function of the first

kind, the derivative skewness of the Earnshaw solution (which is equivalent to the Fubini
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and the derivative skewness of the Fay solution is
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By assuming that nonlinear distortion of a waveform due to propagation is relatively minor for
0.2 for an initially sinusoidal plane wave propagating without linear losses, it has been
further found that a WSF value of about 0.75 is high, indicating low waveform distortion, and
that a derivative skewness values of 0.5 may be considered low, indicating that shocks have not
started to form significantly. Furthermore, by assuming that cumulative nonlinear effects are
quite substantial for

0.9 for an initially sinusoidal plane wave propagating without linear
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losses, it has been found that a WSF value of 0.25 may be considered low, indicating significant
waveform distortion due to nonlinear propagation, and that a derivative skewness value of 5 may
be considered high, indicating that shocks are (or soon will be) present in the waveform.
In addition to the exact forms of the WSF and derivative skewness given above, a
discussion of the effects of finite sampling rates on the estimation of the WSF and derivative
skewness values of these ideal models has been presented. It was shown that the estimate of the
WSF of a sawtooth wave is approximately / , where

is the sampling rate and

is the

sawtooth frequency, and that the derivative skewness of a sawtooth wave is approximately
/ . In general, it appears that the WSF is less sensitive to low sampling rates than the
derivative skewness.
Due to the difficulty of considering arbitrary source signals or realistic absorption and
dispersion in analytical propagation models including nonlinear phenomena, a numerical
propagation model was used to study the effects of noise and realistic absorption and dispersion
on the evolution of the WSF and the derivative skewness. By numerically propagating an
initially sinusoidal plane wave with thermoviscous absorption, a transition region between the
Earnshaw and Fay/Khokhlov solutions was described for the WSF and derivative skewness for
two values of the Gol’dberg number. By considering an initially sinusoidal plane wave
propagating with plane wave tube-absorption and -dispersion, it was found that the slower
growth of absorption with frequency associated with boundary layer absorption caused
nonlinearity to become more important with propagation relative to propagation with
thermoviscous absorption, as noted by lower values of the WSF and higher values of the
derivative skewness. Finally, the importance of nonlinearity in an initially broadband, planar
Gaussian noise signal propagating with plane wave tube-absorption and -dispersion was found to
be greater than for the initially sinusoidal case, as suggested by Gurbatov and Rudenko. [43]
In order to validate the numerically obtained data, the evolution of nonlinearity metrics of
waveforms measured inside a plane wave tube was analyzed. Significant agreement was found
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between the numerically and experimentally obtained WSF values and derivative skewness
values for

1.2. The difference between the trends for

1.2 may be attributed to

unexpected jitter in the measured waveforms. This small-amplitude, high-frequency
phenomenon was found to significantly increase the WSF value of the waveform, indicating that
small disturbances in a waveform will mean that the WSF will predict that nonlinearity is less
important than it would if the disturbances were not present. On the other hand, the derivative
skewness did not appear to be as dramatically affected by the unexpected oscillations in the
measured waveforms. The reason for this is that the cubic nature of the skewness will emphasize
the largest slopes and suppress the smallest slopes.
These conclusions, based on analytical, numerical, and experimental evidence, were
applied to jet noise. The WSF and derivative skewness of a spherically propagating Gaussian
waveform with a jet noise-like spectrum were numerically evaluated, and then compared with
the WSF and derivative skewness values of measured waveforms of an F-22A Raptor at
intermediate and military engine conditions. Nonlinearity in the radiated noise at intermediate
engine condition was found to be not very significant, while nonlinearity in the radiated noise at
military engine condition was found to be quite significant. In particular, the noise measured
about 12 m from the source region in the direction of greatest intensity during military engine
condition had WSF values and derivative skewness values similar to the simple spherical wave
model at

0.5, where

is the distance from the source region relative to the spherical shock

formation distance (or nonlinear distortion length for noise). As further evidence, maps of the
WSF and derivative skewness near the F-22A Raptor, based on scans designed to be used for
near-field acoustical holography, were shown for military and afterburner engine conditions.
Both metrics suggest that nonlinearity becomes more important with greater distance from the
source in the direction of greatest amplitude for both engine conditions, providing further insight
into the nature of jet noise near fields.
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7.2 Future Work
While this thesis has described how two measures of the importance of nonlinearity in jet
noise evolve using analytical and experimental means, there is still much that should be done to
improve understanding of these measures. The theoretical work shown in Chapter 2 has been
focused entirely on understanding the evolution of measures of nonlinearity for the case of an
initially sinusoidal signal. While this is an important benchmark case, most real-world problems
will deal with more complicated signals. Extending the theoretical work presented in this thesis
to include initially Gaussian noise and noise with jet noise-like statistics would help our
understanding of how measures of nonlinearity in measured jet noise should be interpreted.
Another limitation of the theoretical work presented in this thesis is that all derivations
assumed planar propagation and either no losses or only thermoviscous losses. Analytical or
numerical analysis of how geometrical spreading, such as cylindrical or spherical spreading, and
more general propagation losses affect the evolution of measures of nonlinearity can also be
useful in interpreting jet noise data.
The measurements of noise propagating in a plane wave tube presented in Chapter 3 have
shown how different characteristic frequencies, bandwidths and initial statistics can affect the
evolution nonlinearity measures. However, oscillations in the measured waveforms that are not
due to the planar propagation of the source signal somewhat diminish the utility of the metrics
estimated from these waveforms. The experimental setup may be improved by ensuring that the
couplings between segments of the plane wave tube are smooth, such as by custom-designing
couplers, or by using a single, long tube instead of segments. Since nonlinear processes transfer
energy to higher frequencies, cross modes in the plane wave tube may corrupt the measured data.
Using lower characteristic frequencies than those used here or using a narrower tube may help in
the reduction of energy transferred to cross modes, although this would increase boundary-layer
absorption as well.
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Comparing the theoretical and experimental evolution of measures of nonlinearity of

noise with measured jet noise has given insight into the nature of nonlinear processes in jet noise
propagation. However, the measurements used for this thesis is a small subset of a very large set
of jet noise measurements. Analyzing all of these data will take time, but this analysis will likely
give insight into the spatial dependence and the physical processes associated with the
importance of nonlinearity in jet noise.
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Appendix A
McInerny Plots
This appendix defines and discusses another way to analyze the effects of nonlinear terms
in propagation models that has been used to study jet aircraft and rocket noise. Since our
understanding of this technique is still immature, and the results are preliminary, this analysis has
been placed in an appendix, rather than a chapter.
Measures such as the WSF or the derivative skewness provide a convenient way to study
an entire waveform, but specifics about the shock content can also provide useful information.
McInerny and Ölcmen [33] developed a scatter plot (hereafter called a McInerny plot) in the
study of rocket noise which provides information on some of the specifics of the shock content in
a waveform. For every pressure rise, a point is placed on a plot where the horizontal axis is the
difference of the maximum and minimum pressure for a given rise in pressure (Δ ) and the
vertical axis is the maximum rate of pressure increase between the times of the maximum and
minimum pressure (

/ |

). They were able to show that Gaussian noise and noise with

significant shock content followed different trends on this scatter plot.
In the form presented by Mcinerny and Ölçmen [33] the locations of the points on these
McInerny plots depends greatly upon the overall sound pressure level and characteristic
frequency of the waveform. Proper normalization of the axes of the scatter plots can aid the
comparison of different waveforms with different general characteristics. Different
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normalization schemes can accentuate different aspects of a waveform. This appendix will make
use of two normalization schemes of the McInerny plots, one emphasizing the importance of
sufficient temporal resolution of shocks, which will be called the sampling rate normalization,
and one emphasizing the waveform distortion due to nonlinear processes, which will be called
the inverse local WSF (ILWSF) normalization.
The sampling rate normalization scheme consists of normalizing the vertical axis of the
McInerny plot by the sampling frequency multiplied by the difference between the maximum
and minimum pressure of a pressure rise (

/ |

/ Δ ), and normalizing the horizontal

axis by the standard deviation of the pressure amplitudes (which is the same as the root-meansquare of the pressure for zero-mean processes) of the entire waveform (Δ /

). The reason

for this particular scheme is explained in Section A.2. The ILWSF normalization scheme
consists of normalizing the vertical axis of the McInerny plot by the negative of the minimum
slope of the pressure fall just after the pressure rise of interest (

/ |

/

/ |

) and

the horizontal axis by the standard deviation of the pressure amplitudes of the entire waveform
(Δ /

). Since the WSF is the magnitude of the mean negative slope over the mean positive

slope, the normalization of the vertical axis makes it what may be considered the inverse of a
WSF for the region just around the pressure rise of interest, and is referred to as the inverse local
WSF, and hence the name of the normalization scheme. The sampling rate normalization is used
primarily in Section A.2 to elucidate some subtleties of using the McInerny plots with
waveforms that have been sampled with a finite sampling rate. The ILWSF normalization will
be the primary normalization scheme used to study measured waveforms in this appendix.

A.1 Analytical Treatment of the Khokhlov Solution
Since every pressure rise in a McInerny plot is accounted for, it is useful to know how
idealized pressure rises will be placed on the plots. In order to do this, we will analyze the
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Khokhlov solution in terms of the ILWSF normalization. We choose the Khokhlov solution
because it is not written in the form of a Fourier series.
The Khokhlov solution is described in Section 2.2.3.5. The second time-derivative of the
Khokhlov solution is given as
1

1

2

1

tanh

tanh

2

.

2

(A.1)

Then the maxima and minima of the pressure slope may be found at the zeros of Equation (A.1),
which occur at

0 and ∞. Since the solution is only valid from | |
0 and

the waveform extrema are at
maximum slope, and

, we conclude that

0 is the location of the

. By observation,

is the location of the minimum slope. Using Equation (2.43) we

calculate the maximum slope to be
1

1

2

1

(A.2)

and the minimum slope to be
1
1

2

1

tanh

1.

2

(A.3)

The maximum pressure difference for the waveform is found to be
Δ

Θ

Θ

,

(A.4)

which yields

Δ

1
1

2

1

2

4

tanh

1

2

.

(A.5)
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Since the standard deviation of

does not have a closed form in terms of elementary

functions, we use the standard deviation of the Fay solution, which is given as
2
Γ

,

1

.

sinh

(A.6)

Since the Khokhlov solution is for a periodic function with only a single pressure rise and
a single pressure fall for each period, its representation on a McInerny scatter plot will be a
single point. However, the location of that point will vary as the wave propagates. In particular,
the location of the point on the McInerny scatter plot (without any normalization) will be
Δ ,

1

Δ ,

2

1

2

4

tanh

Equation (A.7) is plotted in Figure A.1 assuming
2 and 4.

1

2

9, for

(A.7)
,

2

1

.

5 , 10 , and 20 , and for
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Figure A.1. MccInerny plot lo
ocations for th
he Khokhlov ssolution for tw
wo initial amp
plitudes (2
an
nd 4 Pa), and for three diffeerent initial an
ngular frequen
ncies (10π, 200π, and 40π rad/s). The
lo
ocations are pa
arametrically dependent up
pon
nce from
/ , where is the distan
th
he source overr the shock forrmation distan
nce (assumed to be 9 for thiis plot) and is the
Gol’dberg
G
num
mber. The circcles denote thee locations forr
, an
nd the squarees denote
th
he locations fo
or
/ , an
nd the lines beetween the twoo symbols of tthe same colorr are the
lo
ocations for th
he values of
/ .

Notice
N
that th
he locations on
o the McIn
nerny plot shhown in Figuure A.1 for each combinaation
of

and
d

follow a similar tren
nd – approach
hing 2

lower lefft of that poin
nt as

/ 1

, ∞ as

→ 0 aand falling too the

increeases. Even though all oof the cases ffollow a sim
milar trend, thhe

specific locations
l
aree highly depeendent upon
n the initial aamplitude annd frequencyy.
The
T ILWSF normalizatio
n
on leads to a point whichh has a locatiion of
Δ
,

,

(A.88)
2 1
Ψ √1

Ψ

tanh

√1

1

∑
sinh

2 Ψ
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,
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1
1
tanh
Ψ

Ψ

,
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where Ψ

2 /

, which
w
is plottted in Figurre A.2, below
w. The locattions in Figuure A.2 folloow a

very simiilar trend as the location
ns in un-norm
malized scattter plot, but nnow all initiial amplitudees
and frequ
uencies fall upon
u
the sam
me curve. Fo
or very smalll values of , which inddicates
significan
nt shocks, th
he vertical po
osition diverrges upwardss (suggestingg that an ILW
WSF value
above 10
03 is large), and
a for valuees of

nearr 4/3 the verttical positionn approachess unity. Thee fact

that all frrequencies and initial am
mplitudes folllow the sam
me trend allow
ws for more ready
comparisson of the no
onlinear disto
ortion of wav
veforms witth different iinitial condittions. For
example,, if an initially sinusoidaal signal prop
pagating withh thermovisccous losses w
was found too
have a veertical position on the McInerny
M
scattter plot withh ILWSF noormalization of about 10000,
then it is likely to hav
ve significan
nt shocks. On
O the McIneerny plot witthout normaalizations, a
vertical position
p
of ab
bout 1000 means
m
nothin
ng without thhe initial freqquency and aamplitude.

Figure A.2. MccInerny plot with
w ILWSF normalization
n
locations for tthe Khokhlovv solution.
The locations are
a parametriccally dependen
nt upon
/ , wh
here is the d
distance
frrom the sourcee over the sho
ock formation distance and is the Gol’d
dberg number. The
ciircle denotes the
t location for
, and
a the squaree denotes the llocation for
/ ,
an
nd the line bettween the two
o are the locatiions for the vaalues of
/ .

While
W
the derrivation heree assumed th
hat the wavefform was sinnusoidal, thee conclusions can
be readily
y interpreted
d for narrowb
band noise as
a well. Narrrowband nooise can be ddescribed as aan
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amplitude-modulated sine wave. Thus, each pressure rise is like one oscillation of a sine wave
with a given amplitude, which is only loosely related to the amplitude of the next pressure rise.
Since each pressure rise has its own amplitude, it is implied that it will have its own value of .
Thus, given a narrowband plane wave that propagates according to the Burgers equation, the
curve in Figure A.2 describes the distribution of points on a normalized McInerny plot of said
waveform. However, this interpretation must be made carefully, because the standard deviation
is of the entire narrowband noise waveform, and not just for the waveform locally around a
pressure rise. Thus, the positions of the points on a McInerny plot of narrowband noise are
likely to be spread about horizontally somewhat.

A.2 Effects of Finite Sampling Rate on McInerny Plots
The plots used by McInerny and Ölcmen [33] compared the maximum time-derivative of
pressure between adjacent pressure minima and maxima with the pressure difference between the
respective pressure maxima and minima. These quantities depend only upon a single shock, so
this analysis will focus on different types of individual shocks. For each of these shocks, we will
assume that the sampling rate is

1/Δ , and that the difference between the maximum and

minimum pressures is Δ .
A.2.1 Two-Data-Point Shock
The minimum number of data points that could possibly constitute a shock is two, where
the first data point has a pressure of

and the second data point has a pressure of

Therefore, the time derivative of this shock is found to be simply Δ /Δ
that the location of this shock on a McInerny plot will be Δ , Δ

Δ

.

. This means

. Using the sampling

frequency normalization defined just before Section A.1, the vertical position of the shock on a
scatter plot would become one, regardless of the pressure increase.
A.2.2 Three-Data-Point Shock
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Suppose that a shock consists of three data points, with pressures

Define the pressure differences Δ
we may assume that Δ
is that Δ
Δ

Δ

and Δ

,

, and

.

. Without loss of generality,

Δ . There are two limiting cases for the three-data-point shock, which

Δ, or that Δ ≫ Δ . If we examine the first limiting case, we find that

2Δ, and the maximum time-derivative estimate is
Δ
Δ

(A.9)

Δ.

Therefore the vertical position of this shock on the normalized scatter plots would be
Δ/2 Δ

Examining the second limiting case, we find that Δ
maximum time-derivative estimate is Δ
normalized scatter plots would be Δ

(A.10)

1/2.

Δ

Δ

Δ , and that the

. Then the vertical position of this shock on the

/Δ

1. Since all three-point-shocks must fall between

these two limiting cases, we conclude that the vertical position of any three-point-shock is
constrained to be between one half and one.
A.2.3 -Data-Point Shock
Using similar arguments as those in the three-data-point shock discussion, it can be
shown that all shocks with data points will be constrained to stay between 1/

1 and one.

A.2.4 ILWSF Normalization
The limitations discussed above also apply to the ILWSF normalization scheme, except
that the ILWSF normalization uses both the positive and negative slope extrema, not just the
positive. Constraints on the estimate of the negative slope apply much as they do for the positive
slopes discussed above. However, for most waveforms with significant shock content, the
pressure increase usually happens much faster than the succeeding pressure decrease. This
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means that the estimate of the true location of a pressure rise and fall on the McInerny plot with
ILWSF normalization is likely to be more accurate than an estimate of the true location on a
McInerny plot with no normalization. However, if there are any small scale oscillations,
physical or digital, around a pressure rise, then the calculated location on a McInerny plot with
ILWSF normalization may be misleading.

A.3 McInerny Plots of Plane Wave Tube Measurements
The waveforms measured in the plane wave tube experiments described in Chapter 5
were analyzed in terms of McInerny plots, in addition to the WSF and derivative skewness.
Once again, the purpose of using a plane wave tube measurement is that it allows for a relatively
well understood system. The known geometrical propagation and absorption in a plane wave
tube give the necessary information to be able to discern what phenomena are due to
nonlinearity.
McInerny plots allow one to study each pressure rise in a given waveform as a part of a
set. This approach seems to be especially useful in studying nonlinear noise propagation because
not every pressure rise in a distorted noise waveform is going to be a shock, or even have
significant nonlinear distortion. As discussed above, the McInerny plots presented here will be
normalized using the ILWSF normalization scheme. This means that every pressure rise and
succeeding pressure fall will create a single point on the scatter plot, located at
Δ

,

/ |
/ |

,

(A.11)

where Δ is the pressure difference between the greatest and smallest pressure measured for the
pressure rise of interest,
/ |

is the standard deviation of the pressure of the entire waveform,

is the time-derivative estimate during the pressure rise of interest with the greatest
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value, and

/ |

is the time-derivative estimate during the succeeding pressure fall with the

lowest value. The vertical position is also referred to as the ILWSF. Higher values of the
ILWSF indicate that the waveform shows more nonlinear waveform distortion, higher values of
Δ /

indicate large pressure rises. The region of a McInerny plot most likely to describe

shocks in a waveform then is near the upper right corner.
In order to facilitate an understanding of the McInerny plots of the waveforms measured
in the plane wave tube, McInerny plots of numerically generated, specrally (a) white, (b)
broadband, and (c) narrowband Gaussian noise are shown in Figure A.3, along with twodimensional histograms of the plots. Both the broadband and narrowband Gaussian noise signals
were given a characteristic frequency of 1500 Hz, and have a bandwidth of 1600 Hz and 100 Hz,
respectively. The varying bandwidths were obtained by bandpass filtering the white Gaussian
noise signal. The number of samples in each waveform is 2 , and an artificial sampling
frequency of 204800 Hz was chosen.
The McInerny plots in Figure A.3 themselves do not yield much information. It is noted
that the points on a McInerny plot due to Gaussian noise lie within a triangular shaped region.
This triangular region is significantly reduced in size for narrower bandwidths. In particular the
triangular region of the plot of the narrowband waveform (plot (c)), is very narrow, to the point
that it may be considered to be a line. The narrowband noise positions appear to be consistent
with the interpretation of the results in Section A.1. Notice that the majority of points in plot (a)
and all of the points in plots (b) and (c) have values of ILWSF less than 1000, which is also
consistent with the guidelines found in Section A.1.
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Figure A.3. MccInerny plots of numericallly generated sp
pectrally (a) w
white, (b) broaadband,
an
nd (c) narrow
wband Gaussia
an noise wavefforms. The coorresponding ttwo-dimensional
hiistograms are shown in plotts (d), (e), and
d (f).

The
T histogram
ms present more
m
informaation on the ddensities of the McInernny plots, in
addition to the same information as the origin
nal plots. Inn addition to the triangullar shape fouund
in the MccInerny plots, the associated histograams also shoow that the ddensest regioon of the ploots is
just abov
ve Δ /

1 and at about
a
ILWSF
F = 1. The vvalue of the IILWSF of thhe peak regioon of

the McIn
nerny plots can be undersstood by recalling that thhe WSF of G
Gaussian noiise is one. S
Since
the two-d
dimensional histograms of the McInerny plots prrovide the saame and morre information as
the McIn
nerny plots of
o a waveform
m, only the two-dimensi
t
ional histogrrams will be presented foor
the remaiinder of this appendix.
The
T two-dimeensional histtograms of th
he McInernyy plots of meeasured noisse waveform
ms are
quite com
mplicated compared to numerically
n
generated
g
Gaaussian noise waveform
ms. The
histogram
ms of the MccInerny plotss of initially broadband G
Gaussian nooise measured in the planne
wave tub
be (a) 0.3 m and
a (b) 11.6 m from the source are sshown in Figgure A.4. Thhe histogram
m in
plot (a) rather resemb
bles the histo
ogram in Fig
gure A.3(e). Since the innitial wavefoorm was
Gaussian
n, the fact thaat the histogrram of the waveform
w
meeasured 0.3 m from the ssource resem
mbles
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the histog
gram of a Gaaussian waveform is exp
pected. The histogram inn plot (b), onn the other hhand,
is very diifferent from
m any of the histograms in
i Figure A. 3. The geneeral features in the histoggram
of the waaveform meaasured 11.6 m from the source
s
are thhe large masss of points ccentered abouut
Δ /

, ILWSF

10 , 1 and
a the smalller and morre complicateed mass of ppoints centerred

about (2,10). Both of these group
ps of points will be discuussed below
w.

Figure A.4. Two-dimension
nal histograms of McInern
ny plots initiallly broadband
d Gaussian
no
oise measured
d 0.3 (a) and 11.6
1
m (b) from
m the source iin a plane wavve tube. The red dashed
lin
nes represent the lower bou
und used by McInerny
M
and Ölçmen. [33]

As
A mentioned
d in Section A.1, any sm
mall scale osccillations neaar significannt pressure riises
in a waveeform can grreatly reducee the significcance of the data in a MccInerny plott. As with anny
acousticaal measurem
ment, some un
nexpected, random vibraation in the w
waveform iss inevitable.
Since uneexpected noise is generaally very smaall in amplituude relative to the main waveform, w
we
may assu
ume that poin
nts on a scattter plot with
h very small values of Δ /

are nnot likely to be

meaningfful. McInern
ny and Ölçm
men accounteed for this byy only consiidering presssure rises thaat are
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larger than 0.3% of the amplitude of the largest pressure rise in the waveform. [33] This lower
threshold is plotted as the red dashed lines in Figure A.4. If this limit is considered to be
meaningful, then the large group of points centered about 10 , 1 is likely to be associated
with unexpected vibrations.
Another way to identify data that are meaningful is to compare a waveform at different
stages of its propagation. Notice that the histogram in Figure A.4(a) only has one region with a
high point-density, centered about (2, 1). Since the waveforms being considered are much
longer than their characteristic periods, it may be assumed that only the trends of high-density
regions can be interpreted in terms of propagation effects. Thus, much of the histogram in plot
(a) is not likely to be meaningful. Since the area around (2, 1) seems to characterize the
waveform measured 0.3 m from the source, it is likely that propagation would cause a
continuous modulation of this region. Thus, the cluster of points about (2,10) in plot (b) is the
most likely cluster in the histogram to have meaning with respect to propagation.
A simple numerical test can be used to test the hypothesis that the points in Figure A.4(b)
near (2,10) are the important ones. A prediction of the waveform that was measured 11.6 m
from the source was obtained using the propagation model discussed in Chapter 4. The
waveform analyzed in Figure A.4(a), which was measured 0.3 m from the source, was used as
the input waveform. The measured and predicted waveforms are shown in Figure A.5(a), the
two-dimensional histogram of the McInerny plot of the measured waveform is shown in Figure
A.5(b), and the histogram of the predicted waveform is shown in Figure A.5(c). The predicted
waveform is nearly identical to the measured waveform with the notable exception of some small
oscillations. Note that the histogram of the predicted waveform has significantly less data
beyond the cluster near (2, 10) than the histogram of the measured waveform. The lack of
oscillations in the waveform and compactness of the points in the histogram of the predicted
waveform suggests that the large cluster of points in plot (c) are due to some kind of systematic
error in the measurement.
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Figure A.5. (a)) Portions of an
a initially bro
oadband Gausssian noise waaveform measu
ured at
11
1.6 m from the source in an
n anechoically terminated pllane wave tub
be and a numeerical
prrediction. (b) Two-dimensiional histogram
ms of the McIInerny plot off the predicted
d
waveform.
w
(c) Two-dimensio
onal histogram
ms of the McIn
nerny plot of the measured
d
waveform.
w
Thee noise at the measurement
m
location has a value of 1..14. The dataa inside the
reed circles are not
n likely to be
b meaningful,, while the datta in green squ
uares are.

As
A noted by the
t presence of significan
nt shocks inn the waveforrms in Figurre A.5(a), it iis
very likely that nonliinear distortiion is importtant in the prropagation oof this particuular signal.
Based on
n the findings in Section A.2, we exp
pect to find a significant number of ppoints with
ILWSF values
v
near or
o above 100
00. This is th
he case for bboth histograams in Figurre A.5. Whille the
regions with
w the greaatest densitiees do not quite make it too 1000, they are within aan order of
magnitud
de.
The
T histogram
ms of the MccInerny plotss of noise waaveforms at various locaations in the
plane waave tube may
y be compareed in order to
o better undeerstand how
w McInerny pplots evolve with
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nonlinear propagation. In order to simplify the explanations, all of the histograms of waveforms
measured in the plane wave tube presented below will be compared with the histograms of an
initially broadband Gaussian noise waveform with a characteristic frequency of 1500 Hz. The
waveforms analyzed were chosen to have

values similar to those of the reference waveforms.

Following McInerny and Ölçmen, only those points on the McInerny plot with values of Δ
greater than 0.3% of the maximum value of the waveform are included in the plots.
First, the reference set of histograms (initially 1500 Hz, broadband Gaussian noise) will
be discussed. Then, the effects of different characteristic frequencies will be discussed by
comparing histogram sets from initially 1000 Hz and from 2000 Hz broadband Gaussian noise
waveforms with the reference set. The effects of bandwidths are then analyzed by comparing
initially 1500 Hz narrowband Gaussian noise with reference set. Finally, initially 1500 Hz
broadband jet noise-like noise will be compared with the reference set to understand the effects
of different initial statistics.
Initially 1500 Hz, Broadband Gaussian Noise
Portions of the histograms of the McInerny plots of initially 1500 Hz broadband Gaussian
noise measured in a plane wave tube (a) 0.3 m, (b) 2.5 m, (c) 5.6 m, (d) 8.6 m, and (e) 11.6 m
from the source are shown in Figure A.6. (It should be noted that the portions shown in plot (a)
and plot (e) are portions of the histograms shown in Figure A.4 and Figure A.5.)
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Figure A.6. Po
ortions of the histograms
h
of the McInernyy plots of initiaally 1500 Hz b
broadband
Gaussian
G
noise measured in a plane wave tube (a) 0.3 m
m, (b) 2.5 m, (cc) 5.6 m, (d) 8..6 m, and
(ee) 11.6 m from
m the source.

The
T histogram
ms shown in Figure A.6 illustrate muuch of the evvolution of innitially
broadban
nd noise. Plo
ot (a) shows that most off the pressurre rises are loocated in onne region cenntered
around (1
1, 2). The po
oints surroun
nding this reegion appearr to be in a soomewhat triangular shappe.
This trian
ngular shapee was found in the analyssis of a num
merical Gausssian signal. In plot (b) thhis
main region appears to be evolving. The porrtion of this rregion with larger valuees of Δ /
LWSF, whilee the portionn of the regioon with loweer values of
have obtaained larger values of IL
Δ /

have not ch
hanged their values of IL
LWSF very ssignificantly. The pointss surroundinng the

dense reg
gion in plot (b)
( still form
m a kind of trriangular shaape. The inccrease in ILW
WSF of the
points wiith larger vallues of Δ /

may bee explained bby nonlinearr distortion. The portions of

the initial waveform with larger pressure
p
exccursions willl distort moree rapidly thaan the portioons
with smaall pressure excursions.
e
The
T transition
n from plot (b)
( to plot (c) is similar tto the transittion from ploot (a) to plott (b).
The largee dense regio
on in plot (c)) has continu
ued to evolvve, elongatingg as the poinnts with larger
values off Δ /

co
ontinue to gaain even high
her values oof ILWSF, suuggesting thaat these porttions
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of the noise waveform are becoming significantly distorted. It appears that the main dense
region has bifurcated into two portions, one centered about (2, 3) and the other centered about (3,
27). In addition to the main dense region on the right hand side of the plot, another dense region
has started to form on the left hand side of the plot. It appears to be truncated by the threshold
introduced by McInerny and Ölçmen, suggesting that this region is similar to the region centered
about (10 ,1) in Figure A.4(b). The dense region developing on the left of plot (c) is likely
noise generated by some systematic error in the measurement.
By plot (d) the dense region on the left of the histogram has become the main dense
region in the histogram. However, the dense region on the right, which is more likely to
represent the evolution of the initial waveform, is still easily distinguishable. The dense region
on the right side of the histogram still looks like there are two portions of it, creating an inverted
“v” shape. The peak of the “v” shape is located near (3, 80). It is interesting that largest values
of ILWSF for the dense region on the right of plot (d) is approximately the same as the largest
values of the ILWSF for the dense region on the right of plot (c), as well as the largest ILWSF
values for the dense region on the right of plot (e). While there is some interesting structure to
these right-hand dense regions, the overall shape does not vary much between plots (c), (d), and
(e), suggesting that the waveform has reached a more stable part of the propagation by

0.55.

The most likely case would be that the waveform has already passed some threshold similar to
the shock formation distance for sine waves. This conclusion is strengthened by the derivative
skewness estimates presented in Section 5.6. The derivative skewness estimates of noise follow
a similar trend of the initially sinusoidal signals, but progress at much faster in terms of .
Characteristic Frequency Comparison
Comparing the histograms of McInerny plots of initially broadband Gaussian noise with
different characteristic frequencies can help us understand the importance of absorption on the
nonlinear propagation of noise.
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Figure A.7. Po
ortions of the histograms
h
of the McInernyy plots of initiaally 1000 Hz b
broadband
Gaussian
G
noise measured in a plane wave tube (a) 0.3 m
m, (b) 2.5 m, (cc) 5.6 m, (d) 8..6 m, and
(ee) 11.6 m from
m the source.

All
A of the tren
nds that weree seen in Fig
gure A.6 are seen in the histograms iin Figure A.7.
Although
h the dense region
r
on thee right of plo
ot (c) of Figuure A.7 doess not seem too have bifurccated
yet, evideence of the region
r
splittiing is seen in
n plot (d) andd plot (e).
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Figure A.8. Po
ortions of the histograms
h
of the McInernyy plots of initiaally 2000 Hz b
broadband
Gaussian
G
noise measured in a plane wave tube (a) 0.3 m
m, (b) 2.5 m, (cc) 5.6 m, (d) 8..6 m, and
(ee) 11.6 m from
m the source.

The
T general trrends seen in
n Figure A.6
6 are presentt in the histoograms of thee higher
frequency
y waveforms shown in Figure
F
A.8, but
b there aree some intereesting differeences. For
example,, the evolutio
on of the den
nse region on
n the right seeems to be pprogressing, but at a slow
wer
rate (in teerms of ) th
han the 1500
0 Hz case. Itt isn’t until

1.21 (pllot (e)) that tthe dense reggion

on the rig
ght begins to
o bifurcate, unless
u
the deense region oon the left inn plots (c), (dd), and (e) iss
actually a bifurcation
n of the densse region on the right. Thhe fact that tthe dense region on the lleft
grows in a similar maanner as the dense region on the leftt of Figure A
A.6 suggests that the dennse
region on
n the left in Figure
F
A.8 iss noise assocciated with ssome system
matic error inn the
measurem
ment.
Bandwid
dth Comparisson
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Figure A.9. Po
ortions of the histograms
h
of the McInernyy plots of initiaally 1500 Hz
na
arrowband Gaussian noise measured in a plane wave ttube (a) 0.3 m
m, (b) 2.5 m, (cc) 5.6 m, (d)
8..6 m, and (e) 11.6
1 m from th
he source.

Portions of th
he histogram
ms of initially
y 1500 Hz naarrowband G
Gaussian noise measuredd at
various lo
ocations in a plane wavee tube are sh
hown in Figuure A.9. Thee first and m
most obvious
differencce between th
he histogram
ms in Figure A.6 and in F
Figure A.9 iss that the dennse region on the
right in th
he plots of Figure
F
A.9 iss much narro
ower than thee dense regioons on the riight in the pllots
of Figuree A.6. In spiite of the mu
uch narrowerr dense regioon, the densee regions on the right of the
plots in Figure
F
A.9 undergo a sim
milar evolution to the dennse region oon the right oof the plots inn
Figure A.6:
A The portions with larrger values of
o Δ /

ttend to shift to larger values of ILW
WSF.

The densse region on the right also apparently
y bifurcates aat or near

0.54, as sseen in plot ((c).

It seems that the stab
ble part of thee waveform propagationn still has noot started by
has starteed by

0.54, but

0..84, as seen in plot (d) and plot (e).

atistics Com
mparison
Initial Sta
Since jet noisse has differeent statisticaal characterisstics than Gaaussian noisee, we now seee if
this has a noticeable effect on thee histogramss of the McInnerny plots oof noise withh jet noise-liike
statistics. Portions of these histo
ograms are sh
hown in Figuure A.10. T
The histogram
m portions shhown
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in Figuree A.10 are reemarkably sim
milar to the histogram pportions show
wn in Figuree A.6. The ddense
region in
n plot (a) sho
ows the triangular shape associated w
with Gaussiaan noise, andd is centered
about (2, 1). By 2.5 m (shown in
n plot (b)), th
he dense reggion has beguun to evolvee, with large
values off Δ /

go
oing to higheer values of ILWSF. Noote that the ddense regionn on the rightt in

plot (c) appears
a
to haave bifurcateed, that the saame region iin plot (d) haas formed a sort of inverrted
“v” shapee, and that characteristiccs of the histogram portioons shown inn plots (c), ((d), and (e) ddo
not vary much. All of
o these obseervations weere also madee of the histoogram portioons in Figuree
A.6. Theese similaritiies suggest that
t the initiaal statistics ddo not have a significantt effect on thhe
nonlinearr propagation of broadbaand noise.

Figure A.10. Portions
P
of the histograms of the McInern
ny plots of inittially 1500 Hz
brroadband noisse with jet noiise-like statistiics measured in a plane wavve tube (a) 0.33 m, (b) 2.5
m,
m (c) 5.6 m, (d
d) 8.6 m, and (ee) 11.6 m from
m the source.

The
T analyses presented ab
bove have sh
hown that thhe evolution of McInernyy plots are
similar fo
or all noise waveforms
w
in
n a plane waave tube. It does appearr that the abssorption and
dispersio
on associated
d with propag
gation in a plane
p
wave tuube affects tthe plots signnificantly, annd
different phenomena may be man
nifested in McInerny
M
ploots for measuure jet noisee, which is noot
planar, an
nd does not propagate with
w boundary
y layer effeccts.
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A.4 An
nalysis off Jet Noisse
The
T two-dimeensional histtograms of th
he McInernyy plots of waaveforms meeasured durinng
the interm
mediate and military eng
gine conditio
ons, measureed on the groound array att 0 m, 10.4 m
m,
and 20.7 m downstreeam of the no
ozzle, are sh
hown in Figuure A.11 andd Figure A.122.

Figure A.11. Two-dimension
T
nal histograms of McInernyy plots with IL
LWSF normallization of
no
oise waveform
ms measured on
o the ground array (a) 0 m
m, (b) 10.4 m, aand (c) 20.7 m
do
ownstream off the nozzle of an F22-A Rap
ptor at interm
mediate enginee condition. T
The red
da
ashed line rep
presents the th
hreshold suggeested by McIn
nerny and Ölçmen.

The
T histogram
ms shown in Figure A.11
1 show the ccharacteristicc triangular sshape that iss
expected
d for broadbaand Gaussian
n noise. Com
mpared to thhe scatter ploots calculatedd when
discussin
ng the tube data,
d
the peak
ks of the histtograms in F
Figure A.11 hhave low vaalues of Δ /
and theree is only one peak per histogram. Th
his suggests that there is a low frequuency wave tthat
carries hiigh frequenccy energy, which
w
is the case,
c
as seen in Figure 6..2.

,
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Figure A.12. Two-dimension
T
nal histograms of McInernyy plots with IL
LWSF normallization of
no
oise waveform
ms measured on
o the ground array (a) 0 m
m, (b) 10.4 m, aand (c) 20.7 m
do
ownstream off the nozzle of an F22-A Rap
ptor at militarry engine cond
dition. The reed dashed
lin
ne represents the threshold
d suggested by McInerny an
nd Ölçmen.

The
T histogram
ms for the military
m
engin
ne condition shown in Fiigure A.12 aare very simiilar to
the histog
grams for the intermediaate engine co
ondition show
wn in Figuree A.11. Thee dense regioons
still retain the triangu
ular shape, th
hough they do
d seem to bbe a little moore extendedd than the dennse
regions of
o the histogrrams for the intermediate engine conndition, espeecially the hiistogram in
Figure A.12(b).
A
As
A seen in thee histogramss analyzed fo
or the plane wave tube eexperiments, the slight
extension
n of the densse region in the
t histogram
ms in Figuree A.12 likelyy implies nonnlinear
propagation. One caan estimate a value of

for
f the noisee used to gennerate the hisstograms.

Comparin
ng the histog
grams with the
t histogram
ms from Secction A.3, thee noise meassured duringg the
intermed
diate engine condition
c
lik
kely has a
military engine
e
condition likely has
h a

value near zzero, and thee noise measuured during the

valuee near 0.1. T
This choice iis quite subjective, and

thereforee quite impreecise. It may
y be that histtograms of M
McInerny ploots will be m
more useful w
when
comparin
ng waveform
ms with greatter shock con
ntent than thhe waveform
ms consideredd in this
appendix
x.

